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Abstract
The work presented in this thesis is devoted to the study and numerical simulation of
Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) problems involving complex fluids. The nonlinear and
time dependent nature of FSI problems makes the analytical solution very difficult or
even impossible to obtain, requiring the use of experimental analysis and/or numerical
simulations. This fact has prompted the development of a great variety of numerical
models for the interaction of fluids and solid structures. However, most of the efforts have
been focused on classical fluids governed by the Navier-Stokes equations, which cannot
capture the physical mechanisms behind complex fluids. Here, we try to fill this gap by
proposing several models for the interplay of solids and multi-phase or multi-component
flows. The proposed models are then applied to particular problems that spark interest in
fields, such as engineering, microfabrication and chemistry.
In this work, the behavior of the structure is described by the nonlinear equations of
elastodynamics and treated as an hyperelastic solid. Two different constitutive theories are
employed, a Neo-Hookean model with dilatational penalty and a Saint Venant-Kirchhoff
model. The description of complex fluids is based on the diffuse-interface or phase-field
method. In particular, two approaches are adopted. The first one is based on the Navier-
Stokes-Korteweg equations, which describe compressible fluids that are composed by two
phases of the same component that may undergo phase transformation, such as water
vapor and liquid water. We use this model to study the influence of surface active agents
in droplet coalescence and show that droplet motion may be driven by strain gradients
-tensotaxis- of the underlying substrate. We also show several problems of phase-change-
driven implosion, in which a thin structure collapses due to the condensation of a fluid.
The second approach is based on the Cahn-Hilliard model, which we couple with the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. We adopt an stabilization based on the residual-
based variational multiscale formulation. This results in a model that describes two-
component immiscible flows with surface tension. The potential of this model is illustrated
by solving several elastocapillary problems in two and three dimensions including capillary
origami, the static wetting of soft substrates and the deformation of micropillars.
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As FSI technique, we adopt a moving mesh or boundary-fitted approach with matching
discretization at the fluid-structure interface. This choice permits to strongly impose the
kinematic compatibility conditions and results in more accurate solutions at the fluid-solid
interface. In particular, we use the Lagrangian description to derive the semi-discrete form
of the solid equations and the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) description for the
fluid domain. This means that the fluid mesh needs to be updated to accommodate the
motion of the structure. For this purpose, we solve an additional linear elasticity problem
subject to displacement boundary conditions coming from the motion of the solid.
For the spatial discretization of the solid and fluid domains, we adopt Isogeometric
Analysis (IGA) based on Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS), a generalization
of the finite-element method that posseses higher-order global continuity and allows for a
more precise geometric representation of complex objects. Regarding the time integration,
we use a generalized-α scheme. The nonlinear system of equations is solved using a
Newton-Raphson iteration procedure, which leads to a two-stage predictor-multicorrector
algorithm. The resulting linear system is solved using a preconditioned GMRES method.
A quasi-direct monolithic formulation is adopted for the solution of the FSI problem, that
is, the fluid and solid equations are solved in a coupled fashion, while the mesh motion is
solved separately using as input, data from the fluid-solid solve.
Resumen
El trabajo presentado en esta tesis esta´ destinado al estudio y simulacio´n nume´rica de
problemas de interaccio´n fluido-estructura (FSI de sus siglas en ingle´s) que involucran
fluidos complejos. La naturaleza no lineal y dependiente del tiempo de los problemas FSI
hace que su solucio´n anal´ıtica sea muy dif´ıcil o incluso imposible de obtener, requiriendo
el uso del ana´lisis experimental y/o de simulaciones nume´ricas. Este hecho ha impulsado
el desarrollo de una gran variedad de modelos nume´ricos para la interaccio´n de fluidos y
estructuras so´lidas. Sin embargo, la mayor´ıa de los esfuerzos se han centrado en fluidos
cla´sicos gobernados por las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes, las cuales no son capaces de cap-
turar los mecanismos f´ısicos detra´s de los fluidos complejos. En este trabajo, intentamos
rellenar ese hueco proponiendo varios modelos para la interaccio´n de so´lidos y fluidos mul-
tifase y multicomponente. Los modelos propuestos son aplicados a problemas particulares
que desatan gran intere´s en campos como la ingenier´ıa, la microfabricacio´n y la qu´ımica.
En este trabajo, el comportamiento de la estructura esta´ descrito por las ecuaciones
de la elastodina´mica no lineal y es tratado como un so´lido hiperela´stico. Se emplean dos
teor´ıas constitutivas diferentes, un modelo Neo-Hookeano y un modelo Saint Venant. La
descripcio´n de los flu´ıdos complejos esta´ basada en el me´todo de los campos de fase o
me´todo de interfaz difusa. En concreto, se adoptan dos te´cnicas diferentes. La primera se
vbasa en las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg, las cuales describen fluidos compresi-
bles que esta´n compuestos por dos fases de un mismo componente como, por ejemplo, agua
l´ıquida y vapor de agua. Usamos este modelo para estudiar el papel de los tensoactivos
en la coalescencia de gotas y mostrar que el movimiento de gotas puede desencadenarse
por gradientes de deformacio´n -tensotaxis- del substrato en el que se apoyan. Mostramos
tambie´n varios ejemplos de implosio´n accionada por cambios de fase, en la cual una es-
tructura delgada colapsa debido a la condensacio´n de un fluido. La segunda te´cnica se
basa en el modelo de Cahn-Hilliard, el cual acoplamos con las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes
incompresibles. En este modelo adoptamos una estabilizacio´n basada en la formulacio´n
variacional multiescala. Esto resulta en un modelo que describe flujos inmiscibles de dos
componentes con tensio´n superficial. Ilustramos el potencial de este modelo resolviendo
varios problemas de elastocapilaridad en dos y tres dimensiones incluyendo origamis por
capilaridad, la deformacio´n esta´tica de substratos blandos con gotas o la deformacio´n de
micropilares.
Como te´cnica FSI, adoptamos un me´todo de malla mo´vil con discretizacio´n compati-
ble en la interfaz so´lido-fluido. Esta eleccio´n permite imponer de forma fuerte las condi-
ciones de compatibilidad cinema´tica y da lugar a resultados ma´s precisos cerca de la
interfaz so´lido-fluido. En concreto, usamos una descripcio´n Lagrangiana para derivar la
forma semidiscreta de las ecuaciones del so´lido y una descripcio´n Arbitraria Lagrangiana-
Euleriana (ALE) para el dominio del flu´ıdo. Esto significa que la malla del fluido tiene
que ser actualizada para acomodar el movimiento de la estructura. Con este propo´sito re-
solvemos un problema adicional de elasticidad lineal en el que las condiciones de contorno
son los desplazamientos procedentes del movimiento del so´lido.
Para la discretizacio´n espacial tanto del dominio del so´lido como del flu´ıdo, adoptamos
Ana´lisis Isogeome´trico (IGA) basado en B-Splines racionales no uniformes (NURBS), una
generalizacio´n del me´todo de elementos finitos que posee continuidad global de alto orden
y que permite una representacio´n geome´trica ma´s precisa de objetos complejos. En lo
que respecta a la integracio´n temporal, usamos un esquema alfa generalizado. El sistema
no lineal de ecuaciones se resuelve usando un me´todo de Newton-Raphson iterativo, que
lleva a un algoritmo de dos fases predictor-multicorrector. El sistema lineal resultante es
resuelto mediante un me´todo GMRES precondicionado. Se adopta adema´s una formu-
lacio´n monol´ıtica para la solucio´n del problema FSI, esto es, las ecuaciones del fluido y del
so´lido se resuelven de manera acoplada mientras que el movimiento de la malla se resuelve
separadamente, usando como input los datos del resolvedor so´lido-fluido.
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Resumo
O traballo presentado nesta tese esta´ destinado o´ estudo e simulacio´n nume´rica de prob-
lemas de interaccio´n flu´ıdo-estrutura (FSI nas su´as siglas en ingle´s) que involucran flu´ıdos
complexos. A natureza non lineal e dependente do tempo deste tipo de problemas fai que
a su´a solucio´n anal´ıtica sexa moi dif´ıcil ou mesmo imposible de conseguir, esixindo o uso de
ana´lises experimentais e / ou simulacio´ns nume´ricas. Este feito levou o´ desenvolvemento
dunha gran variedade de modelos nume´ricos para a interaccio´n de flu´ıdos e estruturas
so´lidas. Con todo, a maior´ıa dos esforzos concentra´ronse en flu´ıdos cla´sicos goberna-
dos polas ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes, as cales non son capaces de capturar os mecanismos
f´ısicos detra´s dos flu´ıdos complexos. Nesta tese tratamos de encher este burato propon˜endo
modelos para a interaccio´n de so´lidos e l´ıquidos multifase e multicompon˜ente. Os mode-
los propostos son aplicados a problemas espec´ıficos que espertan gran interese en campos
como a enxen˜er´ıa, a microfabricacio´n e a qu´ımica.
Neste traballo o comportamento da estrutura esta´ descrito polas ecuacio´ns da elas-
todina´mica non lineal e e´ tratada como un so´lido hiperela´stico. Usamos du´as teor´ıas con-
stitutivas diferentes: un modelo Neo-Hookeano e un modelo Saint Venant. A descricio´n
do flu´ıdo complexo base´ase no me´todo de campos de fase ou me´todo de interfaz difusa.
En concreto, ado´ptanse du´as te´cnicas diferentes. A primeira base´ase nas ecuacio´ns de
Navier-Stokes-Korteweg, que describen flu´ıdos compresibles que esta´n compostos de du´as
fases dun u´nico compon˜ente, por exemplo, auga l´ıquida e vapor de auga. Utilizamos este
modelo para estudar o papel dos axentes tensoactivos na coalescencia de gotas e demostrar
que o movemento de gotas pode ser desencadeado mediante gradientes de deformacio´n do
substrato no que se apoian -tensotaxe-. Tame´n se mostran varios exemplos de implosio´n
inducida por cambios de fase, no que unha estrutura fina colapsa pola condensacio´n dun
flu´ıdo. A segunda te´cnica esta´ baseada no modelo de Cahn-Hilliard, o cal e´ acoplado coas
ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes. Neste modelo adoptamos unha estabilizacio´n baseada na for-
mulacio´n variacional multiscala. Isto resulta nun modelo que describe fluxos inmiscibles de
dous compon˜entes con tensio´n superficial. Ilustramos o potencial deste modelo resolvendo
varios problemas de elastocapilaridade en du´as e tres dimensio´ns, inclu´ındo origamis por
capilaridade, a deformacio´n esta´tica de substratos brandos con gotas ou a deformacio´n de
micropilares.
Como te´cnica FSI, adoptamos un me´todo de malla mo´bil con discretizacio´n compatible
na interfaz so´lido-l´ıquido. Esta eleccio´n permite impon˜er de xeito forte as condicio´ns
de compatibilidade cinema´tica e da lugar a resultados ma´is precisos preto da interfaz
so´lido-flu´ıdo. En concreto, usamos unha descricio´n Lagranxiana para derivar a forma
semidiscreta das ecuacio´ns do so´lido e unha descricio´n Arbitraria Lagranxiana-Euleriana
(ALE) para o dominio do flu´ıdo. Isto quere dicir que a malla do flu´ıdo ten que ser
actualizada para acomodar o movemento da estrutura. Para iso, resolvemos un problema
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adicional de elasticidade lineal no que as condicio´ns de contorno son os desprazamentos
procedentes do movemento do so´lido.
Para a discretizacio´n espacial tanto do dominio do so´lido coma do flu´ıdo adoptamos
Ana´lise Isoxeome´trica (IGA) baseada en B-splines non uniformes (NURBS), unha xen-
eralizacio´n do me´todo de elementos finitos que posu´e continuidade global de alta orde e
que permite unha representacio´n ma´is precisa de obxectos complexos. No que respecta
a´ integracio´n temporal, usamos un esquema alfa xeneralizado. O sistema de ecuacio´ns
non lineais e´ resolto a trave´s dun me´todo de Newton-Raphson iterativo que da lugar a
un algoritmo preditor-multicorrector. O sistema lineal resultante e´ tratado mediante un
me´todo GMRES precondicionado. Ademais, adoptamos unha formulacio´n monol´ıtica para
o problema FSI, e´ dicir, as ecuacio´ns do flu´ıdo e do so´lido son resoltas de xeito acoplado
mentres que o movemento da malla se resolve por separado, utilizando como input os datos
do resolvedor so´lido-flu´ıdo.
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(green color in the surfactant plot). The water droplet is attracted by the
lower boundary due to the capillary forces [see Fig.4.4(e)]. Note that we are
neglecting gravity forces. We have adopted Re = 512, Ca = 0.00390625,
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4.5 Evolution of surfactant concentration for the three dimensional coalescence
of two vapor bubbles. The computational domain is the cube Ω = (0, 1)3,
which is composed of 1283 C1-quadratic elements. We impose periodic
boundary conditions in all directions. Initially, an homogeneous distribution
of the surfactant concentration is adopted [Fig.4.5(a)], namely, c0 = 0.8.
We have made a clip of the geometry to facilitate the visualization of the
results. We are plotting an isocontour surface of the density (grey color)
which represents the liquid-vapor interface. The surfactant is trapped by
the regions with higher density gradients, that is, the liquid-vapor interfaces.
We have used the parameters Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125, Ba = 0.01 and
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5.1 Evolution of density (left) and temperature (right) in a 2D phase-change-
driven implosion problem. Initially, water-vapor (red color in the density
plot) is filling up a hollow structure (a) and a low temperature θD = 0.5 is
applied at the fluid-structure interface. The vapor close to the boundaries
increases its density and turns into liquid [blue in the density plot, (c)].
The pressure inside is reduced and the structure deforms due to the external
load. We have used the parameters Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125, Pr = 0.013,
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5.2 Evolution of density (left) and temperature (right) in a 3D phase-change-
driven implosion problem. Initially, water-vapor (red color in the density
plot) is filling up a hollow structure (a) and a low temperature θD = 0.5 is
applied at the fluid-structure interface. The vapor close to the boundaries
increases its density and turns into liquid (blue color in the density plot) [(c)
and (e)]. The pressure inside is reduced and the structure deforms due to
the external load. We have used the parameters Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125,
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6.1 Droplet motion driven by tensotaxis. (A) Liquid droplet (blue) deposited on
a rigid substrate (gray). The surface tensions at the contact line γLV , γSV
and γSL are represented with arrows. (B) Liquid droplet on a soft substrate.
The solid is deformed under the combined action of the surface tensions and
the internal Laplace pressure ∆p. The plot shows that the static contact
angle α and the apparent contact angle ϕ are different when the solid is
deformable. (C) Tensotaxis can be triggered by inserting a microneedle in
the substrate and moving it toward the droplet or away from the droplet. . 43
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6.2 Mechanism of tensotaxis. Left panels refer to the case in which the applied
force pulls the droplet. Right panels refer to case in which the applied
force pushes the droplet. (A) and (B) Initial configuration of a droplet on
a deformable substrate. We apply a force per unit mass that points away
from the droplet (A) and toward the droplet (B) in the marked rectangular
region. (C) and (D) The droplet moves in the direction of the applied force.
The dashed black line represents the position of the droplet at the initial
time. (E) and (F) Streamlines of the fluid velocity colored with the velocity
magnitude. The droplet is represented by a black, solid line. (G) and (H)
Vertical displacements at the fluid–solid interface for different times. (I)
and (J) Time evolution of the apparent contact angles at the left (blue
dashed line) and right (red dashed line) contact lines of the droplet. Trend
lines are ploted using a blue and red solid lines, respectively. The difference
in apparent contact angles between the two contact lines is responsible for
the motion of the droplet. The computational domain is the rectangle
Ω = [0, 1.0]× [0, 0.5], which is discretized with a uniform mesh of 128× 64
C1-quadratic elements. The static contact angle is α = 75◦. We have used
the parameters ν = 0.45, µ̂ = 1/256, γ̂ = 1/64, Ê = 0.7554, and θ̂ = 0.39.
The magnitude of the force applied on the substrate is
∣∣∣f̂ s∣∣∣ = 0.16215. . . . 45
6.3 Pulling and pushing the droplet. Left panels refer to the case in which
the applied force pulls the droplet. Right panels refer to case in which the
applied force pushes the droplet. (A) and (B) Droplet velocity with respect
to time for different Poisson’s ratios ν. When pulling, the droplet initially
accelerates and then decelerates as it passes through the localized applied
force. When pushing, the velocity decreases monotonically. (C) and (D)
Droplet velocity with respect to the position of the droplet center Xc. In
all cases the velocity is reduced as the Poisson ratio drops, and for ν = 0
the applied force induces no droplet motion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
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6.4 Three-dimensional droplet motion triggered by tensotaxis. (Left column) 3D
analogue of the needle experiment in Fig. 6.1(C). (Right column) Droplet
coalescence induced by tensotaxis. (A) A liquid droplet is deposited on
a deformable substrate. A horizontal force is applied at the center of the
substrate. (B) The droplet moves in the direction of the applied force.
(D) Two forces of the same magnitude are applied on the substrate, pushing
the droplets towards the center of the domain. (E) When the droplets are
sufficiently close, capillary forces promote coalescence of the two droplets.
The black, dashed line indicates the initial position of the droplet. (C) and
(F) Vertical displacement of the solid–liquid interface at the diagonal plane
[green color in panels (B) and (E)] at different times. In both experiments
the computational domain Ω = [0, 0.8]× [0, 0.8]× [0, 0.4] is discretized with
80× 80× 40 C1-quadratic elements. We have adopted ν = 0.45, µ̂ = 1/200,
γ̂ = 1/50, Ê = 0.7554, θ̂ = 0.39, and α = 75◦. The load that triggers
droplet motion is a body force per unit mass of value
∣∣∣f̂ s∣∣∣ = 1.376 and∣∣∣f̂ s∣∣∣ = 2.7519 for the left and right columns, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . 48
7.1 Time evolution of the interface shown by isocontour lines of ϕ. We plot
ϕ = 0.7 (blue) and ϕ = −0.7 (black). The computational domain (not
shown) is Ω = (0, 1.5L) × (0, L), where L = 1.0 cm. The mesh is com-
posed of 256 × 384 C1-quadratic elements. We imposed periodic bound-
ary conditions in both directions. The initial configuration consisted of
two water droplets of radius R = 0.2 cm centered at (0.543L , 0.5L) and
(0.957L, 0.5L), respectively. The physical parameters correspond to water
at 20◦C, i.e., γf = 72.86mN/m, µ = 1.0mPa s and ρ = 1.0 g/cm3. The
thickness of the interface and the mobility were set to  = 3.9 10−3 cm, and
Mϕ = 10
−3 cm3s/g, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
7.2 Time evolution of the meniscus radius r obtained from the computation (red
points) and trend line given by g(t) = χ
√
t with χ = 22.9 (blue line). The
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7.3 Glycerol droplet deposited on a soft substrate. (a) Stationary configuration
(left) and detail of the contact line region after deformation (right). (b), (c)
solid displacements in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
We use a uniform mesh of 400× 200 quadratic elements. On the left, right
and lower boundaries of the computational domain, we impose zero velocity
in the normal direction. On the upper boundary, zero velocity is imposed in
both directions. We adopted the values of surface tension reported in [158],
i.e., γf = 46.0mN/m, γSA = 31mN/m and γSL = 36mN/m. For the vis-
cosity and density parameters, we use values for glycerol: µ = 1412.0mPa s
and ρ = 1.26 pg/µm3. We took  = 2.0µm and Mϕ = 0.1µm
3µs/pg. The
parameters for the solid correspond to a silicone gel with E = 3.0 kPa,
νs = 0.499 and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
7.4 Vertical displacements of the fluid–solid interface. dc in the horizontal axis
represents the distance to the center of the droplet. The blue circles are the
experimental measurements reported in [158], which represent a station-
ary configuration. The computational results are reported at t = 0.25ms
(yellow), t = 0.75ms (purple) and t = 21.0ms (red), when the solution is
considered to be stationary. The horizontal line y = 0 corresponds to the
fluid–solid interface before deformation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
7.5 Capillary origami. (a) Initial condition. A semicircular droplet (blue) is
deposited on an elastic membrane (grey). (b), (c) and (d) Current con-
figuration at t = 0.014 s, t = 0.075 s and t = 0.138 s, respectively. We
use a uniform mesh of 200 × 100 quadratic elements. We impose zero ve-
locity in normal direction on all boundaries. The parameters employed in
this computation for the fluid correspond to a glycerol droplet, in partic-
ular, µ = 1412.0mPa s, γf = 46.0mN/m, and ρ = 1.26 pg/µm
3. We take
 = 5.0µm and Mϕ = 0.1µm
3µs/pg. For the elastic membrane we adopt
E = 30.0 kPa, νs = 0.45, and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
7.6 Solid mesh and streamlines of the fluid velocity at time t = 0.045 s for
the capillary origami of Fig. 7.5. The arrows show the direction of the
velocity field. The streamlines and the arrows are colored with the velocity
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7.8 Wetting of elastic micropillars. The left, middle and right columns corre-
spond, respectively, to h = 200.0µm, h = 300.0µm and h = 400.0µm. We
impose zero velocity in normal direction on all the boundaries, except on the
upper one, where we only enforce a stress–free condition. We use a wetting
liquid with contact angle θc = 60
◦. The parameters are µ = 1412.0mPa s,
γf = 46.0mN/m,  = 2.5µm, ρ = 1.26 pg/µm
3, Mϕ = 0.1µm
3µs/pg,
E = 320.0 kPa, νs = 0.45 and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fluid-Structure Interaction (FSI) encompasses a group of problems in which a deformable
or movable solid interacts with an internal or surrounding fluid flow, that is, problems
with an interdependence between a fluid and a solid structure. The nature of this kind
of problems makes them ubiquitous in almost every branch of engineering and science.
FSI problems are present in biomedical research [10, 12], aerospace and civil engineering
[70,138,171], marine engineering [194,199], and wind energy [11,173] to name a few.
In the last decades, significant advances have been made in FSI research. However, a
comprehensive study of FSI problems remains a challenge due to their nonlinear and time-
dependent nature. In most cases, an analytical solution is very difficult or even impossible
to obtain and experimental analysis and/or numerical simulations need to be employed.
The same challenges appear in the interaction of complex fluids and solids. Complex
fluids [81, 118] can be understood as a particular type of fluids in which different phases
coexist, whether they are liquid, gaseous or solid phases. Prime examples are emulsions,
foams, colloids, solutions of polymers, liquid crystals and, in general, any multiphase or
multicomponent flow. Because of their unusual mechanical nature, the interaction of
complex fluids and solids produces much richer physics than classical fluids, especially at
small scales, giving rise to a great variety of problems. In this document, we focus on those
problems involving multiphase and multicomponent flows; the term “complex fluids” will
be used, in general, to refer to this particular type of fluids.
The development of accurate and efficient computational methods for the interaction
of complex fluids and solids could potentially benefit a number of disciplines, such as
mechanobiology, engineering or chemistry, among others:
• Mechanobiology. Cells can migrate in response to gradients in stiffness (durotaxis)
and gradients in strain (tensotaxis) of the underlying substrate [123, 163]. The un-
derstanding of these mechanisms is still very limited but they seem to be controlled
to a significant extent by mechanics, and it seems plausible that, at cellular scale,
capillary forces play an important role. A theoretical model that allowed to study
1
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(a) Railroad tank car before implosion (b) Railroad tank car after implosion
Figure 1.1: Implosive collapse of a railroad tank car. The implosion is triggered by reducing
the internal pressure of the tank car. Figures obtained from [23]
durotaxis and/or tensotaxis would contribute to a better understanding of the pro-
cess, and would allow to explore scenarios that are difficult to probe experimentally.
• Engineering. There is a enormous variety of engineering problems in which complex
fluids play a prominent role. Among them, one of the most relevant problems is the
implosive collapse of thin structures [110,144]. Structures containing a compressible
fluid at a pressure below the external pressure have the potential to collapse inwards.
For example, an air-filled structure may suffer an implosive collapse when it is im-
mersed underwater due to the increase of the external pressure. In other situations,
phase transformations may trigger the implosion of vapor-filled structures. Ther-
mal variations may transform the vapor into liquid, reducing the internal pressure,
which, in turn, may lead to a violent and rapid collapse of the structure, produc-
ing strong compressions and large deformations [111]. Strong implosions may also
involve contact, plastic deformation, and fracture. See Fig. 1.1 for an example of
implosive collapse of thin structures.
• Chemistry. From the perspective of the chemical community, there are innumerable
problems in which complex fluids are present. A clear example is surface active
agents or surfactants, that is, compounds that find energetically favorable to be
located at the interfaces between fluids [71,133,149]. Surfactants are absorbed by the
interface and they can significantly reduce the work required to generate it, altering
completely the behavior of the system. For this reason, their use is overwhelming in
the chemical industry (they can be found in detergents, cosmetics, dye, etc.) as well
as in other fields, such as microelectronics [176], biotechnology [153,191], or medical
research [73, 146]. They also play an essential role in our organism, increasing the
pulmonary compliance and preventing atelectasis [94, 115], that is, the complete or
the partial collapse of the lungs.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1.2: Ellastocapillary origami. The capillary forces at the liquid-vapor interface are
able to deform slender structures at small scales. Upper figures present an example of
the wrapping of a drop of water with a PDMS sheet. (a) The membrane (white color) is
placed on a super-hydrophobic surface. (b) A drop of water is deposited on the PDMS and
allowed to evaporate. During evaporation, the drop retracts and folds the membrane. In
the bottom figures a liquid droplet impacts an elastic membrane triggering the wrapping of
the droplet. (c) High impact velocities produce the complete encapsulation of the droplet.
(d) Low velocities result in the partial wrapping of the droplet. Figs. (a) and (b) were
obtained from [142]. Figs. (c) and (d) were retrieved from [145].
• Microfabrication. The growing interest for micro-devices has brought attention to
the effects that surface tension of small droplets may have in soft or slender struc-
tures. As the dimensions of a a system are scaled down, capillary forces decrease
slower than pressure and gravity forces and eventually become dominant, being able
to deform elastic structures. This process is known as elastocapillarity [147, 160]
(see Fig. 1.2 for an example of capillary forces acting on slender structures). Under-
standing the physical mechanisms underlying elastocapillary phenomena is essential
for the design of new materials and devices at the micrometer and nanometer scale.
The computational models for FSI have traditionally focused on the interaction of
solids with classical fluids governed by the Navier–Stokes equations of incompressible or
compressible flows [14,32,91,92,124–126,162,170,172,174]. However, some FSI problems,
such as those involving complex fluids, cannot be modeled using this paradigm because
they fundamentally depend on physical mechanisms not captured by the Navier–Stokes
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equations. As a consequence, the number of works that model the interaction of complex
fluids and solids is very limited. A notable exception is [188].
In this thesis, we extend the state-of-the-art in interaction of complex fluids and solids
by presenting the following developments:
• A model based on the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg (NSK) equations for com-
plex fluids with surfactants. We present a new model for liquid-vapor flows with
surface active agents that captures the dynamics of surfactants and accounts for
phase transformations in the fluid. Our approach to phase transformation is based on
the diffuse-interface or phase-field methods. In particular, our theory emanates from
the isothermal Navier-Stokes-Korteweg equations, which describe single-component
two-phase flow and naturally allow for spontaneous phase changes. We derive the
model from a free energy functional by using a Coleman-Noll approach. The pro-
posed theory has significant potential to study the influence of surfactants in vapor-
ization and condensation processes. In order to tackle the numerical challenges posed
by this model, such as the stiffness in space and time, the internal and boundary
layers as well as the higher-order partial differential operators, we adopt as a com-
putational technique Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) based on Non-Uniform Rational
B-Splines (NURBS), which permits an accurate and efficient discretization. The vi-
ability of the theoretical framework and the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms
are illustrated by solving several numerical problems in two and three dimensions.
See [29] and Chapter 4 for more details.
• An Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian model for the interaction of complex
fluids and solids based on the NSK equations and neo-Hookean solids.
Complex fluids produce much richer physics than classical fluids when they interact
with solids, especially at small scales. We present a new mathematical model for FSI
capable of capturing these physics for the case of single-component two-phase flow
interacting with hyperelastic solids. In particular, the fluid is treated as a viscous
and compressible fluid, governed by the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg equations, which
allow the fluid to condensate and evaporate naturally due to temperature and/or
pressure changes. The structure is treated as a nonlinear hyperelastic solid in the
Lagrangian description and governed by the equations of nonlinear elastodynam-
ics. The Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) description is utilized for the fluid
subdomain. The motion of the fluid mesh is computed by solving the equations of
elastostatics given the displacement data on the fluid-solid interface. A quasi-direct
monolithic formulation is adopted for the solution of the FSI problem, that is, the
fluid and solid equations are solved in a coupled fashion, while the mesh motion is
solved separately using as input, data from the fluid-solid solve. A NURBS-based
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isogeometric analysis methodology is employed for the spatial discretization of the
fluid and the structural mechanics equations. We use the proposed model to simu-
late the implosive collapse of vapor-filled structures. We study different geometries
in 2D and 3D, in which the implosion is triggered by thermal variations. See [27]
and Chapter 5 for more details.
• A model for the interaction of complex fluids and solids based on the
NSK equations and a Saint-Venant structure. The fluid model described in
the previous point is coupled now with a Saint-Venant structure. The idea is to study,
from a mechanical point of view, a particular problem known as tensotaxis, that is,
the ability of cells to migrate in response to gradients in strain of the underlying
substrate. The goal is to see if at small scales, capillary forces play an important
role in this process, studying the particular case of droplets. Experimental studies
of tensotaxis are particularly challenging because prestraining the substrate is often
accompanied by an increase in the substrate stiffness as a result of nonlinear material
response, thus producing a combination of tensotaxis and durotaxis. Replacing
the neo-Hookean model used in the implosion problem with a Saint-Venant model
allows us to consider geometric nonlinearities with a linear material response. As
a consequence, the strains introduced in the substrate to trigger tensotaxis do not
alter the stiffness of the solid, avoiding a situation with simultaneous tensotaxis and
durotaxis. In summary, we propose a theoretical model that allows to isolate the
effects of tensotaxis. We present numerical simulations in two and three dimensions,
in which droplet motion and coalescence are triggered by applying localized forces
in a soft substrate. See [26] and Chapter 6 for details.
• A model based on Navier-Stokes-Cahn-Hilliard for the interaction of
solids and incompressible complex fluids. The FSI models presented in the
previous points are able to describe the physics of single-component two-phase flows
interacting with hyperelastic structures. However, there are a number of physical
and engineering problems in which the fluid is not formed by two phases of the same
component. It is the case, for example, of gas injection for oil recovering, fuel sprays
in combustion processes, air-water flows, etc. For modeling this kind of problems, we
propose a theory based on the Navier-Stokes-Cahn-Hilliard equations, which describe
two-component immiscible flows with surface tension. The fluid is treated as a vis-
cous and incompressible fluid in the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian description. The
structure is treated as a nonlinear hyperelastic solid in the Lagrangian description
and governed by the equations of nonlinear elastodynamics. The proposed model is
used to predict the deformation caused by the capillary forces of a glycerol droplet
deposited on a soft substrate. The results are then validated with experimental data.
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The model is also used for the 2D and 3D simulation of other elastocapillary prob-
lems, such as capillary origami or the bending of flexible micro-pillars. The reader
is referred to [28] and Chapter 7 for more details.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a quick overview of
different computational methods for FSI problems, phase-field methods and isogeometric
analysis. The research objectives of this thesis are stated in Chapter 3. Chapters 4, 5,
6 and 7 expand on the four contributions mentioned above. The idea of these Chapters
is to describe concisely the goals of each contribution, provide both representative results
and conclusions, and refer to the different papers attached as appendices for the details.
In each of these Chapters the most significant contributions are highlighted at the end, as
well as future research directions emerging from the work performed. Chapter 8 reports
on collaborations in other research works not directly related with this thesis. Finally, in
Chapter 9, some concluding remarks are commented.
Chapter 2
Background on computational
modeling
2.1 Computational methods for FSI problems
Over the last decades, the modeling and simulation of fluid-structure interaction and other
coupled problems has gained increasing attention among the computational mechanics
community. FSI simulations are used for the design and analysis of heart valves [51,61,97],
wind turbines [11, 96, 199], airplane wings [69, 108], for the study of aneurysms [12, 169],
or for the modeling of spacecraft parachutes [167, 168] to name some applications. It is
in these cases when a robust, accurate, geometrically flexible, and efficient computational
method is essential. However, this is not always an easy challenge. Solving a FSI problem
entails extra difficulties compared to a solid-only or a fluid-only problem.
In a single-field problem, there is only one set of differential equations in the problem
domain, which may be fixed or not, and a set of boundary conditions. In FSI problems, the
governing equations for the fluid and the solid must be satisfied simultaneously. The fluid
and solid domain do not overlap and a set of coupling conditions – the compatibility of
kinematics and tractions – must be satisfied all along the fluid-structure interface, which
evolves in time. There are two main procedures or coupling techniques to solve theses
equations: staggered and monolithic (see, for instance, [8]). In monolithic or strongly-
coupled approaches, the fluid, solid and mesh equations are solved simultaneously in fully-
coupled fashion. The main advantage is that the compatibility conditions are implicitly
satisfied in the solution procedure and the solvers tend to be more robust. In contrast,
in staggered or loosely-coupled techniques the fluid and structure equations are solved
sequentially using explicitly the compatibility conditions for the exchange of information
between both solvers. The main advantage of this approach is that existing and validated
fluid and structural solvers may be used and, consequently, the code development time
is reduced. On the other hand, convergence becomes difficult to achieve in FSI problems
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where the structure is “light” and the fluid is “heavy” [15]. In the same way, convergence
becomes an issue when an incompressible fluid is fully contained by a solid. With this
in mind, one can clearly see that finding a unique computational FSI method capable
of solving efficiently and accurately all kinds of fluid-structure interaction problems is a
challenging and probably impossible task. For the moment, there exist different types
of computational methods specially developed to deal with specific FSI problems. FSI
methods can be classify into two main groups:
• Interface tracking methods. Also known as moving-mesh or boundary-fitted
methods. When the structure moves, the shape of the fluid subdomain changes to
adapt to the motion of the structure. As a consequence, the fluid-structure interface
moves as well. In interface tracking methods – as it is the case of the Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian and the space-time techniques – the mesh moves to follow that
interface, that is, the mesh tracks the interface and is updated as the flow evolves.
This way, we are able to control the mesh resolution near the interface and obtain
accurate solutions as well as impose exactly the compatibility conditions. However,
as the interface evolves, the quality of the mesh decreases, and it may reach a point
where remeshing is needed, which can be time consuming. Moreover, the updating of
the mesh requires solving a boundary-value problem in which the Dirichlet boundary
conditions are the displacements of the solid at the interface. For a more detailed
discussion on interface tracking methods the reader is referred to [8, 58, 179]. See
Fig. 2.1 for an example of mesh discretization at the fluid-structure interface in ALE
problems.
• Interface capturing or nonmoving-mesh methods. In this approach, the fluid
mesh does not move to track the fluid-structure interface. The interface is captured
by the mesh covering the region where the fluid-solid boundary is. As a consequence,
the resolution near the interface will be limited by the resolution of the mesh in that
region. This method enables a less accurate representation of the interface than the
previous one although it is more flexible since it does not require mesh updating. This
is the case of the immersed methods, in which a Lagrangian solid moves arbitrarily
on top of a background fluid mesh in a non-conforming fashion. For a more detailed
explanation of immersed methods the reader is remitted to [32, 130, 136, 200]. Fig.
2.1 presents an example of mesh discretization in immersed approaches.
2.2 Phase-field modeling
Phase transition phenomena has been traditionally modeled using sharp-interface models
[5, 59, 117]. However, this approach presents several limitations. For many classes of
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Figure 2.1: [Left] In ALE approaches, the fluid subdomain changes to adapt to the motion
of the structure. The fluid mesh moves to follow the interface and thus, needs to be
updated as the flow evolves. [Right] In immersed methods, the interface is captured by
the mesh covering the region where the fluid-solid boundary is, which leads to less accurate
representations of the interface.
problems, the appropriate sharp interface model is often not known [141]. Besides, their
numerical simulation turns out to be extremely difficult. The most challenging aspect is the
interaction between topologically complex interfaces that undergo merging and pinch-off
during the course of a phase transformation. Note that one must solve simultaneously the
partial differential equations that govern each phase dynamics and the boundary conditions
that hold on a moving, and a priori unknown, interface, and this usually results in complex
numerical treatment.
Another alternative to deal with moving interface problems are phase-field models
[3,39,52,67,127,129,141]. The principal characteristic of this approach is the assumption
that the interface actually represents a rapid but smooth transition of physical quantities
between the bulk values – for this reason, phase-field models are also called diffuse-interface
models. The idea of diffuse interfaces dates back to Poisson [140], Gibbs [82] and van der
Waals [190]. However, it is in the last decades, when these models are gaining increasing
interest in many fields, such as physics, material science and engineering. In particu-
lar, they have been applied with great success to solidification dynamics [31, 116, 135],
foams [74], brittle fracture [21, 113], dendritic growth [106, 114], vesicle dynamics [17],
microstructure evolution in solids [76], planet formation [187], infiltration of water into
a porous medium [46, 85], coalescence of bubbles [88], cancer growth [75, 192, 197, 198],
elasto-capillarity [188] or description of partial wetting [47,134] to mention a few.
In phase-field models, the sharp description of the interface is replaced with a thin
boundary layer by introducing an auxiliary field – the phase field or order parameter –
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Figure 2.2: [Left] In sharp-interface models, the properties are discontinuous at the inter-
face. [Right] In diffuse-interface or phase-field models the properties evolve continuously
between the bulk values.
that varies smoothly on the entire computational domain and that acts as marker of the
location of the different phases (see Fig. 2.2). This idea avoids some of the problems
associated with sharp interface models. In particular, the numerics are notably simplified
because the governing equations can now be solved on the entire computational domain,
which is usually known and fixed. In general, instead of the boundary conditions at the
interfaces, we have to solve a partial differential equation for the evolution of the order
parameter.
Phase-field models also present important challenges that are currently being adressed
(see [84, 87, 89, 122]) and that make difficult to use these approaches for quantitative
modeling of experimentally relevant situations. For example, the presence of thin interfaces
that must be captured by the computational mesh renders phase-field equations very
stiff. The same way, the kinetics of the interface limits the numerical time steps that
can be adopted in diffuse-interface theories, which makes difficult to model realistic time
scales. Finally, from the computational point of view, another disadvantage is that the
phase-field equation typically includes higher-order partial differential operators. This
fact significantly limits the use of classical finite element methods since we need to employ
basis functions of high global continuity, which can be very difficult or even impossible
in 3D complicated geometries. In order to use FEM it is usually necessary to adopt a
mixed formulation adding new degrees of freedom. The aforementioned difficulties can be
tackled by using Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) for the spatial discretization of the problem
(IGA will be the subject of Section 2.3), which permits generating basis functions with
higher global continuity on non-trivial geometries.
Phase field models are connected to thermodynamics, in the sense that they can be
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derived from free-energy functionals – written in terms of the phase field and other fields
– using the classical theory of thermomechanics and Coleman-Noll approaches [41]. As
an example, the classical Cahn-Hilliard equations as well as the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg
equations can be derived using this framework. The former represents a theory for two-
component immiscible fluids with surface tension. The latter is the most used theory
for single component two-phase flow with phase transformations. Some diffuse-interface
models can also be derived directly from sharp interface problems by simply smoothing
them out to obtain its phase-field equivalent (see [90] for more details). The theory of
matched asymptotic expansions [31, 72] can be used to verify the convergence of phase-
field models to sharp-interface equations. For a more thorough discussion on phase-field
methods the reader is referred to [3, 24,39,90,157].
2.3 Isogeometric Analysis
Isogeometric Analysis based on Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines constitutes the main tool
used for the spatial discretization of the models presented in this thesis. As such, it is
interesting for the reader to have a basic knowledge of this computational technique. This
is precisely the purpose of this section, where we briefly introduce the concept of NURBS
and offer a quick overview of Isogeometric Analysis. For a more extensive discussion on
IGA the reader is referred to [42].
IGA can be thought as a new computational technique that improves and generalizes
the standard Finite Element Method (FEM). It was first proposed in [100] and further
explained in [6,7,9,43,44]. IGA was developed with the purpose of simplifying the tedious
communication process between design and analysis. One of the main time consuming
steps in this process is the construction of analysis-suitable meshes from Computer Aided
Design (CAD) geometries. Usually, an iterative process is required to create and mesh
geometries that can be used as imput in Finite Element Analysis (FEA) codes. Moreover,
this mesh is, in general, just an approximation of the geometry embedded in the CAD
file and this may lead to important errors in the analysis process. The main reason
of this bottleneck is the fact that CAD and FEA use different types of basis functions
to represent geometries. Indeed, NURBS [137] are the most common basis functions
employed in computer aided design whereas Lagrange polynomials [99] are the functions
usually adopted in FEA codes. IGA tackles this problem by proposing a computational
framework for analysis based on the functions employed in CAD systems.
Isogeometric analysis based on NURBS is convenient for free-form surface modeling.
NURBS are capable of more precise geometric representation of complex objects than
linear basis functions and, in particular, they can exactly represent many commonly engi-
neered designs, like cylinders, spheres and tori. In addition, they exhibit important math-
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ematical properties, such as derivative-continuity across element boundaries, higher-order
accuracy, robustness, and the ability to be refined through knot insertion and degree ele-
vation. Another important property of IGA that has been recently proven is that Galerkin
solutions can be obtained with only one evaluation per degree of freedom using the concept
of variational collocation [86].
One of the major limitations of NURBS is that they are not compatible with local re-
finement. This has lead to the development of other computational geometry technologies
for IGA, such as, analysis-suitable T-splines (ASTS) [7,33,34], which allow to perform local
h-refinement while maintaining all the important mathematical and geometrical proper-
ties of NURBS. Another option is subdivision surfaces [195]. Heretofore, Non-Uniform
Rational B-Splines have been the functions most widely employed in IGA and they will
also be used for our simulations. IGA has been previously used to solve phase-field and
FSI problems with remarkable success [20,52,55,84,88,89,95].
2.3.1 B-splines
As its name suggests, Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines are obtained from B-splines (basis
splines), which are piecewise polynomial curves constructed by taking linear combinations
of B-spline basis functions. A necessary component for the construction of B-splines is
the knot vector. A knot vector Ξ in one dimension is a set of non-decreasing coordinates
in the parametric space, i.e., Ξ = {ξ1, ..., ξnc+p+1}, where ξi ∈ R is the ith knot, i =
1, 2, ..., nc + p + 1, p is the polynomial order, and nc is the number of basis functions
that comprise the B-spline space. Knots divide the parametric space into knot spans or
elements. However, they can be repeated, that is, more than one knot can be located at
the same coordinate in the parametric space. This way, if the first and last knots of a
knot vector are repeated p + 1 times, then the knot vector is said to be open. Otherwise,
it is said to be a closed knot vector. If knots are equally-spaced in the parametric space,
the knot vector is uniform. If they are unequally-spaced, the knot vector is non-uniform.
For a given knot vector, the B-spline basis functions are defined by the Cox-de Boor
recursion formula (see, for instance, [45, 49]). Starting with piecewise constants (p = 0),
i.e,
Ni,0 (ξ) =
1, if ξi 6 ξ < ξi+1,0, otherwise ; i = 1, . . . , nc (2.3.1)
the basis functions of higher degrees (p = 1,2,3,...) are defined by
Ni,p (ξ) =
ξ − ξi
ξi+p − ξiNi,p−1 (ξ) +
ξi+p+1 − ξ
ξi+p+1 − ξi+1Ni+1,p−1 (ξ) ; i = 1, . . . , nc (2.3.2)
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Figure 2.3: Quadratic basis functions formed from the open knot vector Ξ =
{0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 6}
In Fig. 2.3 we present an example of quadratic B-spline basis functions generated from
the uniform open knot vector Ξ = {0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 6}. Note that if internal knots
are not repeated, the B-Spline basis functions are at least C p−1-continuous everywhere.
More specifically, if a knot has multiplicity k , the basis is C p−k -continuous at that knot.
This way, B-spline basis functions constructed using an open knot vector are interpolatory
at the endpoints of the parametric interval, which facilitates the imposition of boundary
conditions. For B-spline functions with polynomial order 0 and 1, we obtain standard
piecewise constant and linear finite element functions, respectively. From the Cox-de Boor
recursion formula, it can also be seen that B-Spline basis functions constitute a partition
of unity, that is,
∑nc
i=1Ni,p (ξ) = 1 ∀ξ. Each basis Ni,p is pointwise nonnegative over the
entire domain, i.e., Ni,p (ξ) > 0 ∀ξ, and its support is compact. In particular, the support
is always p + 1 knot spans for B-spline functions of order p.
2.3.2 NURBS
Let d denote the space dimension. A NURBS entity in Rd can be obtained by a projective
transformation of a B-spline object in Rd+1. It is worth mentioning that all the conic
sections can be exactly constructed by projective transformations of piecewise quadratic
curves. Given the B-spline basis function Ni,p (ξ), the one dimensional NURBS basis
functions can be defined as
R pi (ξ) =
Ni,p (ξ)wi∑nc
iˆ=1
Niˆ,p (ξ)wiˆ
, (2.3.3)
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where wi is a positive real weight. Analogously, for the 2D and 3D cases, the NURBS
basis functions are given by
R p,qi,j (ξ, η) =
Ni,p (ξ)Mj,q (η)wi,j∑nc
iˆ=1
∑mc
jˆ=1
Niˆ,p (ξ)Mjˆ,q (η)wiˆ,jˆ
, (2.3.4)
R p,q ,ri,j,k (ξ, η, ζ) =
Ni,p (ξ)Mj,q (η)Lk,r (ζ)wi,j,k∑nc
iˆ=1
∑mc
jˆ=1
∑lc
kˆ=1
Niˆ,p (ξ)Mjˆ,q (η)Lkˆ,r (ζ)wiˆ,jˆ,kˆ
. (2.3.5)
In the expressions above, Ξ = {ξ1, ..., ξnc+p+1}, H = {η1, ..., ηmc+q+1} and Z = {ζ1, ..., ζlc+r+1}
are the knot vectors; q and r denote the polynomial orders; mc and lc are the number of
basis functions; and wiˆ,jˆ and wiˆ,jˆ,kˆ are the weights. Note that the NURBS basis functions
are no longer piecewise polynomials, but piecewise rationals. NURBS functions inherit
most of the properties of B-splines. Their continuity, as well as their support is the same
as for B-splines. They are pointwise nonnegative and they still constitute a partition
of unity. Note also that if the weights are all equal, NURBS basis functions reduce to
B-splines basis functions, i.e, R pi (ξ) = Ni,p (ξ).
NURBS curves are constructed by a linear combination of NURBS basis functions as
C (ξ) =
nc∑
i=1
R pi (ξ)Bi, (2.3.6)
where {Bi}, i = 1, 2, ..., nc are referred to as control points. These coefficients are points
in space. The concept is similar to that of nodal coordinates in finite element analysis.
The main difference is that in IGA the basis functions are, in general, non-interpolatory.
Analogously, a NURBS surface S (ξ, η) and a NURBS volume V (ξ, η, ζ) may be defined
as
S (ξ, η) =
nc∑
i=1
mc∑
j=1
R p,qi,j (ξ, η)Bi,j , (2.3.7)
V (ξ, η, ζ) =
nc∑
i=1
mc∑
j=1
lc∑
k=1
R p,q ,ri,j,k (ξ, η, ζ)Bi,j,k, (2.3.8)
where {Bi,j} and {Bi,j,k} are the control points, i = 1, 2, ..., nc, j = 1, 2, ...,mc, k =
1, 2, ..., lc.
2.3.3 Analysis framework
IGA is compatible with the two classical mesh refinement strategies, knot insertion (h-
refinement) and order elevation (p-refinement). However, there is a third option, referred
to as k-refinement (see, e.g., [100]), which allows to increase the order and the smoothness
of the NURBS basis functions simultaneously.
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Figure 2.4: Integration is carried out through standard Gaussian quadrature on one
element at a time. The geometrical mapping x is used to pull the physical element back
to the parametric domain. The function φ is then used to map the parametric element to
the parent element.
In what follows, we will denote by N (x) and N (ξ) a generic NURBS basis function
defined on the physical and parametric spaces, respectively (see Fig. 2.4). For simplicity,
we omit the index of the basis functions that represents the polynomial degree. We also
make use of a single-index notation, denoting by A,B,C, ... the NURBS basis functions.
Let n be the number of control points. With this in mind, the geometry mapping may be
expressed as
x (ξ) =
n∑
A=1
xAN (ξ) , (2.3.9)
where xA’s are the control point coordinates.
As in finite elements, in Isogeometric Analysis the isoparametric concept is used, which
means that the unknown variables are represented in terms of the same NURBS functions
[see Eqs. (2.3.3)-(2.3.5)] that are used for defining the geometry. Thus, the IGA solution
in the parametric domain may be expressed as
u (ξ) =
n∑
A=1
uAN (ξ) , (2.3.10)
where uA are the control variables or degrees of freedom. Analogously, in the physical
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domain the isogeometric solution is defined by
u (x) =
n∑
A=1
uAN (x) , (2.3.11)
where N (x) = N
(
ξ−1(x)
)
. The properties of the function u follow directly from the
basis. For example, the continuity across the boundary of an element is determined by
the continuity of the basis across the corresponding knot span.
To perform integration in the examples presented in this thesis, we make use of the
standard Gaussian quadrature rule (see Fig. 2.4). Other rules have been recently pro-
posed for IGA (see, for instance, [102]), which could be used to improve the efficiency
of the computational methods. Regarding the imposition of boundary conditions (BC),
Neumann BC’s are enforced weakly as in standard Finite Element Methods. Dirichlet
boundary conditions can be imposed strongly by setting the appropiate values to the con-
trol variables of the boundary. Note that for open knot vectors, the basis functions are
interpolatory at the endpoints. Nitsche-like methods can also be employed for a weak
imposition of Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Chapter 3
Research objectives
The research objectives of this thesis can be summarized in the following points:
• Development of algorithms for the simulation of complex fluids and their interaction
with solid structures. Numerical methods for FSI have traditionally focused on the
interaction of solids with classical fluids governed by the Navier-Stokes equations
[14, 125, 126, 165]. The coupling of solids and complex fluids remains practically
unexplored, at least from the computational point of view, even when they give rise
to much richer physics than classical fluids, especially at small scales. Our goal is to
propose new numerical methods based on phase-field approaches [141] and capable of
capturing the physical mechanisms behind complex fluids. The numerical challenges
associated to phase-field models, such as, the stiffness in space and time and the
higher-order partial differential operators, could be tackled by adopting a NURBS-
based Isogeometric Analysis [42] for the spatial discretization. This approach should
take advantage of the higher inter-element continuity of spline basis functions in
order to enhance the accuracy and robustness with respect to the classical finite
element method. The use of NURBS would also enable a more precise geometric
representation of complex objects since they can exactly represent many commonly
engineered designs, like cylinders, spheres and tori.
• Application of the proposed models. The idea is to illustrate the predictive ability
of our models and the effectiveness of our computational methods by solving prob-
lems associated to different fields, such as engineering, mechanobiology, chemistry
or microfabrication. In this sense, we study a number of physical problems, such as
the influence of surfactants in single-component two-phase flows, the implosive col-
lapse of vapor-filled structures, the role of capillary forces in droplet motion driven
by tensotaxis, the spontaneous wrapping of droplets with elastic membranes or the
bending of flexible micro-pillars due to elastocapillary forces.
• Implementation of the proposed algorithms. The optimization of FSI models, in-
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cluding an efficient parallel implementation, is of high practical importance in order
to solve realistic physical problems. For this reason, a key goal of this thesis is to
perform a parallel implementation of the proposed models. This could be achieved,
for example, in Fortran language by developing our own libraries and MPI paral-
lel implementation. Another possibility is to build a C language code on top of
PetIGA [48], which is a software framework that adds the NURBS discretization
capabilities and integration of forms to PETSc [150]. This would result in a much
more efficient and flexible code, which could easily use a great variety of solvers and
preconditioners.
Chapter 4
A diffuse-interface model for
liquid-vapor flows with surfactants
4.1 Introduction
Our first step into the realm of complex fluids will be the development of a diffuse-interface
model for single-component two-phase flows that allows for phase transformations and
captures the physics behind surfactant absorption phenomena.
Surface active agents, also known as surfactants, are compounds that find energetically
favorable to be located at the interfaces of a system. The presence of these compounds
at the boundary between phases may substantially modify its properties, for example,
reducing the work required to generate the interface (the reader is referred to [71, 133,
149] for more details on surfactant properties). This ability to change the behavior of a
system acting only on the interface, makes surfactants one of the most useful substances
in the chemical industry [71, 139] as well as in other fields such as, biotechnology [153,
191], microelectronics [176], electronic printing [148] or medical research [73, 146]. In
the literature, one can find a number of computational methods that describe surfactant
absorption phenomena [2, 36, 60, 80, 104, 132, 178, 189]. However, most of these models
only deal with soluble or insoluble surfactants in two-component inmiscible flows (see,
for example, [68, 112, 120]). The influence of surfactants in single-component two-phase
flows remains practically unexplored, at least from the computational point of view. For
this reason, we firmly believe that a complex-fluid theory that allows for spontaneous
vaporization and condensation and that captures the dynamics of surface active agents at
the interfaces, may become a useful tool for further understanding the behavior of these
compounds in phase-transition phenomena.
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4.2 Derivation of the model
The model that we propose for this problem can be derived from a free energy functional
by using the framework of thermomechanics and a Coleman-Noll approach [41]. Let us
define the total energy of the system
E(ρ,u) =
∫
Ω
(
Ψ +
1
2
ρ |u|2
)
dΩ, (4.2.1)
where Ω is an open subset of R3 and | · | denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector; ρ is the
fluid density and u represents the velocity vector. The free energy Ψ is assumed to belong
to the constitutive class Ψ = Ψ̂ (L, ρ,∇ρ, c) , where c is the surfactant concentration and L
is the symmetric part of the velocity gradient, that is, L =
(∇u+∇uT ) /2, In particular,
for our problem, we consider the expression
Ψ̂(ρ,∇ρ, c) = W (ρ) + λ (c)
2
|∇ρ|2 + U (c) , (4.2.2)
where λ is a function of c that takes positive values and U (c) is the free energy associated
to the surfactant. Here, we adopt U (c) = c2α/2, where α is a positive constant. The
second term in (4.2.2) represents the free energy that leads to capillary forces at gas-liquid
interfaces. With the purpose of being able to predict phase transformations, we define
W (ρ) as the Helmholtz free energy of a van der Waals fluid [56,121].
Let us also define the classical balance laws for mass of fluid and surfactant, linear
momentum and angular momentum, i.e.,
ρ˙+ ρ∇ · u = 0, (4.2.3)
ρu˙ = ∇ · T + ρf , (4.2.4)
T = T T , (4.2.5)
c˙+ c∇ · u = −∇ · j, (4.2.6)
where T is the Cauchy stress tensor, f represents body forces per unit mass and j describes
the mass flux of surfactant; ˙ denotes the material time derivative of , i.e., the time
derivative of  holding the material particle fixed.
The goal is to find a constitutive equation for T and j so that the energy of the system
decreases with time for any arbitrary solution of the theory. This can be achieved, for
example, with the following choices of T and j (see [29] for a detailed derivation of the
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model),
T = −pI +
[
1
2
(
λ (c)− cλ′(c)) |∇ρ|2 − α
2
c2 + ρλ′ (c)∇c · ∇ρ+ λ (c) ρ∆ρ
]
I
− λ(c)∇ρ⊗∇ρ+ 2µ¯L+ λ¯∇ · uI, (4.2.7)
j = −κ∇
(
αc+
λ′(c)
2
|∇ρ|2
)
, (4.2.8)
where I denotes the identity tensor; κ > 0; µ¯ and λ¯ are viscosity coefficients, which
must fulfill
2
3
µ¯ + λ¯ ≥ 0 and µ¯ ≥ 0; p denotes the thermodynamic pressure, that is,
p = ρW ′ (ρ)−W (ρ).
4.3 Governing equations
The governing equations of the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg theory with surfactant can now
be written in the Eulerian description as follows
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (4.3.9)
∂ (ρu)
∂t
+∇ · (ρu⊗ u)−∇ · T − ρf = 0, (4.3.10)
∂c
∂t
+∇ · (cu) +∇ · j = 0, (4.3.11)
where the surfactant mass flux and the stress tensor can be expressed as
j = −κα∇c− κ
2
(
λ′′(c)∇c |∇ρ|2 + 2λ′(c)∇∇ρT∇ρ
)
, (4.3.12)
T = τ − pI + ς + ςs. (4.3.13)
Here, κ and α govern the relative strength of convection and diffusion processes, allowing
to control the intensity with which the surfactant is drawn by liquid-vapor interfaces; ς is
the Korteweg tensor, ςs is the stress tensor associated to the surfactant and τ corresponds
to the viscous stress tensor of a Newtonian fluid (see, for example, [196]), i.e.,
τ = µ¯
(∇u+∇uT )+ λ¯∇ · uI, (4.3.14)
ς = λ(c)
(
ρ∆ρ+
1
2
|∇ρ|2
)
I − λ(c)∇ρ⊗∇ρ, (4.3.15)
ςs =
(
−α
2
c2 − cλ
′(c)
2
|∇ρ|2 + ρλ′ (c)∇c · ∇ρ
)
I. (4.3.16)
We assume that the Stokes hypothesis is satisfied, i.e., λ¯ = −2µ¯/3. Finally, as surface
tension is approximately a linear function of
√
λ and we want to model the capability of
surfactants to lower surface tension, we assume that λ(c) = λming (c). Here, λmin is a
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Figure 4.1: Non-dimensional plot of van der Waals pressure as a function of density for
θ > θc, θ = θc and θ < θc. Note that for values of temperature below the critical
temperature (θ < θc), the pressure is a non-monotone function of density, which allows
for spontaneous phase transformations.
positive constant that represents the minimum value allowed for the capillarity coefficient
and g(c) = 1 + βe−c2 with β > 0.
The equation of state for the thermodynamic pressure is given by van der Waals
equation, i.e.,
p = Rb
(
ρθ
b− ρ
)
− aρ2, (4.3.17)
where a and b are positive constants, R is the specific gas constant and θ represents the
temperature of the system. Fig. 4.1 shows a non-dimensional plot of van der Waals
pressure with respect to density. Note that for values of θ above the critical temperature
θc = 8ab/(27R), p is a monotonically increasing function of ρ, and the only phase that is
stable is the vapor phase. However, for θ < θc the pressure is no longer monotone, and
we can differentiate three regions. The interval ρ ∈ (0, ρv) corresponds to the vapor phase
and the interval ρ ∈ (ρl, b) corresponds to the liquid phase. Between these two regions,
p decreases with respect to ρ (grey line in Fig. 4.1), allowing for the fluid to evaporate
and condensate naturally due to pressure and/or temperature variations. The reader is
referred to [56,88,121] for further details.
Boundary conditions
To define a well-posed boundary value problem we need to specify suitable boundary
conditions. We assume solid wall boundary conditions, that is, u = uD. Additionally, we
set ∇ρ ·n = |∇ρ| cos(ϕ), where n denotes the unit outward normal to the boundary, and
ϕ is the static contact angle between the liquid-vapor interface and the solid, measured
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in the liquid phase. A similar idea can be adopted for the surfactant equation, that is,
∇c · n = |∇c| cos(ϕs), where ϕs represents the angle between the surfactant gradient
and the outward normal to the boundary. We must take into account that the boundary
condition should be mass-preserving and that surfactants are naturally trapped by liquid-
vapor interfaces. With this in mind, we relate ϕs with the contact angle ϕ using the
expression cos(ϕs) = cos(ϕ)h(ρ) where
h (ρ) = tanh
((
ρMl + ρ
M
v
2
− ρ
)
s
)
. (4.3.18)
Here, s is set to s = 4/(ρMl − ρMv ); the constants ρMl and ρMv denote the Maxwell states
for the liquid and the vapor phases, respectively.
4.4 Numerical formulation
We employ a semi-discrete formulation based on Galerkin’s method. In particular, for
the spatial discretization of the problem, we make use of Isogeometric Analysis since
it allows to generate the globally C1-continuous basis functions that are needed for the
discretization of the third-order partial-differential operators of the momentum and the
surfactant equations. The variational formulation of the problem can be found in [29]. We
use the generalized-α method [40] as a time integration scheme. The nonlinear system of
equations is solved using a Newton-Raphson iteration procedure, which leads to a two-
stage predictor-multicorrector algorithm. The resulting linear system is solved using a
preconditioned GMRES method [151].
4.5 Numerical examples
In order to obtain a non-dimensional form of our problem, we have rescaled the units
of measurement of length, mass, time and temperature by L0, bL
3
0, L0/
√
ab and θc, re-
spectively, where L0 = 1 denotes a length scale of the computational domain size. Using
this non-dimensionalization, our problem is controlled by four dimensionless numbers,
Re = L0b
√
ab/µ¯, Ca =
√
λmin/a/L0, Ba = α/(ab
2), and Pe = L0
√
ab/(κα), where Re is
the Reynolds number, Ca denotes the capillary number, Ba is the non-dimensional form
of α and Pe is the Peclet number. Ca and Re are chosen according to the methodology
proposed in [88], which relates these parameters to the computational mesh.
4.5.1 Surface tension for the NSK model with surfactants
In the NSK model without surfactants, the surface tension σLV relates to the parameter
λ through the expression σLV ' K0
√
λ, where K0 is a nonlinear function of θ (see, for
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example, [56]). Our goal is to show that the non-dimensional form of this expression,
i.e., γLV ' k0Ca
√
g(c), holds for the NSK model with surfactants, where γLV is the
non-dimensional surface tension and k0 is a constant for a given temperature. With this
purpose, we design a numerical experiment in which two vapor bubbles of different radius
merge into a single vapor bubble. As initial condition, we impose a constant value of the
surfactant concentration. We repeat this numerical simulation for different values of the
initial surfactant concentration and for two different temperatures.
For each simulation we obtain the steady state and we measure the radius r of the
resulting bubble and the pressure difference ∆p between the liquid and the vapor phases.
The product of this two values is an estimate of the suface tension according to Young-
Laplace equation ∆p = γLV /r. We plot (see Fig. 4.2) our estimate of suface tension with
respect to Ca
√
g(c). As it can be seen, the surface tension follows approximately a linear
relation with the values of the capillarity function at the interface. This proves that the
parameter k0 remains constant in our model for a given temperature. We also plot our
estimate of surface tension with respect to the surfactant concentration at the interface
(see inset in Fig.4.2), which makes evident that surface tension decreases with surfactant
concentration.
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Figure 4.2: Non-dimensional plot of our estimate of surface tension r∆p as a function
of capillarity for two different temperatures. For the steady state, surface tension scales
almost linearly with the values of the capillarity function at the interface. In the inset
we also plot surface tension as a funcion of the surfactant concentration at the interface.
Note that surface tension decreases with surfactant concentration.
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4.5.2 Trapping of surfactant at the liquid-vapor interface
In order to show that our theory is capable of modeling that surfactants are trapped by
interfaces as well as their ability to inhibit the coalescence of bubbles, we take a particular
example for which the traditional NSK model (see left column in Fig. 4.3) predicts the
merging of vapor bubbles. Then, we repeat exactly the same simulation with the theory
presented herein (middle and right columns in Fig. 4.3) and we compare both results.
As it can be seen in the right column of Fig. 4.3, the surfactant is attracted by the
regions with a higher density gradient, that is, the interfaces between the vapor and the
liquid phases. In the simulation without surfactants (left column in 4.3), the bubbles
that are closer are able to coalesce [Fig. 4.3(d)]. However, the presence of the surfactant
inhibits the coalescence of these two bubbles in our model [Fig. 4.3(e)].
4.5.3 Attachment of a drop of water to a wall
The following example shows how the presence of the surfactant at the interface may
modify the contact angle ϕ between a drop of water and a solid substrate. This angle can
be approximated by the equilibrium contact angle predicted by Young’s equation [50] for
the case of rigid solid substrates, and by adopting the expression validated in Section 4.5.1
for the surface tension γLV ' k0Ca
√
g(c), that is,
cos(ϕ) ' γSV − γSL
γLV
' ε
Ca
√
g(c)
, (4.5.19)
where γSV and γSL are the surface tension at the solid-vapor interface and at the solid-
liquid interface, respectively; ε = (γSV − γSL)/k0 is considered as a positive constant. The
boundary conditions for the surfactant and the density variables become
∇ρ · n = |∇ρ| ε
Ca
√
g(c)
, (4.5.20)
∇c · n = |∇c| ε
Ca
√
g(c)
h (ρ) , (4.5.21)
where h(ρ) is given by (4.3.18).
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of this approach we carry out the following
numerical simulation (see Fig. 4.4). A drop of liquid water [blue color in Fig. 4.4(a)]
is initially located close to a solid boundary where we are imposing the aforementioned
boundary conditions. The initial distribution for the surfactant [see Fig. 4.4(b)] consists
of a drop of surfactant (green color) located near to the upper boundary. Note that we
are neglecting gravity forces, so the water droplet is attracted by the lower boundary due
to the capillary forces [see Fig. 4.4(e)]. The surfactant is rapidly attracted by the liquid-
vapor interface, thus, modifying the contact angle. Different values of the initial surfactant
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(a) t = 0.0 (b) t = 0.0 (c) t = 0.0
(d) t = 3.5 (e) t = 37.5 (f) t = 37.5
(g) t = 8.5 (h) t = 212.5 (i) t = 212.5
(j) t = 43.75 (k) t = 337.5 (l) t = 337.5
Figure 4.3: Simulation of three vapor bubbles using the NSK theory without surfactant
(left column) and with surfactant (middle and right columns). The initial configuration
consists of three vapor bubbles [red color in the density plots (a) and (b)] deposited on
a liquid matrix (blue color). As initial condition we adopt an homogeneous distribution
of the surfactant concentration. Comparing the density plots of both theories (left and
middle columns) we can see that the NSK model with surfactant inhibits the coalescence
of the small and big bubbles. The surfactant is attracted by the areas with higher density
gradients, that is, the interfaces (green color in the surfactant plots).
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(a) t = 0.0 (b) t = 0.0
(c) t = 0.275 (d) t = 0.275
(e) t = 0.75 (f) t = 0.75
(g) t = 29.25 (h) t = 29.25
Figure 4.4: Evolution of density (left) and surfactant concentration (right) for the at-
tachment of a drop of water to a wall. The computational domain is the rectangle
Ω = (0, 1.0)× (0, 0.5) and the computational mesh is uniform and composed of 256× 128
C1-quadratic elements. Initially, a drop of liquid water (blue color in the density plot) is lo-
cated close to the lower boundary where we are controlling the contact angle as a function
of surfactant concentration. In the horizontal direction we adopt periodic boundary con-
ditions. The surfactant is initially concentrated close to the upper boundary [Fig. 4.4(b)]
though it is rapidly attracted by the liquid-vapor interface (green color in the surfactant
plot). The water droplet is attracted by the lower boundary due to the capillary forces
[see Fig.4.4(e)]. Note that we are neglecting gravity forces. We have adopted Re = 512,
Ca = 0.00390625, Ba = 0.04, Pe = 125 and ε = 0.003845215.
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concentration would lead to different static contact angles, which has great importance
in practical applications as it allows to control the wettability of the solid surface using
surfactants.
4.5.4 Coalescence of vapor bubbles in three dimensions
The last numerical example is the coalescence of two vapor bubbles in three dimensions
(see Fig. 4.5). For the surfactant we adopt a constant initial condition. The results for
the surfactant variable are plotted in Fig. 4.5, where we have made a cut of the cubic
domain for visualization purposes. We plot an isocontour surface of the density (grey
color) which represents the liquid-vapor interface. The results observed are consistent
with the previous examples. The surfactant (green color) is trapped by the regions of
higher density gradient, that is, the liquid-vapor interfaces (grey color).
(a) t = 0.0 (b) t = 1.75 (c) t = 3.75
Figure 4.5: Evolution of surfactant concentration for the three dimensional coalescence
of two vapor bubbles. The computational domain is the cube Ω = (0, 1)3, which is
composed of 1283 C1-quadratic elements. We impose periodic boundary conditions in
all directions. Initially, an homogeneous distribution of the surfactant concentration is
adopted [Fig.4.5(a)], namely, c0 = 0.8. We have made a clip of the geometry to facilitate
the visualization of the results. We are plotting an isocontour surface of the density
(grey color) which represents the liquid-vapor interface. The surfactant is trapped by the
regions with higher density gradients, that is, the liquid-vapor interfaces. We have used
the parameters Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125, Ba = 0.01 and Pe = 1000.
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4.6 Contributions and open lines for research
The most significant contributions of this work, which has been published as a research
paper in [29], can be summarized in the following points:
• We have proposed a model for complex fluids with surfactants. The fluid is a single-
component, two-phase flow that naturally undergoes phase-transformations between
vapor and liquid states.
• The proposed model has been derived from a free-energy functional using a Coleman-
Noll approach and the framework of thermodynamics.
• The theory successfully captures the dynamics of surface active agents at the inter-
face. For example, the model predicts that surfactants are attracted by liquid-vapor
interfaces as well as their ability to reduce surface tension, as observed in experi-
ments.
• We have proposed a computational method based on Isogeometric Analysis that
successfully tackles some of the computational challenges associated to phase-field
methods, such as the presence of higher-order derivatives.
The main open ideas derived from this work are:
• Extending the proposed model to a thermally coupled theory.
• Studying in more detail the influence that surfactants have in phase transformations.
• Applying the model to real case scenarios.

Chapter 5
Interaction of complex fluids and
solids: theory, algorithms and
application to phase-change driven
implosion
5.1 Introduction
Having already devised a computational model for single-component two-phase flows with
surfactants, our next step will be to couple the complex fluid model governed by the
NSK equations with a solid structure. In this sense, we need to choose a suitable Fluid-
Structure Interaction technique for the problems that we want to solve. The idea is to
conceive a model capable of reproducing the implosive collapse of vapor-filled structures
and that serves as a basis for other future problems, such as tensotaxis or elastocapillarity.
In all these cases, the accuracy at the fluid-solid boundary will be crucial, especially,
in elastocapillary problems, as we need a rigorous control of the contact angle between
the liquid-vapor interface and the solid surface as well as a precise fulfillment of the
compatibility conditions. For this reason, a boundary-fitted approach or in particular
an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method, in which the fluid and the solid discretizations
match at the interface, seems to be the most suitable choice. We are aware that very strong
implosion problems can lead to significant distortions in the solid and the fluid mesh and,
as a consequence, require remeshing procedures. We try to tackle this challenge by focusing
on moderately strong implosions and by adopting the appropiate elastic coefficients for
the moving mesh problem, preserving this way, the quality of the fluid mesh for as long
as possible.
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5.2 Governing equations
5.2.1 Kinematics
In the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian description the fluid suddomain moves to adapt to
the solid boundary. However, this motion does not coincide with the motion of the fluid
material particles, that is, the material particles are in relative motion with respect to
the motion of a referencial domain. Let us denote by x̂ the coordinates of that reference
domain Ωx̂, which is fixed in time. We define a function φ̂ that maps the reference domain
Ωx̂ into its spatial configuration at time t, Ωt, that is, φ̂ : Ωx̂×]0, T [→ Ωt, where ]0, T [ is
the time interval of interest. We denote by x the coordinates in the spatial configuration,
i.e., Ωt 3 x = φ̂(x̂, t). Using the mapping φ̂, we can define the displacement of a point
in the referential domain û(x̂, t) = φ̂(x̂, t) − x̂, and its velocity v̂ = ∂û/∂t. Let us also
define a material domain ΩX and the function φ : ΩX×]0, T [→ Ωt, which maps each
material particle X into its spatial coordinate at time t, that is, x = φ(X, t). From the
function φ, we can define the particle displacement u(X, t) = φ(X, t) −X, its velocity
v = ∂φ/∂t = ∂u/∂t, and the deformation gradient F = ∂φ/∂X. In what follows, to
avoid ambiguity in our notation we will use subscripts to clarify how derivatives are to
be understood. We will adopt the subscript X (respectively, x̂) to indicate that the
derivative is taken by holding X (respectively, x̂) fixed. When no subscript is specified,
the derivative is assumed to be taken by holding x fixed.
5.2.2 Governing equations of fluid mechanics
In our model, the fluid behavior is governed by the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg equations,
which account for mass, momentum and energy conservation. The NSK theory fits into
classical thermodynamics and, as a consequence, it can be derived from a Helmholtz free-
energy potential (see, for example, [90]). Its main particularity compared to the classical
Navier-Stokes equations is that it allows for liquid-gas and gas-liquid phase transforma-
tions, which can happen spontaneously without precursors. In the ALE frame, the NSK
equations are given by
∂ρ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇ρ+ ρ∇ · v = 0, (5.2.1a)
ρ
∂v
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ ρ (v − v̂) · ∇v −∇ · σf − ρf = 0, (5.2.1b)
∂ (ρs)
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇ (ρs) + ρs∇ · v +∇ ·
(q
θ
)
= k
1
θ2
|∇θ|2 + 1
θ
τ : ∇v + ρr
θ
+
ρf · v
θ
.
(5.2.1c)
In the expressions above, ρ is the density, v is the velocity vector, and ⊗ denotes the usual
vector outer product; f represents body forces per unit mass, r is the heat supply per
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unit mass and θ is the temperature; q denotes the heat flux, which will be defined by the
isotropic Fourier law, that is, q = −k∇θ, where k is the thermal conductivity; σf is the
fluid Cauchy stress tensor σf = τ −pI+ς, where p is the pressure, ς denotes the so-called
Korteweg tensor, which will give rise to capillary forces at liquid-vapor interfaces, and τ
is the viscous stress tensor of a Newtonian fluid, i.e.,
ς = λ
(
ρ∆ρ+
1
2
|∇ρ|2
)
I − λ∇ρ⊗∇ρ. (5.2.2a)
τ = µ¯
(∇v +∇Tv)+ λ¯∇ · vI, (5.2.2b)
Here, µ¯ and λ¯ are the viscosity coefficients, which will be related through the Stokes hy-
pothesis, that is, λ¯ = −2µ¯/3; λ > 0 is the capillarity coefficient, and | · | denotes the
Euclidean norm of a vector. Finally, in (5.2.1), the state variables, that is, the thermo-
dynamic pressure p and the entropy density s, are the ones corresponding to a van der
Waals fluid [56,121],
p = Rb
(
ρθ
b− ρ
)
− aρ2, (5.2.3a)
s = −R log
(
ρ
b− ρ
)
+ cv log
(
θ
θc
)
(5.2.3b)
where R is the specific gas constant, and a and b are positive constants; cv is the specific
heat capacity and θc is the critical temperature θc = 8ab/(27R).
5.2.3 Governing equations of solid mechanics
The solid dynamics is described by the Lagrangian form of the momentum balance equa-
tion
ρs0
∂2u
∂t2
∣∣∣∣
X
= ∇X · P + ρs0f s, (5.2.4)
where ρs0 is the mass density in the initial configuration, f
s represents body forces per
unit mass, and P is the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, which needs to be defined from
a constitutive theory. In our case, we adopt a hyperelastic model, namely, the generalized
neo-Hookean model with dilatational penalty proposed in [152]. This material is described
by the stored elastic energy density
W =
µ
2
(
J−2/dtr(C)− d
)
+
κ
2
(
1
2
(
J2 − 1)− ln J) , (5.2.5)
where d is the number of spatial dimensions, κ and µ are the material bulk and shear mod-
uli; tr(·) denotes the trace operator and and J = det(F ), where F denotes the deformation
gradient, i.e., F = I+∇Xu. Here, I denotes the identity tensor. Finally, C = F TF is the
Cauchy–Green deformation tensor. The second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor can be com-
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puted from W as S = ∂W/∂E while the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is obtained by
P = FS. The Cauchy stress tensor in the solid is given by σs = J−1FSF T = J−1PF T .
5.3 Numerical formulation
Let Ω0 denote the initial configuration of the entire domain of the problem, that is, the
fluid and solid domains combined. Ω0 will be adopted as the reference configuration and
also as material configuration. We may decompose Ω0 as Ω0 = Ω
f
0 ∪ Ωs0, with Ωf0 ∩ Ωs0 = ∅,
where s and f refer to the solid and the fluid domain, respectively. We may also decompose
the spatial configuration of Ω0 at time t, namely Ωt, as Ωt = Ω
f
t ∪ Ωst with Ωft ∩ Ωst = ∅.
Let Γ0 and Γt be the fluid-solid interface where the subscripts 0 and t denote the initial
and the current configuration, respectively. We will denote by Γs0 and Γ
s
t (respectively, Γ
f
0
and Γft ) the boundary of the solid (respectively, the fluid) subdomain without the part of
the fluid-structure interface.
Solid mechanics problem
Let us assume that the solid boundary Γs0 can be decomposed into Neumann and Dirichlet
parts denoted by (Γs0)N and (Γ
s
0)D, respectively. We define a trial solution functional space
X s = X s(Ωs0) whose members verify the Dirichlet boundary conditions of the problem, and
a weighting function space Y s = Y s(Ωs0) which is identical to X
s, but verifies homogeneous
conditions on (Γs0)D. The variational formulation can be stated as follows: Find u ∈ X s
such that ∀ws ∈ Y s,
Bs(ws,u) = F s(ws), (5.3.6)
where
Bs(ws,u) =
∫
Ωs0
(
ws · ρs0
∂2u
∂t2
∣∣∣∣
X
+∇Xws : P
)
dΩs0 (5.3.7)
and
F s(ws) =
∫
Ωs0
ws · ρs0 f sdΩs0 +
∫
(Γs0)N
ws · ĥd(Γs0)N . (5.3.8)
Note that this variational formulation weakly enforces the Neumman boundary condition
Pn̂s = ĥ on (Γs0)N , where n̂
s is the unit outward normal to the solid boundary in the
referential domain; ĥ is a given traction, which for the case of a follower load p in the
direction of the inner normal to the solid boundary is given by ĥ = −pJF−T n̂s.
Fluid mechanics problem
For the fluid, let us assume solid-wall boundary conditions. Additionally, due to the
third-order spatial derivative of the density in NSK equations, we enforce the boundary
condition ∇ρ · nf = −|∇ρ| cos(ϕ) where nf denotes the unit outward normal to the fluid
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boundary, and ϕ is the contact angle between the liquid-vapor interface and the solid,
measured in the vapor phase. The imposition of the aforementioned boundary condition
can be simplified by introducing a new variable Υ = ∆ρ in the momentum equation.
Note that this step is not strictly necessary with isogeometric analysis since IGA allows
to use the globally C1-continuous basis functions that are required to approximate the
NSK equations in primal form (see [88]). Let us introduce the trial solution space X f =
X f (Ωft ) whose members satisfy all Dirichlet boundary conditions. The weighting functions
space Y f = Y f (Ωft ) is identical to X
f , but all restrictions on the Dirichlet boundary are
homogeneous. The variational formulation is stated as follows: Find U = {ρ,v,Υ, θ} ∈ X f
such that ∀W = {w1,w2, w3, w4} ∈ Y f ,
Bf (W ,U ; v̂) = 0, (5.3.9)
where
Bf (W ,U ; v̂) =
∫
Ωft
w1
(
∂ρ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇ρ+ ρ∇ · v
)
dΩft
+
∫
Ωft
w2 ·
(
ρ
∂v
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ ρ (v − v̂) · ∇v − ρf
)
dΩft +
∫
Ωft
∇w2 : (τ − pI) dΩft
+
∫
Ωft
∇ ·w2λ
(
ρΥ +
1
2
|∇ρ|2
)
dΩft −
∫
Ωft
∇w2 : λ∇ρ⊗∇ρdΩft
+
∫
Ωft
w3ΥdΩft +
∫
Ωft
∇w3 · ∇ρdΩft +
∫
Γft ∪Γt
w3|∇ρ| cos(ϕ)d(Γft ∪ Γt)
+
∫
Ωft
w4
(
∂ (ρs)
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇ (ρs)
)
dΩft −
∫
Ωft
w4
(
ρr
θ
+
ρf · v
θ
)
dΩft
+
∫
Ωft
w4
(
ρs∇ · v − 1
θ
τ : ∇v − k 1
θ2
|∇θ|2
)
dΩft −
∫
Ωft
∇w4 · q
θ
dΩft .
(5.3.10)
Note that if Dirichlet boundary conditions are not set on the entire boundary for velocity
or temperature, then the variational formulation weakly imposes the conjugate stress-free
condition or vanishing heat flux at the wall.
Fluid domain motion
The goal of this problem is to produce a smooth evolution of the fluid domain given
the displacement data on the fluid–solid interface. This motion will be associated to the
mapping φ̂, and will be understood as a succession of fictitious linear elastic boundary-
value problems [107, 156, 180, 182–184]. Let us define the displacement of the reference
domain at time t as ût(x̂) = û(x̂, t) = φ̂t(x̂)− x̂. To determine φ̂t, and thus, the motion
of the fluid domain, we use the identity φ̂t(x̂) = φ̂t˜(x̂) + (ût − ût˜) (x̂), where ût − ût˜ is
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obtained from a linear elastic boundary–value problem. Here, t˜ < t is a time instant close
to t. In general, in our problems t˜ is the final configuration of the previous time step.
Let us define um as um = ût − ût˜. um is obtained by solving fictitious linear–
elastic boundary value problems, subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions um =
ut ◦ φ−1t − ut˜ ◦ φ−1t˜ on Γt˜, where ut and ut˜ are the particle displacement at times t
and t˜, respectively. These Dirichlet boundary conditions are strongly built into the trial
solution space Vm = Vm(Ωf
t˜
). The corresponding weighting function space, satisfying
homogeneous conditions on the boundary, is denoted by Wm = Wm(Ωf
t˜
). The variational
formulation can be stated as follows: Find um ∈ Vm such that ∀wm ∈ Wm,
Bm(wm,um) = 0, (5.3.11)
where
Bm(wm,um) =
∫
Ωf
t˜
∇symx˜ wm : 2µm∇symx˜ umdΩft˜ +
∫
Ωf
t˜
∇x˜ ·wmλm∇x˜ · umdΩft˜ , (5.3.12)
while µm and λm are the Lame´ parameters of the fictitious elastic model characterizing the
motion of the fluid domain; ∇x˜ is the gradient operator on Ωt˜ and ∇symx˜ is its symmetric
part.
Coupled FSI problem
Now we have all the ingredients to define the coupled fluid-structure interaction problem.
The variational formulation of the problem is stated as follows: FindU = {ρ,v,Υ, θ} ∈ X f ,
u ∈ X s and um ∈ Vm such that ∀W = {w1,w2, w3, w4} ∈ Y f , ∀ws ∈ Y s and ∀wm ∈ Wm,
Bf (W ,U ; v̂) +Bs(ws,u) +Bm(wm,um) = F s(ws), (5.3.13)
with the following fluid-solid interface conditions:
v =
∂u
∂t
◦ φ̂−1 on Γt, (5.3.14)
w2 = ws ◦ φ̂−1 on Γt. (5.3.15)
Note that Eq. (5.3.14) ensures strong kinematical compatibility at the fluid-structure
interface. Eq. (5.3.15) leads to a weak enforcement of traction compatibility at the
interface, which in the spatial configuration may be expressed as σfnf +σsns = 0 on Γt,
where ns is the unit outward normal to the solid in the spatial configuration.
For the spatial discretization of the coupled problem we make use of NURBS-based
isogeometric analysis. We use the generalized-α method as a time integration scheme.
The nonlinear system of equations is solved using a Newton-Raphson iteration procedure,
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which leads to a two-stage predictor-multicorrector algorithm. The resulting linear system
is solved using a preconditioned GMRES method. To solve the FSI equations, we adopt a
quasi-direct solution strategy (see [184–186] for the definition of terminology and methods),
where the fluid and solid equations are solved in a coupled fashion, while the mesh motion
equations are solved separately, using the data from the fluid–solid solve as input.
5.4 Numerical examples
The FSI problem was solved in a non-dimensional form. We rescaled the units of mea-
surement of length, mass, time and temperature by L0, bL
3
0, L0/
√
ab and θc, respectively,
where L0 = 1 denotes a length scale of the computational domain size. Using this non-
dimensionalization, our FSI problem can be defined using six dimensionless numbers,
Re = L0b
√
ab/µ¯, Ca =
√
λ/a/L0, Pr = L0ab
2
√
ab/(θck), c = 8cv/(27R), µ̂ = µ/(ρ
s
0ab),
and κ̂ = κ/(ρs0ab).
5.4.1 2D example
The first numerical example of phase-change-driven implosion is the collapse of a vapor-
filled ring. The external radius of the ring is L0 = 1, and the thickness of the solid is
L0/40. The system is initially in thermal and mechanical equilibrium, as we impose in
the external surface a follower load of identical value than the initial vapor pressure. We
trigger the implosion by suddenly reducing the temperature at the fluid–solid interface
using the temperature boundary condition. The temperature reduction makes the vapor
condensate, reducing the internal pressure and increasing the density.
Fig. 5.1 shows the time evolution of the density (left) and temperature (right) in the
fluid subdomain. Initially, all the fluid subdomain is in gaseous state [red color in Fig.
5.1(a)]. The thin grey color that encloses the fluid represents the structure. The initial
value of the fluid density is the one corresponding to the Maxwell state at θ0 = 0.85.
On the fluid-structure interface we apply a temperature boundary condition given by
θD = 0.5 < θ0. As a consequence, the temperature of the gas close to the structure is
reduced and the gas turns into liquid (blue) [Fig. 5.1(c)]. The pressure decreases inside
and the structure is deformed due to the external pressure [Fig. 5.1(c)]. The process
continues so that all the gas is transformed into liquid and the structure is completely
collapsed.
5.4.2 3D example
The second numerical example is the collapse of a three-dimensional box of side 2L0 and
thickness L0/40 [see Fig. 5.2(a)]. The parameters and initial conditions are the same as
in the 2D case, but the collapse is stronger because the structure is geometrically softer.
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Fig. 5.2 shows the evolution of the density (left) and temperature (right). It is observed
that the temperature boundary condition triggers the transformation of vapor into liquid
creating a blue area in the density plot which represents liquid water.
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5.5 Contributions and open lines for research
The most significant contributions of this work, which has been published as a research
paper in [27], can be summarized in the following points:
• We have proposed a computational model for the interaction of complex fluids and
solid structures. The fluid is a single-component, two-phase flow that naturally
undergoes phase-transformations between vapor and liquid states.
• To the best of our knowledge, the proposed theory is the first model that captures
all the relevant physics behind phase-change driven implosion.
• Isogeometric analysis based on NURBS is adopted for the spatial discretization of
both the solid and the fluid subdomains, which allows for a exact representation of
many commonly engineered designs, like cylinders, spheres and tori. It also allows
to tackle some of the computational challenges posed by phase-field methods.
The main open ideas derived from this work are:
• Validating our model with experimental data.
• Solving other problems that involve the interaction of complex fluids and solids, such
as capillary origami or droplet motion driven by stiffness gradients of the underlying
substrate.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0
(c) t = 2.8 (d) t = 2.8
Figure 5.1: Evolution of density (left) and temperature (right) in a 2D phase-change-
driven implosion problem. Initially, water-vapor (red color in the density plot) is filling
up a hollow structure (a) and a low temperature θD = 0.5 is applied at the fluid-structure
interface. The vapor close to the boundaries increases its density and turns into liquid
[blue in the density plot, (c)]. The pressure inside is reduced and the structure deforms
due to the external load. We have used the parameters Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125,
Pr = 0.013, c = 0.73, µ̂ = 1.0, κ̂ = 1.0.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0
(c) t = 3.3 (d) t = 3.3
Figure 5.2: Evolution of density (left) and temperature (right) in a 3D phase-change-
driven implosion problem. Initially, water-vapor (red color in the density plot) is filling
up a hollow structure (a) and a low temperature θD = 0.5 is applied at the fluid-structure
interface. The vapor close to the boundaries increases its density and turns into liquid
(blue color in the density plot) [(c) and (e)]. The pressure inside is reduced and the
structure deforms due to the external load. We have used the parameters Re = 256,
Ca = 0.0078125, Pr = 0.013, c = 0.73, µ̂ = 1.0, κ̂ = 1.0.

Chapter 6
Interaction of complex fluids and
solids. Application to tensotaxis
6.1 Introduction
One of the fields that could benefit the most from a FSI model with complex fluids is
mechanobiology. Some of the mechanisms that control cell motion, such as durotaxis
[123, 163] or tensotaxis [123], are still not completely understood, to the point that it is
still not clear if cells perform an active role in these processes. For example, Style et al. [161]
showed recently that droplets could undergo durotaxis, that is, motion due to gradients in
the stiffness of the underlying substrate. This discovery has revived the debate about the
relevance of mechanics in cell migration. It seems plausible that at cellular scale capillary
forces play an important role. In this sense, a theoretical model that allows studying
durotaxis and/or tensotaxis would contribute to a better understanding of the process
and would allow to explore scenarios that are difficult to probe experimentally.
Here, we focus on the case of tensotaxis, that is, motion along strain gradients. Several
mechanistic models have been proposed [19,131] in the literature for this process. However,
the understanding of tensotaxis is still very limited. The main reason is that controlled
experimental studies of this mechanism are particularly challenging because prestraining
the substrate is often accompanied by an increase in the substrate stiffness as a result of
nonlinear material response [119], thus producing a combination of tensotaxis and duro-
taxis. We develop a model that allows to isolate the effects of tensotaxis and we carry out
several numerical experiments, which show that liquid droplets on soft substrates move
toward areas of higher compressive strains, the same behavior observed in cell migration.
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6.2 Droplet motion
The static configuration that droplets adopt on rigid substrates can be explained by
Young–Drupre´ equation, that is, the following balance of forces at the contact line,
γSL + γLV cos(α) = γSV . (6.2.1)
Here, α is the contact angle, and γLV , γSV and γSL denote the surface tension at the
liquid-vapor, solid-vapor and solid-liquid interface, respectively (see Fig. 6.1). If there
is a imbalance of these forces, for example, if the actual contact angle of the droplet is
different from its equilibrium contact angle, the contact line will move trying to recover
equilibrium.
Young–Dupre´ theory is valid only for ideal solid surfaces, where the solid is flat and
infinitely rigid. It assumes no deformation of the substrate due to capillary forces or the
Laplace pressure [see Fig. 6.1(A)]. The immediate consequence is that Young–Drupre´
equation is violated when the surface tension of the droplet is sufficiently strong as to
deform the substrate. This may happen for slender structures [18, 62, 63] but also when
the droplet is small or when it is deposited on a very soft substrate [158, 159]. In such
cases, where small droplets wet soft substrates, the interfacial forces pull up the contact
line and the Laplace pressure dimples the substrate under the drop. As a consequence, the
apparent contact angle [angle formed by the liquid–vapor interface and the undeformed
surface of the substrate (ϕ in Fig. 6.1)] will be smaller than the angle predicted by
Young–Dupre´ equation.
We hypothesize that, for a non–zero Poisson’s ratio and in absence of gravity, forces
applied on the plane of the substrate may cause a strain gradient, which in turn, has
an impact on the apparent contact angle, causing an imbalance of forces and triggering
droplet motion towards the compressed part of the solid. To verify our hypothesis, we
develop a fluid–structure interaction model that couples a Saint Venant–Kirchhoff solid
with a complex fluid. Our choice of a Saint Venant–Kirchhoff model for the solid allows
us to consider geometric nonlinearities with a linear material response. As a consequence,
the strains introduced in the substrate to trigger tensotaxis do not alter the stiffness of
the solid, avoiding a situation with simultaneous tensotaxis and durotaxis. The fluid is
governed by the Navier–Stokes–Korteweg (NSK) equations, a phase-field theory that al-
lows for the stable coexistence of a liquid and a gaseous phase. Using this computational
approach, we try to mimic the cell locomotion experiments reported in [123]. A micronee-
dle is inserted into the substrate and exerts a force either toward the droplet or away from
the droplet [see Fig. 6.1(C)].
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Figure 6.1: Droplet motion driven by tensotaxis. (A) Liquid droplet (blue) deposited on
a rigid substrate (gray). The surface tensions at the contact line γLV , γSV and γSL are
represented with arrows. (B) Liquid droplet on a soft substrate. The solid is deformed
under the combined action of the surface tensions and the internal Laplace pressure ∆p.
The plot shows that the static contact angle α and the apparent contact angle ϕ are
different when the solid is deformable. (C) Tensotaxis can be triggered by inserting a
microneedle in the substrate and moving it toward the droplet or away from the droplet.
6.3 Governing equations
Solid mechanics equations
The solid dynamics is described by the Lagrangian form of the momentum balance equa-
tion
ρs0
∂2u
∂t2
∣∣∣∣
X
= ∇X · P + ρs0f s, (6.3.2)
where ∇X is the gradient with respect to the material coordinates X and |X indicates
that the time derivative is taken by holding X fixed; u is the solid displacement and ρs0
is the mass density in the initial configuration; f s represents body forces per unit mass,
and P is the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor. The Saint Venant–Kirchhoff model is
described by the stored elastic energy density [15,128]
W =
λs
2
(tr(E))2 + µs tr(E2), (6.3.3)
Here, tr(·) denotes the trace operator whereas λs and µs are the first and second Lame´
parameters, which can be written as a function of the Young modulus Es and the Poisson
ratio ν: λs = νEs/((1 + ν)(1− 2ν)) and µs = Es/(2(1 + ν)). The Green–Lagrange strain
tensor is defined by E = (C − I)/2, where I denotes the identity tensor and C = F TF
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is the Cauchy–Green deformation tensor. Here, F denotes the deformation gradient, i.e.,
F = I + ∇Xu. The second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor can be computed from W
as S = ∂W/∂E while the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is obtained by P = FS.
The Cauchy stress tensor in the solid is given by σs = J−1FSF T = J−1PF T , where
J = det(F ).
Fluid mechanics equations
We use the isothermal form of the Navier–Stokes–Korteweg (NSK) equations to describe
the fluid dynamics. The NSK equations account for mass and momentum conservation.
They describe single-component two-phase flow and naturally allow for phase transforma-
tions, which can happen spontaneously due to pressure and/or temperature variations.
The NSK theory is a diffuse-interface model where the fluid density itself is the phase-
field that identifies the liquid and vapor phases. The reader is referred to Chapter 4
and [56, 88, 122] for a more detailed discussion on NSK. In the Arbitrary Lagrangian-
Eulerian description, the isothermal NSK equations are given by
∂ρ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇ρ+ ρ∇ · v = 0, (6.3.4a)
ρ
∂v
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ ρ (v − v̂) · ∇v −∇ · σf = 0, (6.3.4b)
where v̂ is the fluid domain velocity and x̂ is a coordinate in the reference domain; ρ
denotes the density and v is the velocity vector. σf is the Cauchy stress tensor for the
fluid, which is defined as σf = τ−pI+ς. Here τ is the viscous stress tensor of a Newtonian
fluid, ς is the Korteweg tensor and p denotes the thermodynamic pressure, which will be
defined by van der Waals equation (see Chapter 4 for a detailed definition).
Since the NSK system includes a third-order spatial derivative of the fluid density in
the linear momentum balance equation, the classical solid-wall boundary conditions are
insufficient to render a well-posed boundary value problem. Therefore, we additionally
impose the boundary condition ∇ρ · nf = |∇ρ| cosα, where nf denotes the unit outward
normal to the fluid boundary, and α is the contact angle (see Fig. 6.1). Note that this
boundary condition allows to control the contact angle α at the fluid–structure interface,
but the apparent contact angle ϕ will still be free to change as a result of the substrate
deformation.
Computational method
Our computational approach is similar to those presented in [8,27]. We solve the coupled
system composed by Eqs. (6.3.2) and (6.3.4) subject to the kinematic compatibility (v =
∂u/∂t) and traction balance constraints (σfnf−σsnf = 0). Equations (6.3.2) and (6.3.4)
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Figure 6.2: Mechanism of tensotaxis. Left panels refer to the case in which the applied
force pulls the droplet. Right panels refer to case in which the applied force pushes the
droplet. (A) and (B) Initial configuration of a droplet on a deformable substrate. We
apply a force per unit mass that points away from the droplet (A) and toward the droplet
(B) in the marked rectangular region. (C) and (D) The droplet moves in the direction of
the applied force. The dashed black line represents the position of the droplet at the initial
time. (E) and (F) Streamlines of the fluid velocity colored with the velocity magnitude.
The droplet is represented by a black, solid line. (G) and (H) Vertical displacements at
the fluid–solid interface for different times. (I) and (J) Time evolution of the apparent
contact angles at the left (blue dashed line) and right (red dashed line) contact lines of the
droplet. Trend lines are ploted using a blue and red solid lines, respectively. The difference
in apparent contact angles between the two contact lines is responsible for the motion of
the droplet. The computational domain is the rectangle Ω = [0, 1.0] × [0, 0.5], which is
discretized with a uniform mesh of 128×64 C1-quadratic elements. The static contact angle
is α = 75◦. We have used the parameters ν = 0.45, µ̂ = 1/256, γ̂ = 1/64, Ê = 0.7554, and
θ̂ = 0.39. The magnitude of the force applied on the substrate is
∣∣∣f̂ s∣∣∣ = 0.16215.
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Figure 6.3: Pulling and pushing the droplet. Left panels refer to the case in which the
applied force pulls the droplet. Right panels refer to case in which the applied force pushes
the droplet. (A) and (B) Droplet velocity with respect to time for different Poisson’s
ratios ν. When pulling, the droplet initially accelerates and then decelerates as it passes
through the localized applied force. When pushing, the velocity decreases monotonically.
(C) and (D) Droplet velocity with respect to the position of the droplet center Xc. In all
cases the velocity is reduced as the Poisson ratio drops, and for ν = 0 the applied force
induces no droplet motion.
can be written in variational form and discretized in space using Isogeometric Analysis.
We use the generalized–α method [40] as a time integration scheme. The nonlinear system
of equations is solved using a Newton–Raphson iteration procedure, which leads to a two-
stage predictor–multicorrector algorithm. The resulting linear system is solved using a
preconditioned GMRES method.
6.4 Results
The FSI problem was solved in a non-dimensional form by rescaling length, time, mass
and temperature by L0, L0/
√
ab, bL30 and θc, respectively, where L0 = 1 is a length scale
of the computational domain and θc = 8ab/(27R) is the critical temperature. Using this
non–dimensionalization, the problem is characterized by six dimensionless numbers, the
Poisson ratio ν, the dimensionless Young Modulus Ê = (Es/ρs0ab), a dimensionless body
force f̂ s = f s/(ab/L0), a non-dimensional form of the surface tension γ̂ = (
√
λ/a)/(L0),
a dimensionless viscosity µ̂ = µ¯(L0b
√
ab) and a non-dimensional temperature θ̂ = θ/θc.
The first numerical example that we performed tries to mimic the experiments con-
ducted for cells [Fig. 6.1(C)]. The effect of the needle is modeled as a horizontal force per
unit mass applied on a localized area [Figs. 6.2(A)–(B)]. Our simulations show that the
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droplet moves in the direction of the force [Figs. 6.2(C)–(D)], in agreement with the behav-
ior observed in cells [123]. The applied load produces vertical displacements in the solid,
as it would be expected in a material with a nonzero Poisson ratio [Figs. 6.2(G)–(H)]. This
results in the rotation of the contact lines, that is, the solid deformation produces different
apparent contact angles at the two contact lines, leading to an imbalance of horizontal
forces [Figs. 6.2(I)–(J)].
From the velocity plots in Fig. 6.3 we can see the different behavior depending on
the direction of the applied force. Pulling induces increasing velocities of the droplet
as the contact line approaches the region of the applied force, but ultimately traps the
droplet in the loaded area [Figs. 6.3(A) and (C)]. In contrast, pushing repels the droplet
monotonically, albeit with a time-decreasing velocity [Figs. 6.3(B) and (D)]. In all cases,
the droplet velocity is smaller as the Poisson ratio decreases – indeed, the droplet remains
immobile if the Poisson ratio is zero.
We also carried out 3D simulations of tensotaxis. In the left column of Fig. 6.4, we
present the 3D analogue of the needle experiment in Fig. 6.1(C). In the right column,
we show a system with two droplets of different size, each “pushed” toward the other by
the action of a localized force [Fig. 6.4(D)]. As the droplets approach each other, they
eventually coalesce [Fig. 6.4(E)] and quickly readjust into a single droplet, trapped by
the two applied forces of opposite sign [Fig. 6.4(F)]. Note that the presence of multiple
droplets increases the complexity of the problem, as we must consider their mechanical
interactions through the deformable substrate, as well as through the fluid domain.
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Figure 6.4: Three-dimensional droplet motion triggered by tensotaxis. (Left column) 3D
analogue of the needle experiment in Fig. 6.1(C). (Right column) Droplet coalescence
induced by tensotaxis. (A) A liquid droplet is deposited on a deformable substrate. A
horizontal force is applied at the center of the substrate. (B) The droplet moves in the
direction of the applied force. (D) Two forces of the same magnitude are applied on the
substrate, pushing the droplets towards the center of the domain. (E) When the droplets
are sufficiently close, capillary forces promote coalescence of the two droplets. The black,
dashed line indicates the initial position of the droplet. (C) and (F) Vertical displacement
of the solid–liquid interface at the diagonal plane [green color in panels (B) and (E)] at
different times. In both experiments the computational domain Ω = [0, 0.8] × [0, 0.8] ×
[0, 0.4] is discretized with 80× 80× 40 C1-quadratic elements. We have adopted ν = 0.45,
µ̂ = 1/200, γ̂ = 1/50, Ê = 0.7554, θ̂ = 0.39, and α = 75◦. The load that triggers droplet
motion is a body force per unit mass of value
∣∣∣f̂ s∣∣∣ = 1.376 and ∣∣∣f̂ s∣∣∣ = 2.7519 for the left
and right columns, respectively.
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6.5 Contributions and open lines for research
The most significant contributions of this work, which has been published as a research
paper in [26], can be summarized in the following points:
• We have proposed a nonlinear coupled model of fluid–structure interaction to elu-
cidate the physics of droplet tensotaxis. Adopting a Saint Venant–Kirchhoff model
for the solid allows us to consider geometric nonlinearities with a linear material
response and thus, avoid a situation with simultaneous tensotaxis and durotaxis.
• We have shown that simple liquid droplets on soft substrates undergo tensotaxis,
with a similar behavior than the one observed in cells.
• Our numerical experiments illustrate the ability of the phase-field methodology to
simulate complex scenarios of tensotaxis in 3D that involve droplet motion, coa-
lescence and trapping. We have also revealed the key role of Poisson’s ratio in
tensotaxis.
The main open ideas derived from this work are:
• Validating our model with experimental data.
• In future research, it would be interesting to study in more detail how the presence
of other droplets in the surrounding substrate may alter droplet motion driven by
tensotaxis.

Chapter 7
Interaction of two-component
immiscible fluids and hyperelastic
structures.
7.1 Introduction
The FSI models proposed so far describe the physics of single-component two-phase flows
interacting with hyperelastic structures. However, there are a number of physical and
engineering problems in which the fluid is not formed by phases of the same component.
It is the case, for example, of gas injection for oil recovering, fuel sprays in combustion
processes, air-water flows, etc. For modeling this kind of problems, we propose a compu-
tational model that couples nonlinear hyperelastic solids with two–component immiscible
fluids described by the Navier–Stokes–Cahn–Hilliard equations.
We use this theory to simulate different elastocapillary phenomena [147, 160], that
is, how capillary forces at fluid–fluid interfaces deform solids. Elastocapillarity, can be
observed, for example, when water interacts with hair and other flexible fibers, which
tend to assemble into bundles [18,62,63]. Another example can be found in our organism,
where capillary forces may cause atelectasis [115], that is, the complete or partial collapse
of the pulmonary alveoli. However, it is in micro and nanotechnologies, where the effect
of elastocapillary forces is sparking greatest interest. Understanding elastocapillarity is
essential for the design of new materials and devices at small scales. Capillary forces can
damage microelectromechanical structures [143, 175] and carbon nanotube carpets [38],
but, under control, they can be used as a fabrication technique to deform straight pillars
and build complex and robust 3D geometries at the micrometer and nanometer scales
[54, 177]. A numerical method capable of capturing the physics behind elastocapillary
phenomena could become a useful tool for a better design of microfabricated products.
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7.2 Governing equations
In our model, the behavior of the structure will be governed by the momentum balance
equation, which has been previously presented in Section 5.2 (see also [28]). On the other
hand, the dynamics of the fluid system is governed by the Navier–Stokes–Cahn–Hilliard
equations, which describe the motion of two immiscible and incompressible fluids with
matched density and viscosity. The ALE form of the NSCH equations can be written as
follows,
∇ · v = 0, (7.2.1a)
ρ
(
∂v
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇v
)
−∇ · σf − ρf = 0, (7.2.1b)
∂ϕ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇ϕ−∇ ·
(
Mϕγf∇
(
1

W ′ϕ − ∆ϕ
))
= 0, (7.2.1c)
where v̂ is the velocity of the fluid domain [8], ρ is the fluid density that we consider to
be constant, f represents body forces per unit mass and ϕ ∈ [−1, 1] is the phase–field
variable. Wϕ is a double–well potential, which we define as Wϕ =
(
ϕ2 − 1)2 /4. The
constant γf denotes the surface tension and  is the interface thickness. Mϕ represents
the mobility, which is assumed to be constant for the examples presented herein. The
fluid Cauchy stress tensor σf is given by σf = τ − pI − γf ∇ϕ ⊗ ∇ϕ, where ⊗ denotes
the usual vector outer product, p represents the mechanical pressure and τ is the viscous
stress tensor. For incompressible Newtonian fluids, τ is defined as τ = µ¯
(∇v +∇Tv) ,
where µ¯ is the viscosity coefficient, which is assumed to be constant.
In the fluid mechanics problem we focus on solid–wall boundary conditions, by set-
ting the velocity to a given value. Additionally, and with the purpose of attaining well–
posedness in the NSCH system, we enforce the following boundary conditions on the
phase–field variable,
∇ϕ · nf = |∇ϕ| cos(θc) on Γt, (7.2.2a)
∇ϕ · nf = 0 on Γft , (7.2.2b)
and
Mϕγf∇
(
1

W ′ϕ − ∆ϕ
)
· nf = 0 on Γft ∪ Γt, (7.2.3)
where nf is the unit outward normal to the fluid boundary and θc denotes the contact
angle between the fluid–fluid interface and the solid, measured in the phase of value ϕ = 1.
The imposition of boundary condition (7.2.2) can be notably simplified by introducing in
our problem a new variable Υ = ∆ϕ. This implies that the phase–field equation (7.2.1c)
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is split into two lower–order equations, allowing to use the classical finite element method
for the spatial discretization of the problem.
7.3 Numerical formulation
7.3.1 Semidiscrete formulation
We use NURBS–based isogeometric analysis for the spatial discretization of our problem.
Additionally, in order to stabilize the NSCH equations, we will make use of the VMS
method and split the weighting and the trial solution spaces corresponding to the pressure
and the velocity field into a coarse and a fine scale subspaces. Let H1 be the Sobolev space
of square–integrable functions with square–integrable first derivatives. We will denote
by Xϕh and X
Υ
h a finite-dimensional aproximation of the trial solution spaces for Υ and
ϕ, respectively. Xϕh and X
Υ
h will be subsets of H
1(Ωft ). Let also Y
ϕ
h and Y
Υ
h be the
corresponding finite–dimensional weigthing function spaces. Y ϕh and Y
Υ
h will be identical
to Xϕh and X
Υ
h , respectively. Analogously, let us define a finite–dimensional trial solution
space for the coarse scales of v and p, which we will denote by X vh and X
p
h , respectively.
X vh will be a subset of H
1(Ωft ) whose members satisfy all Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The weighting function space for p, Y ph will be indentical to X
p
h . Let X
s
h and V
m
h be a
finite-dimensional aproximation of the trial solution spaces for u and um. X sh and V
m
h are
subsets of H1 (Ωs0) and H
1(Ωf
t˜
), respectively, whose members satisfy all Dirichlet boundary
conditions; see Section 5.3 and [28] for the definition of t˜. Finally, we denote by Y sh and W
m
h
the corresponding finite–dimensional weigthing function spaces, which will be identical to
X sh and V
m
h , except that all restrictions on the Dirichlet boundary are homogeneous.
With the previous considerations, we can approximate our FSI problem by the fol-
lowing variational formulation over the finite element spaces: Find ph ∈ X ph , vh ∈ X vh ,
ϕh ∈ Xϕh , Υh ∈ XΥh , uh ∈ X sh and umh ∈ Vmh such that ∀w1h ∈ Y ph , w2h ∈ Y vh , w3h ∈ Y ϕh ,
w4h ∈ Y Υh , wsh ∈ Y sh and wmh ∈ Wmh ,
BfMS(w
1
h,w
2
h, w
3
h, w
4
h, ph,vh, ϕh,Υh; v̂h) +B
s(wsh,uh)
+Bm(wmh ,u
m
h ) = F
f (w2h) + F
s(wsh), (7.3.4)
where Bs and F s consitute the weak form of the solid equations and have been defined
in Section 5.3. Bm denotes the weak form of the mesh motion problem (see Section 5.3).
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Finally, BfMS stands for the stabilized weak form of the fluid problem, i.e.,
BfMS(w
1
h,w
2
h, w
3
h, w
4
h, ph,vh, ϕh,Υh; v̂h) =
∫
Ωft
w1h∇ · vhdΩft
+
∫
Ωft
w2h · ρ
(
∂vh
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (vh − v̂h) · ∇vh
)
dΩft +
∫
Ωft
∇w2h : σfhdΩft
+
∫
Ωft
w3h
(
∂ϕh
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (vh − v̂h) · ∇ϕh
)
dΩft +
∫
Ωft
∇w3h ·Mϕγf∇
(
1

W ′ϕ − Υh
)
dΩft
+
∫
Ωft
w4hΥhdΩ
f
t +
∫
Ωft
∇w4h · ∇ϕhdΩft −
∫
Γt
w4h|∇ϕh| cos(θc)dΓt
+
nel∑
e=1
∫
Ωf,et
τSUPS
(
(vh − v̂h) · ∇w2h +
∇w1h
ρ
)
· rMdΩft
+
nel∑
e=1
∫
Ωf,et
νLSICρ∇ ·w2hrCdΩft −
nel∑
e=1
∫
Ωf,et
τSUPSw
2
h · (rM · ∇vh) dΩft
−
nel∑
e=1
∫
Ωf,et
∇w2h
ρ
: (τSUPSrM ⊗ τSUPSrM ) dΩft −
nel∑
e=1
∫
Ωf,et
τSUPS
ρ
w3hrM · ∇ϕhdΩft
(7.3.5)
and
F f (w2h) =
∫
Ωft
w2h · ρfdΩft . (7.3.6)
Here, nel is the total number of elements on the fluid mesh and Ω
f,e
t the region of the
physical space occupied by element e at time t. In Eq. (7.3.5), rM and rC are given by
rM = ρ
(
∂vh
∂t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+ (vh − v̂h) · ∇vh
)
−∇ · σfh − ρf , (7.3.7a)
rC = ∇ · vh, (7.3.7b)
where σfh = µ¯
(∇vh +∇Tvh) − phI − γf ∇ϕh ⊗ ∇ϕh. For the stabilization parameters
τSUPS and νLSIC we use the expressions
τSUPS =
(
4
∆t2
+ (vh − v̂h) ·G (vh − v̂h) + CIν2G : G
)−1/2
, (7.3.8a)
νLSIC = (tr(G) τSUPS)
−1 , (7.3.8b)
where ∆t is, in a time-discrete context, the time step; CI = 1/12 is a positive constant; ν
is the kinematic viscosity; and G denotes the element metric tensor [15].
In order to enforce the compatibility conditions at the fluid-structure interface and
taking into account that we work with matching discretizations, we define a unique set
of both trial an test functions for the velocity at the fluid–structure interface. This leads
to strong (pointwise) satisfaction of the kinematics condition and weak satisfaction of the
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traction compatibility condition. The reader is referred to [28] for more details on the
numerical formulation of the FSI problem.
7.3.2 Time discretization and numerical implementation
For the time integration of the FSI problem, we adopt the generalized-α method, which was
originally proposed by Chung and Hulbert [40] for the equations of structural dynamics.
Subsequently, this technique was extended to the equations of fluid mechanics [105] and
successfully applied to fluid-structure interaction problems (see, for instance, [8, 27, 32]).
The nonlinear system of equations is solved using a Newton–Raphson iteration procedure.
7.4 Numerical examples
7.4.1 Coalescence of droplets
The NSCH model without solid is used to simulate the 2D coalescence of two water droplets
(see Fig. 7.1 for a sucession of isocontour plots of the interface along the coalescence
process). During the merger of droplets, a meniscus is formed at the confluence region.
Experimental [1] and theoretical results [64] have shown that the radius of the meniscus
r(t) (defined as indicated in the bottom-right inset of Fig. 7.2) scales with the square
root of time t, i.e., r(t) ∝
√
t, for r & 0.03R, where R is the droplet radius. Fig. 7.2
shows the time evolution of r obtained from the simulation (red squares) and the function
g(t) = χ
√
t (blue solid line), where χ is a constant of value χ = 22.9. Note that the initial
time in Fig. 7.2, that is, t = 0.0, does not refer to the initial time of the simulation, but the
instant when the interfaces of both droplets come into contact. The diagram illustrates
a good agreement between both functions, showing that our model reproduces the initial
dynamics of merging droplets.
7.4.2 Static wetting on soft substrates
The static equilibrium shape of a small liquid droplet on a flat and rigid substrate is
well understood. The droplet’s shape is a spherical cap which contacts the solid with
an equilibrium contact angle θE = arccos[(γSG − γSL)/γf ] given by the Young-Dupre´
equation [50]. In the contact angle equation, γSG and γSL are the surface tension at
the solid-gas and at the solid-liquid interface, respectively. When the solid is sufficiently
compliant or the droplet sufficiently small for the elastocapillary length scale lec = γf/E
to be comparable to the droplet radius, Young–Dupre´’s equation breaks down. The excess
Laplace pressure in the interior of the droplet creates a dimple in the wet area and capillary
forces produce a ridge at the contact line. To show that our FSI model can successfully
predict this phenomenon, we reproduce one of the experiments reported in [158]. In
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Figure 7.1: Time evolution of the interface shown by isocontour lines of ϕ. We plot ϕ = 0.7
(blue) and ϕ = −0.7 (black). The computational domain (not shown) is Ω = (0, 1.5L) ×
(0, L), where L = 1.0 cm. The mesh is composed of 256 × 384 C1-quadratic elements.
We imposed periodic boundary conditions in both directions. The initial configuration
consisted of two water droplets of radius R = 0.2 cm centered at (0.543L , 0.5L) and
(0.957L, 0.5L), respectively. The physical parameters correspond to water at 20◦C, i.e.,
γf = 72.86mN/m, µ = 1.0mPa s and ρ = 1.0 g/cm
3. The thickness of the interface and
the mobility were set to  = 3.9 10−3 cm, and Mϕ = 10−3 cm3s/g, respectively.
Figure 7.2: Time evolution of the meniscus radius r obtained from the computation (red
points) and trend line given by g(t) = χ
√
t with χ = 22.9 (blue line). The initial time
on the horizontal axis refers to the instant when the interfaces of both droplets come into
contact.
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(a) Stationary configuration of the fluid–solid system
(b) Solid displacements in horizontal direction (c) Solid displacements in vertical direction
Figure 7.3: Glycerol droplet deposited on a soft substrate. (a) Stationary configuration
(left) and detail of the contact line region after deformation (right). (b), (c) solid displace-
ments in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. We use a uniform mesh of
400×200 quadratic elements. On the left, right and lower boundaries of the computational
domain, we impose zero velocity in the normal direction. On the upper boundary, zero
velocity is imposed in both directions. We adopted the values of surface tension reported
in [158], i.e., γf = 46.0mN/m, γSA = 31mN/m and γSL = 36mN/m. For the viscosity
and density parameters, we use values for glycerol: µ = 1412.0mPa s and ρ = 1.26 pg/µm3.
We took  = 2.0µm and Mϕ = 0.1µm
3µs/pg. The parameters for the solid correspond to
a silicone gel with E = 3.0 kPa, νs = 0.499 and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3.
particular, a glycerol droplet of radius R = 225.5µm is deposited on a soft substrate with
Young’s modulus E = 3.0 kPa. The droplet deforms the substrate as shown on the left–
hand side of Fig. 7.3(a). The contact angle θc in the boundary condition (7.2.2) is given
by θE = arccos[(γSG − γSL)/γf ], but the solid deformation produces an apparent contact
angle (measured with respect to a horizontal line) that is smaller than θE . The right–hand
side of Fig. 7.3(a) portraits a detailed view of the contact line neighborhood and also
shows the mesh in the current configuration. Figs. 7.3(b) and 7.3(c) show, respectively,
the substrate’s displacements in the horizontal and vertical directions, when equilibrium
is reached. To perform a more quantitative analysis, we measured the displacement of
the fluid–solid interface close to the contact line and we compared our results with the
experimental data reported in [158]; see Fig. 7.4. The experimental results are available
only for the stationary configuration (blue dots).
7.4.3 Capillary origami
We use our theory to simulate the spontaneous wrapping of glycerol droplets with elastic
membranes. We place a semicircular droplet of radius R = 146.0µm on an elastic mem-
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Figure 7.4: Vertical displacements of the fluid–solid interface. dc in the horizontal axis
represents the distance to the center of the droplet. The blue circles are the experimental
measurements reported in [158], which represent a stationary configuration. The compu-
tational results are reported at t = 0.25ms (yellow), t = 0.75ms (purple) and t = 21.0ms
(red), when the solution is considered to be stationary. The horizontal line y = 0 corre-
sponds to the fluid–solid interface before deformation.
brane [see Fig. 7.5(a) for the setup of the problem] and we impose different contact angles
θc along the fluid–structure interface. In particular, we analyze three cases, θc = 60
◦,
θc = 90
◦ and θc = 120◦. Figs. 7.5(b), 7.5(c) and 7.5(d) show three different moments
of droplet wrapping for θc = 90
◦. In Fig. 7.7 we plot two configurations computed for
θc = 60
◦ and θc = 90◦. The capillary forces are able to deform the thin structure, which
gradually wraps the droplet. The configurations adopted by the system differ considerably
depending on the contact angle at the fluid–solid interface [see Figs. 7.5(d), 7.7(a) and
7.7(b)]. The results also suggest that droplet encapsulation occurs faster for more wetting
fluids. This observation can be used to have better control in the process of self-assembly
of micro- and nano-structures. Fig. 7.6 shows the solid mesh in the current configuration
and the streamlines at time t = 0.045 s. The fluid–fluid interface is drawn as a black
solid line. The flow inside the droplet is predominantly vertical. Outside the droplet, the
membrane’s motion produces well-defined vortices.
7.4.4 Wetting of elastic micropillars
Wetting of fibrous media has been widely studied due to its importance in natural and
engineered systems. However, most of the research focuses on rigid fibers. At small scales,
capillary forces outweigh bulk forces and deform fibers significantly, which produces a cou-
pled problem combining elasticity and wetting [63]. Here, we use our FSI model to study
quantitatively the deformation of micropillars produced by a fluid–fluid interface. Fig.
7.8(a) shows the setup of our problem. We place a small amount of liquid (blue) between
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(a) θc = 90
◦, t = 0.0 s (b) θc = 90◦, t = 0.014 s
(c) θc = 90
◦, t = 0.075 s (d) θc = 90◦, t = 0.138 s
Figure 7.5: Capillary origami. (a) Initial condition. A semicircular droplet (blue) is
deposited on an elastic membrane (grey). (b), (c) and (d) Current configuration at t =
0.014 s, t = 0.075 s and t = 0.138 s, respectively. We use a uniform mesh of 200 × 100
quadratic elements. We impose zero velocity in normal direction on all boundaries. The
parameters employed in this computation for the fluid correspond to a glycerol droplet, in
particular, µ = 1412.0mPa s, γf = 46.0mN/m, and ρ = 1.26 pg/µm
3. We take  = 5.0µm
and Mϕ = 0.1µm
3µs/pg. For the elastic membrane we adopt E = 30.0 kPa, νs = 0.45,
and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3.
Figure 7.6: Solid mesh and streamlines of the fluid velocity at time t = 0.045 s for the
capillary origami of Fig. 7.5. The arrows show the direction of the velocity field. The
streamlines and the arrows are colored with the velocity magnitude. The interface of the
droplet is represented by a black, solid line.
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(a) θc = 60
◦, t = 0.065 s (b) θc = 120◦, t = 0.302 s
Figure 7.7: Capillary origami for two different contact angles. (a) Wetting droplet at time
t = 0.065 s. (b) Non–wetting droplet at time t = 0.302 s.
the two micropillars (grey) and let capillary forces deform the fibers. The micropillars
are clamped at the bottom by preventing the displacements in horizontal and vertical
directions. Fig. 7.8(b) shows how surface tension deforms the fibers bringing them close
to each other, which, in turn, produces the rise of the liquid.
We observe that, in addition to the obvious parameters controlling the dynamics (the
geometry and the mechanical properties of the fibers as well as the physical properties
of the fluid) the volume of liquid placed between the micropillars plays a key role. We
quantified the volume using the height of the liquid column as shown in Fig. 7.8; see the
plots on the left-hand side. The left, middle and right columns correspond, respectively,
to h = 200.0µm, h = 300.0µm and h = 400.0µm. It may be observed that for a given ge-
ometrical configuration of the fibers, larger volumes of liquid produce larger deformations.
In addition, the dynamics of the process seems to be faster for larger volumes of liquid.
7.4.5 Three dimensional wrapping of a liquid droplet
Here, we study the three dimensional wrapping of a liquid droplet with an elastic mem-
brane. Fig. 7.9(a) shows the initial configuration of the problem, which consists of a
droplet of radius R = 146.0µm (blue) deposited on an membrane of thickness 20.0µm
(grey) that covers an entire horizontal plane of the computational domain. The elastic
membrame is clampled to the lateral boundaries, where we have prevented the displace-
ments in normal and vertical directions. We carry out this simulation assuming that the
droplet is a wetting liquid that forms a contact angle of θc = 60
◦ with the solid membrane.
The left panels in Fig. 7.9 show an upper view of the problem. The right panels are
vertically flipped, so that we can easily observe the membrane’s deformation. The surface
tension at the interface folds the solid, resulting in the partial wrapping of the droplet [see
Fig. 7.9(b)]. The initial square shape of the elastic membrane leads to a non–axisymmetric
deformation of the structure and triggers the formation of wrinkles [Fig. 7.9(c)]. Differ-
ent values of surface tension and solid stiffness should result in different patterns of the
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(a) t = 0.0 s (b) t = 0.0 s (c) t = 0.0 s
(d) t = 0.3225 s (e) t = 0.2975 s (f) t = 0.15075 s
Figure 7.8: Wetting of elastic micropillars. The left, middle and right columns corre-
spond, respectively, to h = 200.0µm, h = 300.0µm and h = 400.0µm. We impose zero
velocity in normal direction on all the boundaries, except on the upper one, where we
only enforce a stress–free condition. We use a wetting liquid with contact angle θc = 60
◦.
The parameters are µ = 1412.0mPa s, γf = 46.0mN/m,  = 2.5µm, ρ = 1.26 pg/µm
3,
Mϕ = 0.1µm
3µs/pg, E = 320.0 kPa, νs = 0.45 and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3.
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wrinkling instability [37,98].
(a) t = 0.0 s
(b) t = 0.00625 s
(c) t = 0.125 s
Figure 7.9: Top view (left panels) and bottom view (right panels) of the three di-
mensional wrapping of a liquid droplet. (a) A hemispherical droplet is deposited on an
elastic membrane that is clamped to the lateral boundaries of the computational do-
main. (b) Capillary forces fold the membrane and lead to the partial wrapping of the
liquid droplet. (c) A wrinkling instability is developed on the structure, triggered by
the non–axisymmetric shape of the membrane. Note that we are only representing the
solid domain and one of the fluid phases. The computational domain (not shown) is
Ω = (0, L)×(0, L)×(0, 0.5L), where L = 1 mm. We used a uniform mesh with 100×100×50
quadratic elements. We impose zero velocity in normal direction on all the boundaries
as well as zero vertical velocity on the lateral boundaries. The parameters correspond
to a glycerol droplet: µ = 1412.0mPa s, γf = 46.0mN/m, ρ = 1.26 pg/µm
3. We take
 = 10.0µm and Mϕ = 0.1µm
3, µs/pg. For the membrane we employ E = 0.6 kPa,
νs = 0.45, and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3.
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7.5 Contributions and open lines for research
The most significant contributions of this work, which has been published as a research
paper in [28], can be summarized in the following points:
• We have proposed a computational method for three–dimensional, dynamic simula-
tion of elastocapillarity, in which the fluid is a two-component, immiscible flow with
surface tension.
• We have shown the viability of our theoretical framework and numerical algorithm by
solving several examples of elastocapillary phenomena in two and three dimensions
such as, capillary origami, the static wetting of soft substrates and the deformation
of micropillars.
• The model was validated by comparing the numerical results with experimental data
from the literature.
The main open ideas derived from this work are:
• In future research, it would be interesting to study capillary origamis with a model
that accounts for evaporation of the droplet.
• The proposed framework could also be extended to model capillary fracture [22].
This can be accomplished by coupling the current model with a fracture theory.
• Using divergence-conforming B-splines for the NSCH equations with solid would
allow to solve the FSI problem without stabilization.

Chapter 8
Collaboration in other works
8.1 Air-blast fluid-structure interaction
During my doctoral studies, I had the opportunity to start a close and valuable collabo-
ration with the group of Professor Yuri Bazilevs, at University of California, San Diego.
The purpose of this joint effort is to develop a new model for air-blast fluid-structure
interaction phenomena and, so far, has resulted in the publication of the research pa-
per [13]. This kind of FSI problems poses important computational challenges as they
require an accurate and robust numerical formulation for the fluid in order to capture air
flow in the regime of high Reynolds and Mach numbers. Also, the solid should be able
to undergo large inelastic deformations as well as disintegration into fragments, which
typically occurs during explosions. The latter will be the reason why we propose a im-
mersed methodology (see, for instance, [32, 35, 109, 200]) for our FSI problem, instead of
a moving-mesh technique, such as the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian [57, 58, 101] or the
Space-Time [15, 16, 164, 166] approaches. The advantage of moving-mesh methods over
immersed technologies emanates from their higher accuracy near the fluid-structure in-
terfaces. However, in this problem, where big topological changes are expected, an ALE
approach would translate into highly distorted meshes. Remeshing procedures would be
required, increasing the computational cost and introducing inaccuracies. For this reason,
we adopt an immersed approach where the solid can move freely on top of a background
mesh.
In our method, the compressible Navier-Stokes equations are coupled with a large-
deformation inelastic solid. The fluid equations are written in terms of the pressure
primitive variables which are compatible with the solid degrees of freedom. A Streamline-
Upwind/Petrov-Galerkin method or SUPG [25] is adopted for enhancing the stability of
the fluid problem. Additionally, in order to capture properly the discontinuities of the
flow, such as shocks, we use a residual- and solution gradient-based discontinuity captur-
ing operator [181]. The balance equations for both, the solid structure and the fluid, are
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written in the weak form on the current configuration, and the compatibility conditions
are imposed at a fully continuous level. We employ two different discretizations for the FSI
problem. The foreground solid is discretized using a Reproducing-Kernel Particle Method
(RKPM), which is a Meshfree technique that can handle with relative simplicity fragmen-
tation scenarios. The foreground discretization moves with the solid material particles,
and allows to track the solid current position, and carry out numerical quadratures for the
solid terms in the coupled FSI problem. An Eulerian discretization based on Isogeometric
Analysis is adopted for the background. Both fluid and structural quantities, are solved on
the background grid, that is, the NURBS basis functions from the background will be used
to approximate the unknowns of the coupled problem and for the exchange of information
between the fluid and the structure. The FSI problem is integrated in time using an ex-
plicit generalized-α method. Our methodology results in a priori monolithic formulation,
which guarantees the compatibility of tractions at the fluid-structure interface.
Figure 8.1: Shock wave impacting an elastic panel. Problem setup.
The proposed model was initially used to test the accuracy of our standalone compressible-
flow and solid mechanics formulations. In particular, a shock tube, a Sedov blast, and a
Taylor bar impact problems were solved. The model was also used to reproduce different
FSI problems, such as a detonation with multiple objects or a flexible panel subjected to a
shock load. In the latter, a thin steel panel is impacted by a planar shock wave in air; see
Fig. 8.1 for the setup of the problem. Inflow boundary conditions are applied on the left
side and rigid-wall boundary conditions are applied elsewhere. In this example the panel
material is assumed to be elastic. The background mesh is composed of 480×64 elements,
while the panel foreground mesh makes use of 10×500 Lagrangian particles. The problem
has been previously investigated both experimentally and numerically in [53, 83]. Fig.
8.2 shows the pressure field and panel displaced configuration at different time instants.
After the initial impact of the shock wave the panel begins to oscillate. Fig. 8.3(a) shows
a comparison of the computed and measured panel-tip displacement time histories. The
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two quantities are in good agreement, both in terms of the oscillation magnitude and fre-
quency, suggesting that the background mesh is sufficiently fine to provide the appropriate
level of the panel through-thickness resolution. Fig. 8.3(b) compares the computed and
measured pressure time histories at the pressure-sensor position. Very good agreement is
obtained in this case as well, suggesting that the complex dynamics of shocked flow is well
captured in the simulation.
(a) t = 70.0µs
(b) t = 570.0µs
(c) t = 1245.0µs
Figure 8.2: Shock wave impacting an elastic panel. Pressure field and deflected panel at
different time instants.
8.2 The modified phase-field crystal equation
Another collaboration was initiated with Professor Peter Galenko, which resulted in the
publication of the research paper [30]. The goal was to solve the modified phase field
crystal equations in three dimensions and study the evolution of crystal structures to their
steady equilibrium state for various atomic densities and temperatures.
Phase field crystal (PFC) theories were initially extended from the traditional diffuse
interface models in order to account for phenomena naturally embedded on atomic length
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8.3: Shock wave impacting an elastic panel. Time history of (a) Panel tip displace-
ment; (b) Pressure at the sensor location. Computational results from [53] are also shown
for comparison.
and diffusive time scales [65, 66]. Originally, PFC models were formulated in a parabolic
form allowing for the description of pure dissipative dynamics. Subsequently, the modified
PFC equation was introduced, which includes an inertial term and thus, allows to capture
both fast and slow phenomena in phase transformations [4,77–79,154,155,193]. Important
progress has been made in the two dimensional modified PFC equation for the last years
(see, for instance, [4, 79, 193]). However, physically reasonable and practically important
results were absent for the case of the three spatial dimensions. Additionally, the transition
from two dimensional to three dimensional crystal lattice leads to a higher variety of
patterns. This motivated us to compute for the first time numerical results in three
dimensional structures predicted by the modified PFC equation. To do so, a NURBS-based
Isogeometric Analysis method was used, which allowed for a straightforward resolution of
the sixth-order equation. The results obtained have shown to be consistent with the
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structure diagram predicted using a one-mode approximation of the analytical solution of
the PFC equation (see Fig. 8.4).
Figure 8.4: Computed structures in comparison with the regions of the diagram of Jaatinen
and Ala-Nissila [103]. Regions of existing structures are: (1) Stripes; (2) Stripes and Rods;
(3) Rods; (4) mixed structures with the existence of pure body centered cubic (BCC), pure
hexagonal close packed (HCP), and pure face centered cubic (FCC) crystalline patterns;
(5) homogeneous phase (liquid).

Chapter 9
Conclusions
This Chapter outlines the main contributions of this thesis. The major goal of this work is
the development of computational models for the interaction of complex fluids and solids.
In this sense, we have proposed two different fluid-structure interaction models with the
following features:
• Two distinct diffuse-interface approaches with surface tension have been adopted for
the description of the fluid. The first one is based on the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg
equations [88], allowing for the modeling of compressible fluids that are composed by
two phases of the same component, e.g., water vapor and liquid water. This model
naturally allows for phase transformations on the fluid. The second approach is based
on the Cahn-Hilliard model [84], which is coupled with the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations. The result is a model that describes two-component immiscible
flows with surface tension. In both approaches, we assume Newtonian fluids.
• The NSK model requires no stabilization. However, for the NSCH model we propose
a residual-based variational multiscale (RBVMS) formulation [15].
• The structure is governed in all cases by the nonlinear equations of elastodynamics
and treated as an hyperelastic solid. Two different models have been employed, a
Neo-Hookean model with dilatational penalty and a Saint Venant-Kirchhoff model
(see, for instance, [128]). Nevertheless, other material models for the solid could be
easily implemented in the algorithms proposed in this thesis.
• An Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian approach [57, 58, 101] is employed for the fluid-
structure interaction models proposed here. ALE is a moving mesh or boundary-
fitted technique in which the fluid and the solid discretizations match at the interface.
This allows for accurate solutions close to the interface and the exact fulfillment of
the compatibility conditions. However, as the interface evolves, the fluid mesh needs
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to be updated. This is accomplished by solving a boundary-value problem in which
the Dirichlet boundary conditions are the displacements of the solid at the interface.
• IGA based on NURBS [42] is used for the spatial discretization of both solid and
fluid subdomains. IGA can be thought of as a generalization of the finite-element
method. It exhibits important mathematical properties, such as higher-order accu-
racy, robustness, the ability to be refined through knot insertion and degree elevation,
and higher-order global continuity. The latter is particularly useful for the problem
class of interest, as phase-field approaches include higher order operators in primal
form, that otherwise should be treated adopting a mixed formulation. Furthermore,
IGA based on NURBS allows for more precise geometric representation of complex
objects than FEA and, in particular, it can exactly represent many commonly engi-
neered designs, like cylinders, spheres and tori.
• A quasi-direct monolithic formulation is adopted for the solution of the FSI problem,
that is, the fluid and solid equations are solved in a coupled fashion, while the mesh
motion is solved separately using as input, data from the fluid-solid solve. Adopting a
monolithic approach imposes implicitly the compatibility of tractions at the interface.
Regarding the time integration, we use a generalized-α scheme [40]. The nonlinear
system of equations is solved using a Newton-Raphson iteration procedure, which
leads to a two-stage predictor-multicorrector algorithm. The resulting linear system
is solved using a preconditioned GMRES method [151].
• The FSI codes employed in this thesis were initially implemented in Fortran language
and using our own libraries and parallel implementation. A C language code was
subsequently developed on top of PetIGA [48], which adds the NURBS discretization
capabilities and integration of forms to PETSc [150]. This has resulted in a much
more efficient and flexible code, which can easily use a great variety of solvers and
preconditioners.
The aforementioned models have been applied to a large variety of problems involving
complex fluids. Among them, we outline the following applications:
• Surfactants or surface active agents. Surfactants are compounds that are attracted
by the interfaces of a system. They have the ability to reduce the work required to
generate the interface, that is, the surface tension associated to that interface. This
particularity makes surfactants one of the most useful substances in the chemical
industry. In the literature, several models have been proposed to describe surfactant
absorption phenomena in two-component immiscible flows. The influence of surfac-
tants in fluids composed of two phases of the same component remains practically
unexplored, at least from the computational point of view. Here we have proposed a
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complex-fluid theory that allows for spontaneous vaporization and condensation and
that captures the dynamics of surface active agents at interfaces. We firmly believe
that our theory may become a useful tool for further understanding the behavior of
these compounds in phase-transition phenomena.
• Phase-change driven implosion. The implosive collapse of vapor-filled structures is
studied with a thermally-coupled FSI theory based on the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg
equations. In particular, we focus on the collapse inwards of thin structures, in which
a thermal variation transforms the internal vapor into liquid, reducing the pressure
inside and triggering the implosion of the solid.
• Tensotaxis. We use our FSI model based on the NSK equations to simulate droplet
motion driven by strain gradients in the underlying substrate. This process, known
as tensotaxis, had been previously observed for cells. Here, we show that simple
liquid droplets can also undergo tensotaxis, suggesting that mechanics may play an
important role in this process. Our model seems to be a promising tool for further
understanding the role of capillary forces in this mechanism.
• Coalescence of droplets. The NSCH model for immiscible flows – without solid
– is used for modeling the coalescence of two liquid-water droplets. We compare
the radius of the meniscus formed during this process with the behavior observed
in experiments and suggested in theoretical models. The purpose is to validate our
model as there is no widely accepted numerical benchmark among the computational
mechanics community.
• Elastocapillarity. At small scales, surface tension may become dominant and deform
slender and/or soft structures, giving rise to a wide range of interesting FSI prob-
lems. We use the proposed FSI theory for immiscible flows to study some of these
problems. The first one is the deformation of soft substrates under the action of the
capillary forces of liquid droplets. We use this problem to validate our model. A
glycerol droplet is deposited on a substrate. We measure the vertical displacements
in the substrate and we compare them with experimental data. In the second ex-
ample we simulate elastocapillary origami, that is, the wrapping of thin membranes
around liquid droplets. Finally, we study the bending of micropillars under the ac-
tion of capillary forces. We place a liquid drop between two initially parallel elastic
micropillars and analyze the deformation for different volumes of the liquid.
The work presented in this thesis opened the door to several lines of research that
should be addressed in the future. Among them, we highlight the following
• The complex fluid theory proposed for the modeling of surface active agents in
single-component two-phase flows should be extended to a thermally-coupled theory.
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This would allow to study much more complicated scenarios where surfactants alter
temperature-driven phase transformations. It would also be interesting to calibrate
and validate the model using experimental data.
• Phase-change-driven implosions can lead to a violent and rapid collapse of the struc-
ture with strong compressions and large deformations. With the adopted FSI tech-
nique, that is, the Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian method, this would result in sig-
nificant distortions in the solid and the fluid mesh, and remeshing procedures would
be necessary. We have tackled this problem by focusing on moderately strong implo-
sions. However, it would be interesting to simulate strong implosions, either using
the finite element method and remeshing when needed, or adopting a different FSI
technique, e.g., an immersed approach. Another future goal should be the imple-
mentation of a model capable of simulating solid contact, plastic deformation and
fracture.
• We have used the FSI model based on the NSK equations to show that droplets
may undergo tensotaxis. However, other cell motion mechanisms have also been
observed for droplets. It is the case of durotaxis or motion due to stiffness gradients
in the underlying substrate. Our model seems to be a suitable tool to study this
mechanism and explore scenarios that are difficult to reproduce experimentally.
• The FSI model based on the NSCH equations was stabilized adopting a residual-
based variational multiscale formulation. In the future, we aim to use divergence-
conforming B-spline spaces to obtain a discrete pointwise divergence-free velocity
field and thus, avoid the use of any kind of stabilization. It could also be interesting
to extend our framework to model capillary fracture. This can be accomplished by
coupling the current model with a fracture theory.
Chapter 10
Extended summary in Spanish
10.1 Introduccio´n
El te´rmino interaccio´n fluido-estructura (FSI en sus siglas en ingle´s) engloba un grupo
de problemas en los que un so´lido mo´vil o deformable interactu´a con un fluido interior o
exterior a este, es decir, problemas en los que existe una interdependencia entre un fluido
y una estructura so´lida. La naturaleza de este tipo de problemas los hace omnipresentes
en casi todas las ramas de la medicina, la ingenier´ıa y la ciencia. Los problemas FSI
esta´n presentes en la investigacio´n biome´dica [10, 12], en la ingenier´ıa civil y aeroespacial
[70, 138, 171], en la ingenier´ıa mar´ıtima [194, 199] y en la energ´ıa eo´lica [11, 173] por citar
tan solo algunas aplicaciones.
En las u´ltimas de´cadas se han hecho avances importantes en la investigacio´n de esta
clase de problemas. Sin embargo, el estudio extensivo de problemas de interaccio´n fluido-
estructura sigue siendo un desaf´ıo debido a su naturaleza no lineal y dependiente del tempo.
En la mayor´ıa de los casos es muy dif´ıcil o incluso imposible obtener una solucio´n anal´ıtica
y es necesario recurrir a ana´lisis experimentales y/o simulaciones nume´ricas. Los mismos
desaf´ıos aparecen en el estudio de la interaccio´n de fluidos complejos y so´lidos. Los fluidos
complejos [81] pueden entenderse como un tipo especial de fluidos formados por mezclas
binarias en las que coexisten diferentes fases, ya sean estas l´ıquidas, gaseosas o so´lidas. Los
ejemplos ma´s conocidos son los pol´ımeros, emulsiones, geles, espumas, cristales l´ıquidos
y, en general, cualquier fluido multifase o multicomponente. El desarrollo de me´todos
computacionales eficientes y precisos para la interaccio´n de fluidos complejos y so´lidos
puede potencialmente beneficiar disciplinas como la mecanobiolox´ıa, la ingenier´ıa o la
qu´ımica:
• Mecanobiolog´ıa. Las ce´lulas pueden migrar en respuesta a gradientes de rigidez
(durotaxis) y/o gradientes de deformacio´n (tensotaxis) del substrato en el que se
apoyan [123, 163]. La comprensio´n de estos mecanismos es au´n muy limitada pero
parecen estar controlados hasta cierto punto por la meca´nica y parece plausible que,
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a una escala celular, las fuerzas de capilaridad jueguen un papel importante. Un
modelo teo´rico que permita estudiar la durotaxis y/o la tensotaxis contribuir´ıa a
un mejor entendimiento de estos procesos y permitir´ıa explorar escenarios que son
dif´ıciles de probar experimentalmente.
• Ingenier´ıa. Hay una gran variedad de problemas ingenieriles en los que los fluidos
complejos juegan un papel importante. Entre ellos, uno de los ma´s relevantes es
el colapso implosivo de estructuras delgadas [110, 144]. Aquellas estructuras que
contienen un fluido compresible a una presio´n inferior a la presio´n externa tienen
el potencial de colapsar hacia el interior. Por ejemplo, una estructura llena de
aire puede sufrir un colapso implosivo cuando es sumergida bajo agua debido al
incremento de la presio´n externa. En otras situaciones, los cambios de fase pueden
ser los responsables de la implosio´n de estructuras llenas de vapor. Las variaciones
te´rmicas pueden transformar el vapor en l´ıquido reduciendo la presio´n interna, lo
cual, a su vez, puede llevar al colapso violento y ra´pido de la estructura produciendo
fuertes compresiones y grandes deformaciones. Las implosiones violentas pueden
tambie´n dar lugar al contacto entre so´lidos, a deformaciones pla´sticas y a fracturas.
• Qu´ımica. Desde la perspectiva de la comunidad qu´ımica hay innumerables proble-
mas en los que los fluidos complejos esta´n presentes. Un ejemplo claro es el de los
tensoactivos o surfactantes, es decir, compuestos que encuentran favorable desde un
punto de vista energe´tico estar situados en las interfaces del sistema [71, 133, 149].
Los surfactantes son atrapados por las interfaces, reduciendo el trabajo necesario
para generar esas interfaces y alterando completamente el comportamiento del sis-
tema. Por esta misma razo´n su uso es omnipresente en la industria qu´ımica - pueden
encontrarse en detergentes, cosme´ticos, tintes, etc. - as´ı como en otros campos,
tales como la microelectro´nica [176], la biotecnolog´ıa [153, 191] o la investigacio´n
me´dica [73, 146]. Tambie´n juegan un papel primordial en nuestro organismo, incre-
mentando la distensibilidad pulmonar y previniendo la atelectasis [94, 115], esto es,
el colapso completo o parcial de los pulmones.
• Microfabricacio´n. El creciente intere´s por los microdispositivos esta´ atrayendo
una gran atencio´n sobre los efectos que la tensio´n superficial de las gotas puede
tener en estructuras blandas o esbeltas. A medida que se reduce la escala de un
sistema, las fuerzas capilares disminuyen ma´s lentamente que las fuerzas de presio´n y
gravitacionales y eventualmente llegan a ser dominantes, siendo capaces de deformar
estructuras ela´sticas. Este feno´meno es conocido como elastocapilaridad [147, 160].
Entender los mecanismos f´ısicos detra´s de los feno´menos de elastocapilaridad es
esencial para el disen˜o de nuevos materiales y dispositivos a micro y nanoescala.
Tradicionalmente, los me´todos nume´ricos para problemas FSI se centraron en la interaccio´n
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de so´lidos y fluidos cla´sicos gobernados por las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes para flujos com-
presibles o incompresibles (ve´ase, por ejemplo, [14, 124–126, 162, 165, 167, 170–172, 174]).
No obstante, hay muchos problemas de FSI, como por ejemplo, aquellos que involucran
fluidos complejos, que no pueden ser modelados usando estas teor´ıas pues dependen funda-
mentalmente de mecanismos f´ısicos no capturados por las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes por
s´ı solas. En esta tesis extendemos el estado del arte en la interaccio´n de fluidos complejos
y so´lidos mediante las siguientes contribuciones:
• Un modelo basado en las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg (NSK)
para fluidos complejos con tensoactivos. Presentamos un nuevo modelo para
flujos l´ıquido-vapor con tensoactivos que captura la dina´mica de los surfactantes y
permite la transformacio´n de fases en el fluido. Nuestro enfoque para la transfor-
macio´n de fases esta´ basada en los modelos de interfaz difusa o campo de fases. En
concreto, nuestra teor´ıa emana de las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg isoter-
mas, las cuales describen flujos de un solo componente y dos fases y permiten de
forma natural el cambio de fases. Derivamos nuestro modelo a partir de un fun-
cional de energ´ıa usando una te´cnica Coleman-Noll. La teor´ıa propuesta tiene un
gran potencial para estudiar la influencia de los tensoactivos en procesos de evap-
oracio´n y condensacio´n. Para hacer frente a los desaf´ıos nume´ricos impuestos por
este modelo, tales como la rigidez en el espacio y en el tempo, las capas internas
y de contorno, as´ı como los operadores en derivadas parciales de alto orden, adop-
tamos como te´cnica computacional el Ana´lisis Isogeome´trico (IGA en sus siglas en
ingle´s) basado en Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS), lo cual permite una
discretizacio´n eficiente y precisa. La viabilidad del marco teo´rico y la efectividad de
los algoritmos propuestos es ilustrada resolviendo varios ejemplos nume´ricos en dos
y tres dimensiones. Ve´ase [29] y el Cap´ıtulo 4 para ma´s detalles.
• Un modelo Arbitrario Lagrangiano-Euleriano para la interaccio´n de flui-
dos complejos y so´lidos basado en las ecuaciones NSK y en so´lidos Neo-
Hookeanos. Cuando interactu´an con so´lidos, los fluidos complejos dan lugar a una
f´ısica mucho ma´s rica que los fluidos cla´sicos, especialmente a pequen˜as escalas. En
esta tesis presentamos un nuevo modelo matema´tico para FSI capaz de capturar
esta f´ısica para el caso de fluidos de dos fases y un solo componente interactuando
con so´lidos hiperela´sticos. En concreto, el fluido es tratado como un fluido viscoso y
compresible, gobernado por las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg, lo cual per-
mite que el fluido se condense o evapore de forma natural debido a cambios de
presio´n y/o temperatura. La estructura es tratada como un so´lido Lagrangiano gob-
ernado por las ecuaciones de las elastodina´mica no lineal. La descripcio´n Arbitraria
Lagrangiana-Euleriana es utilizada para el subdominio del fluido. El movimiento
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de la malla del fluido es computado resolviendo las ecuaciones de la elastosta´tica
dados los datos de desplazamiento en la interfaz so´lido-fluido. Para la resolucio´n del
problema acoplado adoptamos una formulacio´n monol´ıtica quasi-directa, es decir,
las ecuaciones del so´lido y el fluido son resueltas de una forma acoplada mientras
que el movimiento de la malla es calculado separadamente usando como input datos
del resolvedor so´lido-fluido. Para la discretizacio´n espacial de las ecuaciones del
fluido y de la estructura empleamos Ana´lisis Isogeome´trico basado en NURBS. El
modelo propuesto es usado para simular el colapso implosivo de estructuras llenas
de vapor. Estudiamos diferentes geometr´ıas en dos y tres dimensiones, en las cuales
la implosio´n es desencadenada por variaciones te´rmicas. Ve´ase [27] y el Cap´ıtulo 5
para ma´s detalles.
• Un modelo para la interaccio´n de fluidos complejos y so´lidos basado en
las ecuaciones NSK y en estructuras Saint Venant. El modelo para el fluido
descrito en el punto anterior es acoplado ahora con una estructura Saint Venant.
La idea es estudiar desde un punto de vista meca´nico un problema concreto cono-
cido como tensotaxis, es decir, la habilidad que tienen las ce´lulas para migrar en
respuesta a gradientes de deformacio´n del substrato en el que se apoyan. El objetivo
es ver si a pequen˜as escalas las fuerzas de capilaridad juegan un papel importante
en este proceso, estudiando para ello el caso particular de las gotas. Los estu-
dios experimentales de tensotaxis son especialmente desafiantes pues predeformar
el substrato da lugar habitualmente a un incremento en la rigidez del mismo como
resultado de la respuesta no lineal del material y produciendo de esta forma una
combinacio´n de tensotaxis y durotaxis. Reemplazar el modelo neo-Hokeano usado
en el problema de la implosio´n con un modelo Saint-Venant nos permite considerar
nolinearidades geome´tricas manteniendo una respuesta lineal del material. Como
consecuencia, las deformaciones introducidas en el substrato para desencadenar la
tensotaxis no alteran la rigidez del so´lido, evitando una situacio´n de tensotaxis y
durotaxis simulta´neas. En resumen, proponemos un modelo teo´rico que permite ais-
lar los efectos de la tensotaxis. Presentamos adema´s varias simulaciones nume´ricas
en dos y tres dimensiones en las que el movimiento y la coalescencia de gotas son
accionados aplicando fuerzas localizadas en un substrato blando. Ve´ase [26] y el
Cap´ıtulo 6 para ma´s detalles.
• Un modelo basado en las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes-Cahn-Hilliard para
la interaccio´n de so´lidos y fluidos complejos incompresibles. Los mod-
elos FSI presentados en los puntos anteriores son capaces de describir la f´ısica
detra´s de fluidos de dos fases y un solo componente interactuando con estructuras
hiperela´sticas. Sin embargo, hay un gran nu´mero de problemas f´ısicos e ingenieriles
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donde el fluido no esta´ formado por fases de un mismo componente. Es el caso,
por ejemplo, de la inyeccio´n de gases para la extraccio´n de petro´leo, espra´is de com-
bustible en procesos de combustio´n, flujos de aire y agua, etc. Para modelar este
tipo de problemas, proponemos una teor´ıa basada en las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes-
Cahn-Hilliard, las cuales permiten describir fluidos inmiscibles de dos componentes
con tensio´n superficial. El fluido es tratado como un fluido viscoso e incompresi-
ble en una descripcio´n Arbitraria Lagrangiana-Euleriana. La estructura es tratada
como un so´lido hiperela´stico y Lagrangiano gobernado por las ecuaciones de la elas-
todina´mica no lineal. El modelo propuesto es usado para predecir la deformacio´n
causada por las fuerzas de capilaridad de gotas de glicerina en substratos blandos.
Los resultados obtenidos son posteriormente validados con datos experimentales. El
modelo es usado tambie´n para la simulacio´n bidimensional y tridimensional de otros
feno´menos de elastocapilaridad tales como origamis por capilaridad o el colapso de
micropilares flexibles. Ve´ase [28] y el Cap´ıtulo 7 para ma´s detalles.
10.2 Objetivos
Los objetivos de la investigacio´n llevada a cabo en esta tesis pueden resumirse en los
siguientes puntos:
• Desarrollo de modelos nume´ricos para la simulacio´n de fluidos complejos y su inter-
accio´n con estructuras so´lidas. Tradicionalmente, los me´todos nume´ricos para FSI
se han enfocado en la interaccio´n de so´lidos y fluidos cla´sicos gobernados por las
ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes. El acoplamento entre so´lidos y fluidos complejos per-
manece pra´cticamente inexplorado, al menos desde el punto de vista computacional,
a pesar que este suele dar lugar a una f´ısica mucho ma´s rica que los fluidos cla´sicos,
especialmente a pequen˜a escala. Nuestro objetivo es el de proponer nuevos mode-
los nume´ricos basados en el me´todo de campos de fases y capaces de capturar los
mecanismos f´ısicos detra´s de los fluidos complejos. Los desaf´ıos nume´ricos asociados
a los modelos de campos de fase, tales como la rigidez en espacio y en el tempo y la
inclusio´n de operadores en derivadas parciales de alto orden, son afrontados medi-
ante la utilizacio´n de la te´cnica de Ana´lisis Isogeome´trico basada en NURBS para la
discretizacio´n espacial. Este me´todo deber´ıa aprovechar la continuidad de alto or-
den entre elementos de las funciones de base para mejorar la precisio´n y la robustez
con respecto al me´todo cla´sico de elementos finitos. El uso de NURBS permite
adema´s una representacio´n geome´trica de obyectos complejos ma´s precisa ya que
estas pueden representar de forma exacta muchos disen˜os comu´nmente empleados
en ingenier´ıa tales como cilindros, esferas o toroides.
• Aplicacio´n de los modelos propuestos. La idea es ilustrar la habilidad predictiva de
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nuestros modelos y la efectividad de nuestros me´todos computacionales mediante la
resolucio´n de problemas asociados a una gran variedad de campos, tales como la
ingenier´ıa, la mecanobiolog´ıa, la qu´ımica y la microfabricacio´n. En este sentido, es-
tudiamos un gran nu´mero de problemas f´ısicos como la influencia de los tensoactivos
en flujos de dos fases y un solo componente, el colapso implosivo de estructuras llenas
de vapor, el papel de las fuerzas de capilaridad en el movimiento de gotas causado
por tensotaxis, el envolvimiento esponta´neo de gotas con membranas ela´sticas o el
colapso de micropilares flexibles debido a fuerzas de elastocapilaridad.
• Implementacio´n de los algoritmos propuestos. La optimizacio´n de los modelos FSI,
incluyendo una eficiente implementacio´n en paralelo es de transcendental importan-
cia a la hora de resolver problemas f´ısicos realistas. Por este motivo un objetivo
primordial es llevar a cabo a implementacio´n en paralelo de los modelos propuestos.
10.3 Contribuciones de la tesis
Esta seccio´n resalta las principales contribuciones e ideas de la investigacio´n llevada a
cabo en esta tesis. El objetivo principal de este trabajo es el desarrollo de modelos com-
putacionales para la interaccio´n de fluidos complejos y so´lidos. En este sentido, hemos
propuesto dos modelos de interaccio´n fluido-estructura diferentes con las siguientes carac-
ter´ısticas:
• Dos enfoques de interfaz difusa diferentes fueron adoptados para la descripcio´n del
fluido. El primero esta´ basado en las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg [88],
permitiendo el modelado de fluidos compresibles que esta´n compuestos por dos fases
de un mismo componente como, por ejemplo, vapor de agua y agua l´ıquida. Este
modelo permite adema´s de forma natural la transformacio´n de fases en el fluido. El
segundo enfoque esta´ basado en el modelo de Cahn-Hilliard [84], el cual es acoplado
con las ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes incompresibles. El resultado es un modelo que
describe flujos de dos componentes inmiscibles con tensio´n superficial. En ambos
casos asumimos fluidos newtonianos.
• El modelo NSK no requiere ningu´n tipo de estabilizacio´n. Sin embargo, para el
modelo NSCH adoptamos una formulacio´n multiescala variacional y basada en el
residuo [15].
• La estructura esta´ gobernada en todos los casos por las ecuaciones de la elas-
todina´mica no lineal y tratada como un so´lido hiperela´stico. Utilizamos dos modelos
diferentes, un modelo Neo-Hookeano y un modelo de Saint Venant (ver, por ejem-
plo, [128]). En cualquier caso, otros modelos materiales para el so´lido podr´ıan ser
fa´cilmente implementados en los algoritmos propuestos en esta tesis.
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• Adoptamos un enfoque Arbitrario Lagrangiano-Euleriano [57,58,101] para los mod-
elos de interaccio´n fluido-estructura propuestos en esta tesis. ALE es una te´cnica de
malla mo´vil en la que las discretizaciones del so´lido y del fluido coinciden a lo largo
de la interfaz. Esto permite soluciones precisas cerca de la interfaz y la satisfaccio´n
exacta de las condiciones de compatibilidad. Sin embargo, a medida que la interfaz
evoluciona, la malla del fluido necesita ser actualizada. Esto se consigue mediante
la resolucio´n de un problema de contorno en el que las condiciones Dirichlet son los
desplazamientos del so´lido a lo largo de la interfaz.
• El me´todo de Ana´lisis Isogeome´trico basado en NURBS [42] es usado para la dis-
cretizacio´n espacial tanto del so´lido como del fluido. IGA pude entenderse como una
generalizacio´n del me´todo de elementos finitos que posee importantes propiedades
matema´ticas, tales como precisio´n de alto orden, robustez, refinamiento mediante
insercio´n de nodos y elevacio´n de orden y continuidad global de alto orden. Esta
u´ltima propiedad es especialmente u´til a la hora de tratar nuestros problemas FSI
pues las te´cnicas de campos de fase incluyen operadores de alto orden en su forma
primaria que, de otra forma, deber´ıan ser tratados adoptando una formulacio´n mixta.
Adema´s, IGA basado en NURBS permite una representacio´n ma´s exacta de objetos
complejos que el me´todo FEM y, en concreto, puede representar de forma exacta
cilindros, esferas, y toroides.
• Se adopta una formulacio´n monol´ıtica quasi-directa para la solucio´n de los problemas
FSI, esto es, las ecuaciones del fluido y del so´lido son resueltas de una forma acoplada,
mientras que el movimiento de la malla se resuelve de forma separada usando como
input datos procedentes de la resolucio´n del so´lido y del fluido. Adoptar un enfoque
monol´ıtico impone impl´ıcitamente la compatibilidad de tracciones en la interfaz. En
lo relativo a la integracio´n en el tiempo usamos un esquema α generalizado [40]. El
sistema de ecuaciones no lineal es resuelto usando un procedimiento Newton-Raphson
iterativo, el cual da lugar a un algoritmo predictor-multicorrector de dos fases. El
sistema lineal resultante es resuelto usando un me´todo GMRES precondicionado
[151].
• El co´digo FSI empleado en esta tesis fue inicialmente desarrollado en lenguaje For-
tran y usando nuestras propias librer´ıas e implementacio´n en paralelo. Posterior-
mente, se desarrollo´ un co´digo en lenguaje C usando como base PetIGA [48], el cual
an˜ade la capacidad de discretizacio´n de las NURBS y la integracio´n de formas a
PETSc [150]. Esto resulto´ en un co´digo mucho ma´s flexible y eficiente, el cual puede
emplear una gran variedad de resolvedores y precondicionadores.
Los modelos antes mencionados fueron aplicados a una gran variedad de problemas que
involucran fluidos complejos. Entre ellos cabe destacar las siguientes aplicaciones:
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• Tensoactivos o surfactantes. Los surfactantes son compuestos que son atra´ıdos por
las interfaces presentes en un sistema. Tienen la habilidad de reducir el trabajo
requerido para generar la interfaz, esto es, reducir la tensio´n superficial asociada a
dicha interfaz. Esta particularidad hace de los surfactantes una de las substancias
ma´s usadas en la industria qu´ımica. En la literatura se pueden encontrar varios
modelos que describen feno´menos de absorcio´n de surfactantes en flujos inmiscibles
de dos componentes. La influencia de surfactantes en fluidos de dos fases y un
solo componente permanece pra´cticamente inexplorada, al menos desde un punto de
vista computacional. En esta tesis hemos propuesto una teor´ıa de fluidos comple-
jos que permite la esponta´nea vaporizacio´n y condensacio´n del fluido y que captura
la dina´mica de los tensoactivos. Creemos firmemente que nuestra teor´ıa puede lle-
gar a ser una herramienta u´til para la comprensio´n del comportamiento de estas
substancias en feno´menos de transicio´n de fase.
• Implosio´n debida a cambios de fase. El colapso implosivo de estructuras llenas de
vapor es estudiado con una teor´ıa de FSI te´rmicamente acoplada y basada en las
ecuaciones de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg. En concreto, nos centramos en el colapso
hacia el interior de estructuras delgadas en las que una variacio´n te´rmica trans-
forma el vapor presente en el interior en l´ıquido, reduciendo as´ı la presio´n interna y
provocando la implosio´n del so´lido.
• Tensotaxis. Usamos nuestro modelo FSI basado en las ecuaciones NSK para simu-
lar el movimiento de gotas debido a gradientes de deformacio´n del substrato en el
que se apoyan. Este proceso, conocido como tensotaxis, fue previamente observado
en ce´lulas. Aqu´ı, nosotros mostramos que simples gotas l´ıquidas pueden tambie´n
experimentar tensotaxis, sugiriendo que la meca´nica puede jugar un papel impor-
tante en este proceso. Nuestro modelo parece ser una herramienta prometedora
para un mayor entendimiento del papel que juegan las fuerzas de capilaridad en este
mecanismo.
• Coalescencia de gotas. El modelo NSCH para flujos inmiscibles es usado para el
modelado de la coalescencia de dos gotas de agua. Comparamos el radio del menisco
formado durante este proceso con el comportamiento observado en experimentos y
sugerido en modelos teo´ricos. El propo´sito es validar nuestro modelo ya que no
existen esta´ndares de referencia ampliamente aceptados para esta teor´ıa.
• Elastocapilaridad. A pequen˜as escalas, la tensio´n superficial puede llegar a ser dom-
inante y deformar estructuras esbeltas y/o blandas, dando lugar a una gran variedad
de problemas FSI muy interesantes. En este trabajo usamos la teor´ıa FSI de flu-
idos inmiscibles para estudiar algunos de estos problemas. El primero consiste en
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la deformacio´n de substratos blandos debido a las fuerzas de capilaridad en gotas
l´ıquidas. Usamos este problema para validar nuestro modelo. Una gota de glicerina
es depositada en un substrato. Medimos los desplazamientos verticales causados en
el substrato y los comparamos con datos experimentales. En el segundo ejemplo,
simulamos origamis por elastocapilaridad, esto es, el envolvimiento de membranas
delgadas entorno a gotas l´ıquidas. Finalmente, estudiamos la flexio´n de micropilares
bajo la accio´n de fuerzas capilares, para lo cual, colocamos una gota l´ıquida entre
dos micropilares ela´sticos inicialmente paralelos.
10.4 Futuras l´ıneas de trabajo
El trabajo presentado en esta tesis ha abierto la puerta a varias l´ıneas de investigacio´n
que deber´ıan ser tratadas en el futuro. Entre ellas, destacamos las siguientes:
• La teor´ıa de fluidos complejos propuesta para el modelado de tensoactivos en flujos
de un componente y dos fases deber´ıa ser extendida a una teor´ıa te´rmicamente
acoplada. Esto permitir´ıa el estudio de escenarios mucho ma´s complejos donde los
surfactantes alteren transformaciones de fase inducidas por cambios de temperatura.
Ser´ıa adema´s interesante calibrar y validar el modelo usando datos experimentales.
• Las implosiones inducidas por cambios de fase pueden llevar al colapso violento y
ra´pido de la estructura, produciendo grandes compresiones y deformaciones. Con
la te´cnica FSI adoptada, es decir, el me´todo Arbitrario Lagranxiano-Euleriano, esto
resultar´ıa en distorsiones significativas en el so´lido y en la malla del fluido, y ser´ıa
necesario realizar procesos de remallado. Nosotros intentamos hacer frente a este
desaf´ıo centra´ndonos en implosiones moderadamente fuertes. Sin embargo, ser´ıa
interesante simular implosiones fuertes, ya sea usando el me´todo de elementos finitos
y remallando cuando es necesario o adoptando una te´cnica FSI diferente, por ejemplo,
una te´cnica inmersa. Otro objetivo futuro deber´ıa ser la implementacio´n de un
modelo capaz de simular el contacto entre so´lidos, deformacio´n pla´stica y fractura.
• Usamos el modelo FSI basado en las ecuaciones de NSK para mostrar que las go-
tas tambie´n pueden experimentar tensotaxis. Sin embargo, otros mecanismos de
movimiento celular han sido observados en gotas. Es el caso de la durotaxis o
movimiento debido a gradientes de rigidez del substrato. Nuestro modelo parece ser
una herramienta adecuada para analizar este mecanismo y sugerir escenarios que
son dif´ıciles de estudiar experimentalmente.
• El modelo FSI basado en las ecuaciones de NSCH fue estabilizado adoptando una for-
mulacio´n variacional multiescala. En el futuro, tenemos como objetivo usar espacios
B-Spline divergentes y conformantes para obtener campos de velocidades discretos
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de divergencia nula en cada punto, evitando as´ı la necesidad de cualquier tipo de
estabilizacio´n. Ser´ıa tambie´n interesante acoplar nuestro modelo con una teor´ıa de
fractura y ser as´ı capaces de simular fractura capilar.
Chapter 11
Extended summary in Galician
11.1 Introducio´n
O termo interaccio´n flu´ıdo-estrutura (FSI nas su´as siglas en ingle´s) engloba un grupo de
problemas nos que un so´lido mo´bil ou deformable interacta cun flu´ıdo interior ou exterior
a este, e´ dicir, problemas nos que existe unha interdependencia entre un flu´ıdo e unha
estrutura so´lida. A natureza deste tipo de problemas fainos omnipresentes en case todas
as ramas da medicina, da enxen˜ar´ıa e da ciencia. Os problemas FSI esta´n presentes na
investigacio´n biome´dica [10,12], na enxen˜ar´ıa civil e aeroespacial [70,138,171], na enxen˜ar´ıa
mar´ıtima [194,199] e na enerx´ıa eo´lica [11,173] por nomear tan so´ algunhas aplicacio´ns.
Nas u´ltimas de´cadas fixe´ronse avances importantes na investigacio´n desta clase de prob-
lemas. Sen embargo, o estudo extensivo de problemas interaccio´n flu´ıdo-estrutura segue
sendo un desaf´ıo debido a´ su´a natureza non lineal e dependente do tempo. Na maior´ıa dos
casos, e´ moi dif´ıcil ou incluso imposible obter unha solucio´n anal´ıtica e e´ necesario recor-
rer a ana´lises experimentais e/ou simulacio´ns nume´ricas. Os mesmos desaf´ıos aparecen no
estudo da interaccio´n de flu´ıdos complexos e so´lidos. Os flu´ıdos complexos [81] poden en-
tenderse como un tipo especial de flu´ıdos formados por mesturas binarias nas que coexisten
diferentes fases, xa sexan estas l´ıquidas, gasosas ou so´lidas. Os exemplos ma´is con˜ecidos
son os pol´ımeros, emulsio´ns, xeles, espumas, cristais l´ıquidos e, en xeral, calquera flu´ıdo
multifase ou multicompon˜ente. O desenvolvemento de me´todos computacionais eficientes
e precisos para a interaccio´n de flu´ıdos complexos e so´lidos pode potencialmente beneficiar
disciplinas como a mecanobiolox´ıa, a enxen˜ar´ıa ou a qu´ımica:
• Mecanobiolox´ıa. As ce´lulas poden migrar en resposta a gradientes de rixidez
(durotaxe) e/ou gradientes de deformacio´n (tensotaxe) do substrato no que se apoian
[123,163]. A comprensio´n destes mecanismos e´ a´ında moi limitada pero semellan es-
tar controlados ata certo punto pola meca´nica e parece plausible que a unha escala
celular as forzas de capilaridade xoguen un papel importante. Un modelo teo´rico
que permita estudar a durotaxe e/ou a tensotaxe contribuir´ıa a un mellor entende-
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mento destes procesos, e permitir´ıa explorar escenarios que son dif´ıciles de probar
experimentalmente.
• Enxen˜ar´ıa. Hai unha gran variedade de problemas enxen˜er´ıs nos que os flu´ıdos
complexos xogan un papel importante. Entre eles, un dos ma´is relevantes e´ o co-
lapso implosivo de estruturas delgadas. Aquelas estruturas que conten˜en un flu´ıdo
compresible a unha presio´n inferior a´ presio´n externa ten˜en o potencial de colapsar
cara o´ interior. Por exemplo, unha estrutura chea de aire pode sufrir un colapso
implosivo cando e´ somerxida baixo a auga debido o´ incremento da presio´n externa.
Noutras situacio´ns, os cambios de fase poden ser os responsables da implosio´n de
estruturas cheas de vapor. As variacio´ns te´rmicas poden transformar o vapor en
l´ıquido reducindo a presio´n interna, o cal, a´ su´a vez, pode levar o´ colapso violento
e ra´pido da estrutura, producindo compresio´ns fortes e grandes deformacio´ns. As
implosio´n violentas poden tame´n dar lugar o´ contacto entre so´lidos, deformacio´ns
pla´sticas e fracturas.
• Qu´ımica. Dende a perspectiva da comunidade qu´ımica, hai innumerables problemas
nos que os flu´ıdos complexos esta´n presentes. Un exemplo claro e´ o dos tensioactivos
ou surfactantes, e´ dicir, compostos que encontran favorable, dende un punto de vista
enerxe´tico, estar situados nas interfaces do sistema [71,133,149]. Os surfactantes son
atrapados polas interfaces, reducindo o traballo necesario para xerar esas interfaces
e alterando completamente o comportamento do sistema. Por esta mesma razo´n,
o seu uso e´ omnipresente na industria qu´ımica - poden atoparse en deterxentes,
cosme´ticos, tintes, etc. - as´ı coma noutros campos tales como a microelectro´nica
[176], a biotecnolox´ıa [153,191] ou a investigacio´n me´dica [73,146]. Tame´n xogan un
papel primordial no noso organismo, incrementando a distensibilidade pulmonar e
previndo a atelectase [94,115], isto e´, o colapso completo ou parcial dos pulmo´ns.
• Microfabricacio´n. O crecente interese polos microdispositivos esta´ a atraer unha
gran atencio´n sobre os efectos que a tensio´n superficial das gotas pode ter en es-
truturas brandas ou esveltas. A medida que se reducen as escalas dun sistema, as
forzas capilares diminu´en ma´is lentamente que as forzas de presio´n e gravitacionais,
e eventualmente chegan a ser dominantes, sendo capaces de deformar estruturas
ela´sticas. Este feno´meno e´ con˜ecido como elastocapilaridade [147, 160]. Entender
os mecanismos f´ısicos detra´s dos feno´menos de elastocapilaridade e´ esencial para o
desen˜o de novos materiais e dispositivos a micro e nanoescala.
Tradicionalmente, os me´todos nume´ricos para problemas FSI enfoca´ronse na interaccio´n de
so´lidos e flu´ıdos cla´sicos gobernados polas ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes para fluxos compre-
sibles ou incompresibles (ve´xase, por exemplo, [14,93,124–126,162,165,167,170–172,174]).
Non obstante, hai moitos problemas de FSI, como, por exemplo, aqueles que involucran
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flu´ıdos complexos, que non poden ser modelados usando estas teor´ıas pois dependen fun-
damentalmente de mecanismos f´ısicos non capturados polas ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes
por si soas. Nesta tese estendemos o estado da arte na interaccio´n de flu´ıdos complexos e
so´lidos mediante as seguintes contribucio´ns:
• Un modelo baseado nas ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg (NSK) para
flu´ıdos complexos con tensioactivos. Presentamos un novo modelo para fluxos
liquido-vapor con tensioactivos que captura a dina´mica dos surfactantes e permite
a transformacio´n de fases no flu´ıdo. O noso enfoque para a transformacio´n de fases
esta´ baseada nos modelos de interface difusa ou campo de fases. En concreto, a nosa
teor´ıa emana das ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg isotermas, as cales describen
fluxos dun so´ compon˜ente e du´as fases e permiten de xeito natural o cambio de fases.
Derivamos o noso modelo a partir dun funcional de enerx´ıa usando unha te´cnica
Coleman-Noll. A teor´ıa proposta ten un gran potencial para estudar a influencia
dos tensioactivos en procesos de evaporacio´n e condensacio´n. Para facer fronte o´s
desaf´ıos nume´ricos impostos por este modelo, tales como a rixidez no espazo e no
tempo, as capas internas e de contorno as´ı como os operadores en derivadas parciais
de alto orde, adoptamos como te´cnica computacional Ana´lise Isoxeome´trico (IGA
nas su´as siglas en ingle´s) baseado en Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS), o
cal permite unha discretizacio´n eficiente e precisa. A viabilidade do marco teo´rico
e a efectividade dos algoritmos propostos e´ ilustrada resolvendo varios exemplos
nume´ricos en du´as e tres dimensio´ns. Ve´xase [29] e o Cap´ıtulo 4 para ma´is detalles.
• Un modelo Arbitrario Lagranxiano-Euleriano para a interaccio´n de flu´ıdos
complexos e so´lidos baseado nas ecuacio´ns NSK e en so´lidos Neo-Hookeanos.
Cando interactu´an con so´lidos, os flu´ıdos complexos dan lugar a unha f´ısica moito
ma´is rica que os flu´ıdos cla´sicos, especialmente a pequenas escalas. Nesta tese presen-
tamos un novo modelo matema´tico para FSI capaz de capturar esta f´ısica para o caso
de flu´ıdos de du´as fases e un so´ compon˜ente interactuando con so´lidos hiperela´sticos.
En concreto, o flu´ıdo e´ tratado como un flu´ıdo viscoso e compresible, gobernado
polas ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg, o cal permite que o flu´ıdo condense
ou evapore de xeito natural debido a cambios de presio´n e/ou temperatura. A
estrutura e´ tratada como un so´lido Lagranxiano gobernado polas ecuacio´ns da elas-
todina´mica non lineal. A descricio´n Arbitraria Lagranxiana-Euleriana e´ utilizada
para o subdominio do flu´ıdo. O movemento da malla do flu´ıdo e´ computada resol-
vendo as ecuacio´ns da elastosta´tica dados os datos de desprazamento na interface
so´lido-flu´ıdo. Para a resolucio´n do problema acoplado adoptamos unha formulacio´n
monol´ıtica case directa, e´ dicir, as ecuacio´ns do so´lido e o flu´ıdo son resoltas dun
xeito acoplado, mentres que o movemento da malla e´ calculado separadamente us-
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ando como input datos do resolvedor so´lido-flu´ıdo. Para a discretizacio´n espacial
das ecuacio´ns do flu´ıdo e da estrutura empregamos Ana´lise Isoxeome´trico baseado
en NURBS. O modelo proposto e´ usado para simular o colapso implosivo de estru-
turas cheas de vapor. Estudamos diferentes xeometr´ıas en du´as e tres dimensio´ns,
nas cales a implosio´n e´ iniciada por variacio´ns te´rmicas. Ve´xase [27] e o Cap´ıtulo 5
para ma´is detalles.
• Un modelo para a interaccio´n de flu´ıdos complexos e so´lidos baseado nas
ecuacio´ns NSK e nunha estrutura Saint Venant. O modelo para o flu´ıdo de-
scrito no punto anterior e´ acoplado agora cunha estrutura Saint Venant. A idea e´
estudar dende un punto de vista meca´nico, un problema concreto con˜ecido como ten-
sotaxe, e´ dicir, a habilidade que ten˜en as ce´lulas para migrar en resposta a gradientes
de deformacio´n do substrato no que se apoian. O obxectivo e´ ver se a pequenas es-
calas as forzas de capilaridade xogan un papel importante neste proceso, estudando
para elo o caso particular das gotas. Os estudos experimentais de tensotaxe son
especialmente desafiantes pois predeformar o substrato da lugar habitualmente a un
incremento na rixidez do mesmo como resultado da resposta non lineal do material
e producindo deste xeito unha combinacio´n de tensotaxe e durotaxe. Reemprazar
o modelo neo-Hokeano usado no problema da implosio´n cun modelo Saint-Venant
permı´tenos considerar nonlinearidades xeome´tricas mantendo unha resposta lineal
do material. Como consecuencia, as deformacio´ns introducidas no substrato para
desencadear a tensotaxe non alteran a rixidez do so´lido, evitando unha situacio´n
de tensotaxe e durotaxe simulta´neas. En resumo, estamos a propon˜er un modelo
teo´rico que permite aillar os efectos da tensotaxe. Presentamos ademais, varias sim-
ulacio´ns nume´ricas en du´as e tres dimensio´ns nas que o movemento e a coalescencia
de gotas e´ accionado aplicando forzas localizadas nun substrato brando. Ve´xase [26]
e o Cap´ıtulo 6 para ma´is detalles.
• Un modelo baseado nas ecuacio´n de Navier-Stokes-Cahn-Hilliard para a
interaccio´n de so´lido e flu´ıdos complexos incompresibles. Os modelos FSI
presentados nos puntos anteriores son capaces de describir a f´ısica detra´s de flu´ıdos
de du´as fases e un so´ compon˜ente interactuando con estruturas hiperela´sticas. Sen
embargo, hai un gran nu´mero de problemas f´ısicos e enxen˜er´ıs onde o flu´ıdo non
esta formado por fases dun mesmo compon˜ente. e´ o caso, por exemplo, da inx-
eccio´n de gases para a extraccio´n de petro´leo, esprais de combustible en procesos
de combustio´n, fluxos de aire e auga, etc. Para modelar este tipo de problemas,
propon˜emos unha teor´ıa baseada nas ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes-Cahn-Hilliard, as
cales permiten describir flu´ıdos inmiscibles de dous compon˜entes con tensio´n superfi-
cial. O flu´ıdo e´ tratado como un flu´ıdo viscoso e incompresible nunha descricio´n Ar-
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bitraria Lagranxiana-Euleriana. A estrutura e´ tratada como un so´lido hiperela´stico
e lagranxiano gobernado polas ecuacio´ns de elastodina´mica non lineal. O modelo
proposto e´ usado para predicir a deformacio´n causada polas forzas de capilaridade de
gotas de glicerina en substratos brandos. Os resultados obtidos son posteriormente
validados con datos experimentais. O modelo e´ usado tame´n para a simulacio´n
bidimensional e tridimensional doutros procesos de elastocapilaridade tales como
os origamis por capilaridade e o colapso de micropilares flexibles. Ve´xase [28] e o
Cap´ıtulo 7 para ma´is detalles.
11.2 Obxectivos
Os obxectivos da investigacio´n levada a cabo nesta tese poden resumirse nos seguintes
puntos:
• Desenvolvemento de modelos nume´ricos para a simulacio´n de flu´ıdos complexos e
a su´a interaccio´n con estruturas so´lidas. Tradicionalmente, os me´todos nume´ricos
para FSI enfoca´ronse na interaccio´n de so´lidos con flu´ıdos cla´sicos gobernados po-
las ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes. O acoplamento entre so´lidos e flu´ıdos complexos
permanece practicamente inexplorado, cando menos, dende o punto de vista com-
putacional a pesar que este adoita dar lugar a unha f´ısica moito ma´is rica que os
flu´ıdos cla´sicos, especialmente a pequena escala. O noso obxectivo e´ o de propon˜er
novos modelos nume´ricos baseados en me´todos de campos de fases e capaces de
capturar os mecanismos f´ısicos detra´s dos flu´ıdos complexos. Os desaf´ıos nume´ricos
asociados o´s modelos de campos de fase, tales como, a rixidez no espazo e no tempo
e a inclusio´n de operadores en derivadas parciais de alto orde, son afrontados me-
diante a utilizacio´n da te´cnica de Ana´lise Isoxeome´trico baseada en NURBS para
a discretizacio´n espacial. Este me´todo deber´ıa aproveitar a continuidade de alto
orde entre elementos das funcio´n de base splines para mellorar a precisio´n e a ro-
bustez con respecto o´ me´todo cla´sico de elementos finitos. O uso de NURBS permite
ademais una representacio´n xeome´trica de obxectos complexos ma´is precisa xa que
estas poden representar de xeito exacto moitos desen˜os comunmente empregados en
enxen˜ar´ıa tales como cilindros, esferas ou toroides.
• Aplicacio´n dos modelos propostos. A idea e´ ilustrar a habilidade predictiva dos noso
modelos e a efectividade dos nosos me´todos computacionais mediante a resolucio´n
de problemas asociados a unha gran variedade de campos, tales como, a enxen˜ar´ıa,
a mecanobiolox´ıa, a qu´ımica e a microfabricacio´n. Neste sentido, estudamos un gran
nu´mero de problemas f´ısicos como a influencia dos tensioactivos en fluxos de du´as
fases e un so´ compon˜ente, o colapso implosivo de estruturas cheas de vapor, o papel
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das forzas de capilaridade no movemento de gotas causado por tensotaxe, o envolve-
mento esponta´neo de gotas con membranas ela´sticas ou o colapso de micropilares
flexibles debido a forzas de elastocapilaridade.
• Implementacio´n dos algoritmos propostos. A optimizacio´n dos modelos FSI, in-
clu´ındo unha eficiente implementacio´n en paralelo, e´ de importancia transcendental
a´ hora de resolver problemas f´ısicos realistas. Por este motivo, un obxectivo primor-
dial e´ levar a cabo a implementacio´n en paralelo dos modelos propostos.
11.3 Contribucio´ns da tese
Esta seccio´n sublin˜a as principais contribucio´ns e ideas de investigacio´n desta tese. O
obxectivo principal deste traballo e´ o desenvolvemento de modelos computacionais para
a interaccio´n de flu´ıdos complexos e so´lidos. Neste sentido, propuxemos dous modelos de
interaccio´n flu´ıdo-estrutura diferentes coas seguintes caracter´ısticas:
• Dous enfoques de interface difusa diferentes foron adoptados para a descricio´n do
flu´ıdo. O primeiro esta´ baseado nas ecuacio´ns de Navier-Stokes-Korteweg [88], per-
mitindo o modelado de flu´ıdos compresibles que esta´n compostos por du´as fases dun
mesmo compon˜ente como, por exemplo, vapor de auga e auga l´ıquida. Este modelo
permite ademais a transformacio´n de fases no flu´ıdo de xeito natural. O segundo en-
foque esta´ baseado no modelo de Cahn-Hilliard [84], o cal e´ acoplado coas ecuacio´ns
de Navier-Stokes incompresibles. O resultado e´ un modelo que describe fluxos de
du´as compon˜entes inmiscibles con tensio´n superficial. En ambos casos asumimos
flu´ıdos newtonianos.
• O modelo NSK non require ningu´n tipo de estabilizacio´n. Sen embargo, para o
modelo NSCH, adoptamos unha formulacio´n multiescala variacional e baseada no
residuo [15].
• A estrutura esta´ gobernada en todos os casos polas ecuacio´ns non lineais da elas-
todina´mica, e tratada como un so´lido hiperela´stico. Empre´ganse dous modelos
diferentes, un modelo Neo-Hookeano e un modelo de Saint Venant (ver, por ex-
emplo, [128]). De calquera xeito, outros modelos materiais para o so´lido poder´ıan
ser facilmente implementados nos algoritmos propostos nesta tese.
• Empre´gase un enfoque Arbitrario Lagranxiano-Euleriano [57,58,101] para os modelos
de interaccio´n flu´ıdo-estrutura propostos. ALE e´ unha te´cnica de malla mo´bil na
que as discretizacio´ns do so´lido e do flu´ıdo coinciden o´ longo da interface. Isto
permite solucio´ns precisas preto da interface e a exacta satisfaccio´n das condicio´ns
de compatibilidade. Sen embargo, a medida que a interface evoluciona, a malla do
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flu´ıdo necesita ser actualizada. Isto conse´guese mediante a resolucio´n dun problema
de contorno no que as condicio´ns Dirichlet son os desprazamentos do so´lido o´ longo
da interface.
• O me´todo de Ana´lise Isoxeome´trico baseado en NURBS [42] e´ usado para a dis-
cretizacio´n espacial tanto do so´lido como do flu´ıdo. IGA pode entenderse como unha
xeneralizacio´n do me´todo de elementos finitos que posu´e importantes propiedades
matema´ticas como precisio´n de alto orde, robustez, a habilidade de ser refinados me-
diante a insercio´n de nodos e a elevacio´n da orde, e continuidade global de alto orde.
Esta u´ltima propiedade e´ especialmente u´til a´ hora de tratar os nosos problemas,
pois as te´cnicas de campos de fase inclu´en operadores de alto orde na forma pri-
maria que, doutro xeito, deber´ıan ser tratados adoptando unha formulacio´n mixta.
Ademais, IGA baseado en NURBS permite unha representacio´n ma´is exacta de obx-
ectos complexos que o me´todo FEM e, en concreto, pode representar de xeito exacto
cilindros, esferas, e toroides.
• Ado´ptase una formulacio´n monol´ıtica quasi-directa para a solucio´n dos problemas
FSI, isto e´, as ecuacio´ns do flu´ıdo e do so´lido son resoltas dun xeito acoplado, men-
tres que o movemento da malla e´ resolto separadamente usando como input datos
procedentes da resolucio´n do so´lido e o flu´ıdo. Adoptar un enfoque monol´ıtico impo´n
implicitamente a compatibilidade de traccio´ns na interface. No relativo a´ integracio´n
no tempo usamos un esquema α xeneralizado [40]. O sistema non lineal de ecuacio´ns
e´ resolto usando un procedemento Newton-Raphson iterativo, o cal da lugar a un al-
goritmo predictor-multicorrector de du´as fases. O sistema lineal resultante e´ resolto
usando un me´todo GMRES precondicionado [151].
• O co´digo FSI empregado nesta tese foi inicialmente implementado en co´digo Fortran
e usando as nosas propias librer´ıas e implementacio´n en paralelo. Posteriormente,
desenvolveuse un co´digo en linguaxe C usando como base PetIGA [48], o cal engade
a capacidade de discretizacio´n das NURBS e a integracio´n de formas a PETSc [150].
Isto resultou nun co´digo moito ma´is flexible e eficiente, o cal pode empregar unha
gran variedade de resolvedores e precondicionadores.
O modelos antes mencionados foron aplicados a unha grande variedade de problemas que
involucran flu´ıdos complexos. Entre eles, cabe destacar as seguintes aplicacio´ns
• Tensioactivos ou surfactantes. Os surfactantes son compostos que son atra´ıdos polas
interfaces presentes nun sistema. Ten˜en a habilidade de reducir o traballo requirido
para xerar a interface, isto e´, reducir a tensio´n superficial asociada a dita interface.
Esta particularidade fai dos surfactantes unha das substancias ma´is usadas na in-
dustria qu´ımica. Na literatura, varios modelos foron propostos para describir os
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feno´menos de absorcio´n dos surfactantes en fluxos inmiscibles de dous compon˜entes.
A influencia de surfactantes en flu´ıdos de du´as fases e un so´ compon˜ente per-
manece practicamente inexplorada, cando menos, dende o punto de vista computa-
cional. Nesta tese, nos propuxemos unha teor´ıa de flu´ıdos complexos que permite a
esponta´nea vaporizacio´n e condensacio´n e que captura a dina´mica dos tensioactivos
presentes nas interfaces. Creemos firmemente que a nosa teor´ıa pode chegar a ser
unha ferramenta u´til para a comprensio´n do comportamento destes compostos en
feno´menos de transicio´n de fase.
• Implosio´n debida a cambios de fase. O colapso implosivo de estruturas cheas de vapor
e´ estudiado cunha teor´ıa de FSI termicamente acoplada e baseada nas ecuacio´ns de
Navier-Stokes-Korteweg. En concreto, centra´monos no colapso cara o´ interior de
estruturas delgadas, nas cales unha variacio´n te´rmica transforma o vapor presente
no interior en l´ıquido, reducindo as´ı a presio´n interna e provocando a implosio´n do
so´lido.
• Tensotaxe. Usamos o noso modelo FSI baseado nas ecuacio´ns NSK para simular
o movemento de gotas debido a gradientes de deformacio´n do substrato no que se
apoian. Este proceso, con˜ecido como tensotaxe, foi previamente observado en ce´lulas.
Aqu´ı, no´s mostramos que simples gotas l´ıquidas poden tame´n experimentar tenso-
taxe, suxerindo que a meca´nica pode xogar un papel importante neste proceso. O
noso modelo semella ser unha ferramenta prometedora para un maior entendemento
do papel que xogan as forzas de capilaridade neste mecanismo.
• Coalescencia de gotas. O modelo NSCH para fluxos inmiscibles e´ usado para o
modelado da coalescencia de du´as gotas de auga. Comparamos o radio do menisco
formado durante este proceso co comportamento observado en experimentos e sux-
erido en modelos teo´ricos. O propo´sito e´ validar o noso modelo, xa que non existen
esta´ndares de referencia amplamente aceptados para esta teor´ıa.
• Elastocapilaridade. A pequenas escalas, a tensio´n superficial pode chegar a ser
dominante e deformar estruturas esveltas e/ou brandas, dando lugar a unha gran
variedade de problemas FSI moi interesantes. No´s usamos a teor´ıa FSI de flu´ıdos
inmiscibles para estudar algu´ns destes problemas. O primeiro e´ a deformacio´n de
substratos brandos debido a´s forzas de capilaridade de gotas l´ıquidas. Usamos este
problema para validar o noso modelo. Unha gota de glicerina e´ depositada nun sub-
strato. Medimos os desprazamentos verticais causados no substrato e compara´molos
con datos experimentais. No segundo exemplo, simulamos origami por elastocapi-
laridade, isto e´, o envolvemento de membranas delgadas entorno a gotas l´ıquidas.
Finalmente, estudamos a flexio´n de micropilares baixo a accio´n de forzas capilares,
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para o cal, colocamos unha gota l´ıquida entre dous micropilares ela´sticos inicialmente
paralelos
11.4 Futuras lin˜as de traballo
O traballo presentado nesta tese abriu as portas a varias lin˜as de investigacio´n que deber´ıan
ser tratadas no futuro. Entre elas, destacamos as seguintes:
• A teor´ıa de flu´ıdos complexos proposta para o modelado de tensioactivos en fluxos
dun compon˜ente e du´as fases deber´ıa ser estendida a unha teor´ıa termicamente
acoplada. Isto permitir´ıa o estudo de escenarios moito ma´is complexos onde os
surfactantes alteren transformacio´ns de fase inducidas por cambios de temperatura.
Ser´ıa ademais interesante calibrar e validar o modelo usando datos experimentais.
• As implosio´ns inducidas por cambios de fase poden levar o´ colapso violento e ra´pido
da estrutura, producindo grandes compresio´ns e deformacio´ns. Coa te´cnica FSI
adoptada, e´ dicir, o me´todo Arbitrario Lagranxiano-Euleriano, isto resultar´ıa en
distorsio´ns significativas no so´lido e na malla do flu´ıdo, e ser´ıa necesario realizar
procesos de remallado. No´s intentamos facer fronte a este desaf´ıo centra´ndonos en
implosio´ns moderadamente fortes. Sen embargo, ser´ıa interesante simular implosio´ns
fortes, xa sexa usando o me´todo de elementos finitos e remallando cando e´ necesario
ou adoptando unha te´cnica FSI diferente, por exemplo, unha te´cnica inmersa. Outro
obxectivo futuro deber´ıa ser a implementacio´n de un modelo capaz de simular o
contacto entre so´lidos, deformacio´n pla´stica e fractura.
• Usamos o modelo FSI baseado nas ecuacio´ns de NSK para mostrar que as gotas
tame´n poden experimentar tensotaxe. Sen embargo, outros mecanismos de move-
mento celular ten˜en sido observados en gotas. e´ o caso da durotaxe ou movemento
debido a gradientes de rixidez do substrato. O noso modelo semella ser unha ferra-
menta adecuada para analizar este mecanismo e suxerir escenarios que son dif´ıciles
de estudar experimentalmente.
• O modelo FSI baseado nas ecuacio´ns de NSCH foi estabilizado adoptando unha
formulacio´n variacional multiescala baseada no residuo. No futuro, temos como
obxectivo usar espazos B-Spline diverxentes e conformantes para obter campos de
velocidades discretos de diverxencia nula en cada punto, evitando as´ı a necesidade
de calquera tipo de estabilizacio´n. Ser´ıa tame´n interesante acoplar o noso modelo
cunha teor´ıa de fractura e ser as´ı capaz de simular fractura capilar.
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Surfactants are compounds that ﬁnd energetically favorable to be located at the boundaries 
between ﬂuids. They are able to modify the properties of those interfaces, for example, 
reducing surface tension. Here, we propose a new model for liquid–vapor ﬂows with 
surfactants which captures the dynamics of the surfactant and accounts for phase 
transformations in the ﬂuid. The aforementioned model is derived from a free energy 
functional by using a Coleman–Noll approach. The proposed theory emanates from the 
isothermal Navier–Stokes–Korteweg equations, which describe single-component two-
phase ﬂow and naturally allow for phase transformations. We believe that our model has 
signiﬁcant potential to study the inﬂuence of surfactants in vaporization and condensation 
processes. From a numerical point of view, the proposed model poses signiﬁcant challenges 
to existing discretization methods, including stiffness in space and time, internal and 
boundary layers as well as higher-order partial differential operators. To overcome these 
challenges we propose algorithms based on Isogeometric Analysis, which permit an 
accurate and eﬃcient discretization. Finally, we illustrate the viability of the theoretical 
framework and the effectiveness of our algorithms by solving several numerical problems 
in two and three dimensions.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Surfactants are very useful products in the chemical industry. They can be found in detergents, cosmetics, or the dye 
of our clothes. However, the chemical industry is not the only beneﬁciary of these extraordinary compounds. In recent 
decades, surfactants have also been used in other ﬁelds such as biotechnology [1,2], electronic printing [3], microelectronics 
[4] or medical research [5,6]. They also play an essential role in our organism, increasing the pulmonary compliance and 
preventing atelectasis [7,8], that is, the complete or the partial collapse of the lungs.
The word surfactant is an abbreviation of surface active agent and is used to name different types of compounds that ﬁnd 
energetically favorable to be located at the interfaces of a system. The consequence is that surfactants are absorbed by the 
interface, that is, they get trapped at the boundary between different phases. Even if they are usually very thin, interfaces 
play a crucial role in the system dynamics. The composition in the interfacial region can differ dramatically from that of the 
bulk phases. Indeed, across interfaces there are rapid property changes that lead to an excess of free energy, related to the 
amount of work required to create the interface. The presence of surfactants at the interface can signiﬁcantly reduce the 
* Corresponding author.
E-mail address: jesus.bueno@udc.es (J. Bueno).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jcp.2016.06.008
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work required to generate interfaces, altering completely the behavior of the system [9–13]. For a more detailed discussion 
on surfactant properties the reader is referred to [14–16].
In the literature, one can ﬁnd a number of computational methods that describe surfactant absorption phenomena. For 
this purpose, different techniques have been employed, such as phase-ﬁeld models [17–21], front tracking methods [19,
22] or volume of ﬂuid schemes [23,24]. However, most of these models only deal with soluble or insoluble surfactants in 
two-component inmiscible ﬂows (see, for example, [25–27]). The inﬂuence of surfactants in single-component two-phase 
ﬂows remains practically unexplored, at least from the computational point of view. For this reason, we present our initial 
steps toward a computational model for surfactants that tries to capture the behavior and the effects of surface active 
agents at the interfaces of single component ﬂows. The proposed model is based on a complex-ﬂuid theory that allows for 
spontaneous vaporization and condensation, so it may have a signiﬁcant potential to study the inﬂuence of surfactants in 
phase-transition phenomena.
1.1. Fluid dynamics with phase changes
There exist two different approaches to deal with phase transformations: sharp-interface and diffuse interface models. 
The former usually results in mathematical models that require complex numerical treatment: one must solve simultane-
ously the partial differential equations that govern each phase’s dynamics as well as the boundary conditions that hold on 
a moving, and a priori unknown, interface [28]. An alternative to the previous approach is the diffuse-interface method in 
which sharp interfaces are replaced by thin transition regions. The idea is to deﬁne an order parameter, also called phase-
ﬁeld, that varies smoothly on the entire computational domain and acts as marker of the location of the different phases. 
This notably simpliﬁes the numerics because the governing equations can be solved on the entire domain, which is usually 
known and ﬁxed. In general, instead of the boundary conditions at the interfaces, we have to solve a partial differential 
equation for the evolution of the order parameter. From the computational point of view, the main disadvantage is that this 
equation typically includes higher-order partial-differential operators, and it produces thin layers that evolve dynamically 
over the computational domain. However, most of these computational challenges are being addressed [29–32], and in re-
cent decades phase-ﬁeld models have been successfully applied to a large number of ﬁelds such as solidiﬁcation dynamics 
[33–35], foams [36], fracture dynamics [37], dendritic growth [38,39], vesicle dynamics [40], microstructure evolution in 
solids [41], planet formation [42], inﬁltration of water into a porous medium [43,44], coalescence of bubbles [45], cancer 
growth [46–48], elasto-capillarity [49] or ﬂuid–structure interaction [50]. For recent reviews of phase-ﬁeld methods the 
reader is referred to [51–55].
To develop our theory of liquid–vapor ﬂows with surfactants, we use as a starting point the Navier–Stokes–Korteweg 
(NSK) equations, which are a phase-ﬁeld theory for single-component two-phase ﬂows [45]. The model allows for the ﬂuid 
to evaporate and condensate naturally due to pressure and/or temperature variations. An interesting feature of the model is 
that the ﬂuid density acts directly as the phase-ﬁeld identifying the liquid and vapor phases. The NSK system is the result 
of several works, including the contributions of Gibbs [56], Korteweg [57], van der Waals [58] and Dunn and Serrin [59]. 
Although the current form of the system has been known for several years, computational methods for the NSK equations 
are still in their infancy. Some noteworthy publications are, for example, [32,45,60–63].
Including surfactants in the theory makes the computational treatment even more diﬃcult. Since surfactants tend to be 
located primarily on the interfaces, a common approach is to model surfactant dynamics as a partial-differential equation 
that is posed on the lower-dimensional manifold deﬁned by the interface. Our goal is to adhere to the phase-ﬁeld philosophy 
also to model the surfactant dynamics and deﬁne a global ﬁeld which naturally localizes to the interface. This leads to a 
much simpler computational treatment.
1.2. Computational challenges
One of the main challenges when dealing with phase-ﬁeld approaches or in particular with the Navier–Stokes–Korteweg 
equations, is that these models include a length scale that represents the thickness of the interfaces, which must be ex-
tremely small in order for the model to be realistic. This interface length scale must be captured by the computational 
mesh, which makes the NSK theory more diﬃcult to treat numerically than classical Navier–Stokes equations. Addition-
ally, our model involves third-order partial-differential spatial operators both in the NSK system and in the equation that 
describes the behavior of the surfactant. This fact signiﬁcantly limits the use of ﬁnite element methods since we need to 
employ basis functions with C1 global continuity, which is very diﬃcult or even impossible in 3D complicated geometries.
The aforementioned diﬃculties are tackled by using Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) for the spatial discretization of the 
problem. IGA is a new computational technique that improves and generalizes the standard ﬁnite element method. It was 
ﬁrst proposed in [64] and further developed in [65–69]. The main objective of IGA is to bridge the gap between Com-
puter Aided Design (CAD) and Finite Element Analysis by developing a computational framework based on the functions 
employed in CAD systems. There are a number of computational geometry technologies that may be used in Isogeometric 
Analysis. Heretofore, Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS) have been the functions most widely employed in IGA, and 
they will also be used for our simulations. However, there are other options such as T-Splines (see, for example, [66,70,71]) 
or subdivision surfaces [72]. Isogeometric analysis based on NURBS presents a series of attributes that can be exploited in 
problems involving higher-order partial-differential operators. Among them, it is worth highlighting the following: higher-
order accuracy, robustness, and especially, higher-order global continuity of the basis functions. IGA has been previously 
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used to solve phase-ﬁeld problems with remarkable success [29,31,45,50,73–76]. Another important property of IGA that 
has been recently proven is that Galerkin solutions can be obtained with only one evaluation per degree of freedom using 
the concept of variational collocation [77].
1.3. Structure and content of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a quick overview of Isogeometric Analysis based on NURBS. 
In Section 3, we derive our model from a free energy functional by using a Coleman–Noll approach [78]. In Section 4, we 
describe the governing equations of the model at the continuous level. Then, we present the weak form of the problem as 
well as the discretization process. We employ a semi-discrete formulation based on Galerkin’s method and we integrate in 
time using a generalized-α scheme [79]. Section 5 displays several numerical examples in 2D and 3D. The ﬁrst example 
aims at ﬁnding the relation between the surface tension at liquid–vapor interfaces and the parameters of the proposed 
model. It also shows that our theory succeeds in reproducing the way in which surfactants lower surface tension. The 
second simulation demonstrates that surfactants are naturally trapped at interfaces in accordance with the expected physical 
behavior of a surface active agent. We also use this example to show that our model is able to reproduce how surfactants 
may inhibit the coalescence of bubbles. For this particular case, we plot the evolution of the free energy with respect to time, 
and we conﬁrm that it decreases monotonically as it was imposed in the derivation of the theory. Subsequently, we present 
a numerical example in which a drop of water is attracted by a solid-like boundary due to the capillarity forces associated 
to the liquid–vapor interfaces. The contact angle between those interfaces and the boundary will be altered because of the 
surfactant concentration. Additionally, a three-dimensional numerical simulation is presented. Finally, in Section 6, some 
concluding remarks are commented.
2. A brief overview of NURBS-based Isogeometric Analysis
The current implementation of our IGA model is based on Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines (NURBS). The goal of this sec-
tion is to introduce NURBS brieﬂy and to present a quick overview of Isogeometric Analysis. For a more extensive discussion 
on IGA the reader is referred to [80].
B-splines are piecewise polynomial curves constructed by taking linear combinations of B-spline basis functions. The 
coeﬃcients of these basis are points in space, which are referred to as control points. The concept is similar to that of nodal 
coordinates in ﬁnite element analysis. The only difference is that in IGA the basis functions are, in general, non-interpolatory. 
A knot vector  in one dimension is a set of non-decreasing coordinates in the parametric space, i.e.,  = {ξ1, ..., ξnc+p+1}, 
where ξi ∈R is the ith knot, i = 1, 2, ..., nc + p + 1, p is the polynomial order, and nc is the number of basis functions that 
comprise the B-spline space. Knots divide the parametric space into knot spans or elements.
For a given knot vector, the B-spline basis functions are deﬁned by the Cox–de Boor recursion formula (see [81,82]). This 
way, starting with piecewise constants (p = 0), i.e,
Ni,0 (ξ) =
{
1, if ξi 6 ξ < ξi+1,
0, otherwise
; i = 1, . . . ,nc (1)
the basis functions of higher degrees are deﬁned by
Ni,p (ξ) = ξ − ξi
ξi+p − ξi Ni,p−1 (ξ) +
ξi+p+1 − ξ
ξi+p+1 − ξi+1 Ni+1,p−1 (ξ) ; i = 1, . . . ,nc (2)
Note that for B-spline functions with polynomial order 0 and 1, we obtain standard piecewise constant and linear ﬁnite ele-
ment functions, respectively. From the Cox–de Boor recursion formula, it can be seen that B-Spline basis functions constitute 
a partition of unity, that is, 
∑nc
i=1 Ni,p (ξ) = 1 ∀ξ . Moreover, each basis Ni,p is pointwise nonnegative over the entire domain, 
i.e., Ni,p (ξ)> 0 ∀ξ , and its support is compact. For B-spline functions of order p the support is always p + 1 knot spans. It 
is also important to note that if internal knots are not repeated, the B-Spline basis functions are at least Cp−1-continuous 
everywhere. More speciﬁcally, if a knot has multiplicity k, the basis is Cp−k-continuous at that knot. In Fig. 1 we present an 
example of quadratic B-spline basis functions generated from the uniform open knot vector  = {0,0,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,6,6}.
NURBS are built from B-splines. In particular, a NURBS entity in Rd can be obtained by a projective transformation of a 
B-spline object in Rd+1. Given the B-spline basis function Ni,p (ξ), the one dimensional NURBS basis can be deﬁned as
R
p
i (ξ) =
Ni,p (ξ)wi∑nc
iˆ=1 Niˆ,p (ξ)wiˆ
, (3)
where wi is a positive real weight. For the two and three dimensional cases, the NURBS basis functions are given by
R
p,q
i, j (ξ,η) =
Ni,p (ξ)M j,q (η)wi, j∑nc
iˆ=1
∑mc
jˆ=1 Niˆ,p (ξ)M jˆ,q (η)wiˆ, jˆ
, (4)
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Fig. 1. Quadratic basis functions formed from the open knot vector  = {0,0,0,1,2,3,4,5,6,6,6}.
R
p,q,r
i, j,k (ξ,η, ζ ) =
Ni,p (ξ)M j,q (η) Lk,r (ζ )wi, j,k∑nc
iˆ=1
∑mc
jˆ=1
∑lc
kˆ=1 Niˆ,p (ξ)M jˆ,q (η) Lkˆ,r (ζ )wiˆ, jˆ,kˆ
. (5)
In the expressions above,  = {ξ1, ..., ξnc+p+1}, H= {η1, ..., ηmc+q+1} and Z = {ζ1, ..., ζlc+r+1} are the knot vectors; p, q and 
r denote the polynomial orders, and wiˆ, jˆ and wiˆ, jˆ,kˆ are the weights. Note that the NURBS basis functions are no longer 
piecewise polynomials, but piecewise rationals. They can exactly represent all conic sections. NURBS functions inherit most 
of the properties of B-splines. They are pointwise nonnegative and they still constitute a partition of unity. Their continuity, 
as well as their support is the same as for B-splines. Note also that if the weights are all equal, as it is the case for the 
computations presented herein, then NURBS basis functions reduce to B-splines basis functions, i.e, Rpi (ξ) = Ni,p (ξ).
Given a mesh of control points, {B i}, i = 1, 2, ..., nc , polynomial order p and knot vector  = {ξ1, ..., ξnc+p+1} a NURBS 
curve may be deﬁned as
C (ξ) =
nc∑
i=1
R
p
i (ξ) B i . (6)
Analogously, a NURBS surface S (ξ,η) and a NURBS volume V (ξ,η, ζ ) may be deﬁned as
S (ξ,η) =
nc∑
i=1
mc∑
j=1
R
p,q
i, j (ξ,η) B i, j, (7)
V (ξ,η, ζ ) =
nc∑
i=1
mc∑
j=1
lc∑
k=1
R
p,q,r
i, j,k (ξ,η, ζ ) B i, j,k, (8)
where {B i, j} and {B i, j,k} are the control points, i = 1, 2, ..., nc , j = 1, 2, ..., mc , k = 1, 2, ..., lc .
IGA is compatible with the two classical mesh reﬁnement strategies, knot insertion (h-reﬁnement) and order elevation 
(p-reﬁnement). However, there is a third option, referred to as k-reﬁnement (see, e.g., [64]), which allows to increase the 
order and the smoothness of the NURBS basis functions simultaneously. As in ﬁnite elements, in Isogeometric Analysis 
the isoparametric concept is used, which means that the unknown variables are represented in terms of the same NURBS 
functions [see Eqs. (3)–(5)] that are used for deﬁning the geometry.
Remark. In what follows, for simplicity, we will omit the index of the basis functions that represents the polynomial degree. 
This information will be inferred from the context.
3. Mathematical model
In this section, we show how our model can be derived from a free energy functional. By using a Coleman–Noll procedure 
[78] we will ﬁnd suﬃcient conditions that must be satisﬁed to enforce the dissipation inequality for any arbitrary solution 
of the theory. We will also show that our model fulﬁlls those conditions. For simplicity, we will focus on the isothermal 
case, but similar arguments may be used to derive a thermally-coupled theory (see, e.g., [63]).
3.1. Energy functional
Let us deﬁne the total energy of the system
E(ρ,u) =
∫

(
	 + 1
2
ρ |u|2
)
d, (9)
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where  is an open subset of R3 and | · | denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector; ρ is the ﬂuid density and u represents 
the velocity vector. The free energy 	 is assumed to belong to the following constitutive class
	 = 	̂ (L,ρ,∇ρ, c) . (10)
In the above expression, c is the surfactant concentration and L is the symmetric part of the velocity gradient, that is,
L = 1
2
(
∇u + ∇uT
)
, (11)
where ¤T denotes the transpose of ¤.
3.2. Derivation of the model
Our starting point will be the classical balance laws for mass of ﬂuid and surfactant [see Eqs. (12) and (15), respectively], 
linear momentum [Eq. (13)] and angular momentum [Eq. (14)]. These equations may be written as,
ρ˙ + ρ∇ · u = 0, (12)
ρu˙ = ∇ · T + ρ f , (13)
T = T T , (14)
c˙ + c∇ · u = −∇ · j, (15)
where T is the Cauchy stress tensor, f represents body forces per unit mass and j describes the mass ﬂux of surfactant; 
¤˙ denotes the material time derivative of ¤ and may also be expressed as ∂¤/∂t + u · ∇¤. The quantity ¤˙ may also be 
understood as the time derivative of ¤ holding the material particle ﬁxed.
Our goal is to ﬁnd a constitutive equation for T and j so that the energy of the system decreases with time for any 
arbitrary solution of the theory. In order to do so, we will use the framework of thermomechanics and the Coleman–Noll 
approach. We will assume that T belongs to the constitutive class
T = T̂ (L,ρ,∇ρ, c,μ) , (16)
where μ is the chemical potential and is deﬁned as
μ = δ
δρ
⎛⎝∫

	d
⎞⎠= ∂	̂
∂ρ
− ∇ ·
(
∂	̂
∂∇ρ
)
, (17)
with 
δ
δρ
denoting the variational derivative with respect to density. Let us also deﬁne the following energy dissipation law
R= d
dt
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∫
Pt
(
	 + 1
2
ρ |u|2
)
dPt
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭=W (Pt) −D (Pt) + (∂Pt) with D (Pt) ≥ 0. (18)
Here, Pt is an arbitrary set of material particles and ∂Pt denotes its boundary. W (Pt) is the work associated to the ex-
ternal forces,  (∂Pt) represents the energy supplies coming through ∂Pt and D (Pt) is the dissipation, which must be 
non-negative for all conceivable processes. Using the Reynolds transport theorem (see, for example, [83]), it follows that
d
dt
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∫
Pt
	dPt
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭=
∫
Pt
(
	˙ + 	∇ · u)dPt, (19)
d
dt
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∫
Pt
1
2
ρ |u|2 dPt
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭=
∫
Pt
[(
1
2
ρ |u|2
)·
+ 1
2
ρ |u|2 ∇ · u
]
dPt =
∫
Pt
(
1
2
ρ˙ |u|2 + ρu · u˙ + 1
2
ρ |u|2 ∇ · u
)
dPt
=
∫
Pt
ρu · u˙dPt . (20)
Note that in (20) we have used the mass conservation equation (12). Taking into account the constitutive class of 	 given 
by Eq. (10), and relations (19) and (20), the dissipation law can be written
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R= d
dt
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
∫
Pt
(
	 + 1
2
ρ |u|2
)
dPt
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭=
∫
Pt
(
∂	̂
∂L
: L˙ + ∂	̂
∂ρ
ρ˙ + ∂	̂
∂∇ρ · (∇ρ)
· + ∂	̂
∂c
c˙ + 	∇ · u + ρu · u˙
)
dPt, (21)
where the symbol : denotes the usual double-dot product. At this point, we introduce the classical relation
(∇ρ)· = ∇ρ˙ − ∇u∇ρ. (22)
In component notation, the vector ∇u∇ρ would be understood as the product of a square matrix (∇u) with a column 
vector (∇ρ), that is, [∇u∇ρ]i = ∂ui∂x j
∂ρ
∂x j
. Using Eqs. (13), (15) and (22), R results in the following expression
R=
∫
Pt
(
∂	̂
∂L
: L˙ + ∂	̂
∂ρ
ρ˙ + ∂	̂
∂∇ρ · ∇ρ˙ −
∂	̂
∂∇ρ · ∇u∇ρ −
∂	̂
∂c
∇ · j − ∂	̂
∂c
c∇ · u + 	∇ · u + u · (∇ · T + ρ f )
)
dPt .
(23)
Integrating by parts the terms with ∇ρ˙ , ∇ · j and ∇ · T , we obtain
R=
∫
Pt
(
∂	̂
∂L
: L˙ + ∂	̂
∂ρ
ρ˙ − ∇ ·
(
∂	̂
∂∇ρ
)
ρ˙ − ∂	̂
∂∇ρ · ∇u∇ρ + ∇
(
∂	̂
∂c
)
· j
− ∂	̂
∂c
c∇ · u + 	∇ · u − T : ∇u + ρu · f
)
dPt
+
∫
∂Pt
(
ρ˙
∂	̂
∂∇ρ · n−
∂	̂
∂c
j · n+ u · Tn
)
d(∂Pt). (24)
Let us now use that
∂	̂
∂∇ρ · ∇u∇ρ =
∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ : ∇u, (25)
∇ · u = I : ∇u, (26)
where I represents the identity tensor and ⊗ denotes the usual vector outer product. With these identities in mind and 
using the mass balance equation (12), it can be shown that R takes on the form
R=
∫
Pt
(
∂	̂
∂L
: L˙ − ∂	̂
∂ρ
ρ I : ∇u + ∇ ·
(
∂	̂
∂∇ρ
)
ρ I : ∇u − ∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ : ∇u + ∇
(
∂	̂
∂c
)
· j
)
dPt
+
∫
Pt
(
−∂	̂
∂c
c I : ∇u + 	 I : ∇u − T : ∇u + ρu · f
)
dPt +
∫
∂Pt
(
ρ˙
∂	̂
∂∇ρ · n−
∂	̂
∂c
j · n+ u · Tn
)
d(∂Pt)
=
∫
Pt
(
∂	̂
∂L
: L˙ +
[(
−∂	̂
∂ρ
ρ + ∇ ·
(
∂	̂
∂∇ρ
)
ρ − ∂	̂
∂c
c + 	
)
I − T − ∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ
]
: ∇u
+ ∇
(
∂	̂
∂c
)
· j + ρu · f
)
dPt
+
∫
∂Pt
(
ρ˙
∂	̂
∂∇ρ · n−
∂	̂
∂c
j · n+ u · Tn
)
d(∂Pt) (27)
Examining the previous expression and comparing it with the energy dissipation law deﬁned in Eq. (18), we can identify 
the working W (Pt), the dissipation D (Pt) and the energy supplies across the boundaries  (∂Pt) as
(∂Pt) =
∫
∂Pt
(
ρ˙
∂	̂
∂∇ρ · n−
∂	̂
∂c
j · n+ u · Tn
)
d(∂Pt), (28)
D (Pt) =
∫
Pt
(
−∂	̂
∂L
: L˙ +
[(
μρ − 	 + ∂	̂
∂c
c
)
I + T + ∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ
]
: ∇u − ∇
(
∂	̂
∂c
)
· j
)
dPt, (29)
W (Pt) =
∫
Pt
ρu · f dPt . (30)
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Note that in Eq. (29) we have used the deﬁnition of μ given in (17). At this point we just need to ﬁnd constitutive equations 
for T and j such that E decreases with time for any arbitrary solution of the theory. This can be guaranteed by imposing 
D (Pt) ≥ 0 for all conceivable processes. In order to do so, we will analyze all the terms in expression (29). For the ﬁrst 
term, we will take into account that the constitutive class of 	 [see Eq. (10)] does not allow the dependence of 	 on L˙. 
Therefore, the only way to ensure that this term is pointwisely positive or zero is by taking
∂	̂
∂L
= 0. (31)
Focusing now on the last term of Eq. (29), the constitutive choice
j = −κ∇
(
∂	̂
∂c
)
with κ > 0, (32)
guarantees that this term will be pointwise non-negative. Considering this, we enforce the inequality[(
μρ − 	 + c ∂	̂
∂c
)
I + T + ∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ
]
: ∇u ≥ 0. (33)
Note that Eqs. (31)–(33) are suﬃcient conditions to guarantee D (Pt) ≥ 0. To obtain a constitutive equation for T that 
veriﬁes Eq. (33) we assume, without loss of generality, the following splitting of the velocity gradient
∇u = L + W = Ld + Lh + W , (34)
where W is the skew-symmetric part of the velocity gradient
W = 1
2
(
∇u − ∇uT
)
, (35)
and Lh and Ld are the dilatational and the deviatoric parts of L , that is,
Lh = 1
3
∇ · uI , (36)
Ld = L − 1
3
∇ · uI . (37)
It is easily seen that both Ld and Lh are symmetric tensors and that Ld is traceless, i.e., tr(Ld) = 0. Using now Eqs. (34), 
(35) and (14), it is straightforward to obtain the following identities
T : ∇u = T : (L + W ) = T : L, (38)
I : ∇u = I : (L + W ) = I : L. (39)
Additionally, frame invariance arguments may be used (see, e.g., [84]) to show that 
∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ is a symmetric tensor. 
Therefore,
∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ : ∇u =
∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ : L. (40)
Taking into account Eqs. (38), (39) and (40), we can rewrite the inequality (33) as[(
μρ − 	 + c ∂	̂
∂c
)
I + T + ∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ
]
: L ≥ 0. (41)
The goal now is to choose the term in brackets in (41) in such a way that its double contraction with L is non-negative. We 
will prove that this can be achieved taking[
μρ − 	 + c ∂	̂
∂c
]
I + T + ∂	̂
∂∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ = 2μ¯L + λ¯∇ · uI , (42)
where μ¯ and λ¯ are viscosity coeﬃcients that must fulﬁll a series of conditions that will be shown later. Using Eqs. (36), 
(37) and basic properties of the double dot product, we obtain(
2μ¯L + λ¯∇ · uI) : L = 2μ¯L : L + λ¯∇ · u (I : L)
= 2μ¯Ld : Ld + 4μ¯Ld : Lh + 2μ¯Lh : Lh + λ¯∇ · utr (L)
= 2μ¯tr
(
(Ld)2
)
+ 4
3
μ¯∇ · utr(Ld) + 2
9
μ¯ (∇ · u)2 tr (I) + λ¯ (∇ · u)2
= 2μ¯tr
(
(Ld)2
)
+
(
2
3
μ¯ + λ¯
)
(∇ · u)2 . (43)
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Therefore, since tr
(
(Ld)2
)=∑i j(Ldi j)2 ≥ 0, it follows that(
2μ¯L + λ¯∇ · uI) : L ≥ 0 (44)
for any μ¯ and λ¯ such that,
2
3
μ¯ + λ¯ ≥ 0 and μ¯ ≥ 0. (45)
Note that our choice in Eq. (42) leads to a classical model of Newtonian ﬂuids if we assume that 	̂ depends neither on ∇ρ
nor on c.
To complete the theory, we need to deﬁne the nonlinear function 	 . Within the constitutive class given by Eq. (10), we 
consider the expression
	̂(ρ,∇ρ, c) =W (ρ) + λ(c)
2
|∇ρ|2 +U (c) , (46)
where λ is a function of c that takes positive values and U (c) is the free energy associated to the surfactant. The second 
term represents the free energy that leads to the capillary forces at the gas–liquid interfaces. W (ρ) is the Helmholtz free 
energy of a van der Waals ﬂuid [61,85], which is given by
W (ρ) = Rθρ log
(
ρ
b − ρ
)
− aρ2. (47)
In the above expression, a and b are positive constants, R is the speciﬁc gas constant and θ represents the temperature of 
the system. Eq. (47) may be thought of as a higher-order modiﬁcation of the perfect gas Helmholtz free energy that allows 
for spontaneous phase changes. The ability of Eq. (47) to predict phase transformations stems from the fact that W may 
be a non-convex function of ρ for low temperatures. Using Eq. (46) and isolating the stress tensor in (42), we obtain the 
following expression for T
T =
[
W (ρ) + λ(c)
2
|∇ρ|2 +U (c) − ρW′ (ρ) + ρλ′ (c)∇c · ∇ρ + λ (c)ρρ − c λ
′(c)
2
|∇ρ|2 − c U′ (c)
]
I
− λ(c)∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ + 2μ¯L + λ¯∇ · uI . (48)
Finally, identifying ρW′ (ρ) −W (ρ) with the thermodynamic pressure p, the stress tensor T can be written as
T = −p I +
[
1
2
(
λ(c) − cλ′(c)) |∇ρ|2 +U (c) − c U′ (c) + ρλ′ (c)∇c · ∇ρ + λ (c)ρρ] I
− λ(c)∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ + 2μ¯L + λ¯∇ · uI . (49)
For the surfactant energy U(c), there are several possible choices. One of the simplest options is to consider U (c) = c2α/2
where α is a positive constant. This is the free energy associated to classical diffusion processes. With this expression in 
mind, the stress tensor becomes
T = −p I +
[
1
2
(
λ(c) − cλ′(c)) |∇ρ|2 − α
2
c2 + ρλ′ (c)∇c · ∇ρ + λ (c)ρρ
]
I − λ(c)∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ + 2μ¯L + λ¯∇ · uI .
(50)
Note also that the stress tensor is symmetric, ensuring that the angular momentum equation (14) is satisﬁed. This completes 
the derivation of the theory.
4. Numerical algorithm
4.1. Governing equations
We start by recasting the governing equations in a convenient form for our numerical algorithms. Using the deﬁnition 
of the material time derivative, and the fundamental equations deﬁned in (12), (13) and (15), it is straightforward to obtain 
the Navier–Stokes–Korteweg equations with surfactant in the Eulerian description as follows
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (51)
∂ (ρu)
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρu ⊗ u) − ∇ · T − ρ f = 0, (52)
∂c
∂t
+ ∇ · (cu) + ∇ · j = 0. (53)
Notice that the rest of the elements that completely deﬁne the theory, that is, a constitutive equation for the stress tensor 
and the surfactant mass ﬂux as well as a thermodynamic potential from which we can derive the state variables, have 
already been deﬁned in Section 3.2. Nevertheless, these elements will be analyzed in more detail in the following sections.
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4.1.1. Stress tensor
The constitutive equation for the stress tensor T was deﬁned in (50). However, in order to simplify the notation we will 
adopt the following splitting
T = τ − p I + ς + ς s, (54)
where
τ = μ¯
(
∇u + ∇uT
)
+ λ¯∇ · uI , (55)
ς = λ(c)
(
ρρ + 1
2
|∇ρ|2
)
I − λ(c)∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ, (56)
ς s =
(
−α
2
c2 − c λ
′(c)
2
|∇ρ|2 + ρλ′ (c)∇c · ∇ρ
)
I . (57)
In the above expressions, ς is the so-called Korteweg tensor, ς s is the part of the stress tensor associated to the surfactant 
and τ corresponds to the viscous stress tensor of a Newtonian ﬂuid (see, for example, [86]). Throughout this paper, we will 
assume that the Stokes hypothesis is satisﬁed, that is, λ¯ = −2μ¯/3. Finally, λ is a function that takes positive values and that 
modulates the strength of capillary forces. Later, we will show that λ is related with the surface tension at liquid–vapor 
interfaces. In particular, surface tension scales approximately linearly with 
√
λ. Our goal is to model the capability of sur-
factants to lower surface tension. For this reason, λ must be a decreasing function of the surfactant concentration c. There 
are several possible choices for λ(c). Among them, we adopt the following expression
λ(c) = λming (c) , (58)
where λmin is a positive constant that represents the minimum value allowed for the capillarity coeﬃcient. Later, we will 
adopt a value for λmin that depends on the mesh size as proposed in [45]. The function g is deﬁned as g(c) = 1 + βe−c2
where β is a positive constant that controls the strength with which the surface tension decreases with the surfactant con-
centration. Throughout this paper, we will use the value β = 4. Larger values of β would produce greater variations of the 
surface tension, and thus, a more signiﬁcant impact of the surfactant on the dynamics. Lower values of β would reduce the 
inﬂuence of the surfactant distribution and would produce dynamics which are closer to those of a classical Navier–Stokes–
Korteweg ﬂuid. The detailed dependency of the solution on β and on the functional form of λ is an interesting topic that 
warrants further research.
Remarks.
1. We wish to highlight the difference between λ and λ¯. The former is a function that represents the strength of capillary 
forces while the latter is one of the viscosity coeﬃcients.
2. Note that since ς depends upon ρ , the linear momentum balance equation includes third-order partial differential 
operators.
4.1.2. Surfactant mass ﬂux
The constitutive form of the mass ﬂux j has already been deﬁned in Eq. (32). Using the expression adopted for 	
[Eq. (46)] and considering the particular case in which U (c) = c2α/2, j may be expressed as
j = −κ∇
(
αc + λ
′(c)
2
|∇ρ|2
)
= −κα∇c − κ
2
(
λ′′(c)∇c |∇ρ|2 + 2λ′(c)∇∇ρT∇ρ
)
. (59)
Notice that the parameters κ and α govern the relative strength of convection and diffusion processes in the surfactant 
equation. They will also allow to control the intensity with which the surfactant is drawn by liquid–vapor interfaces. Note 
also that since j depends upon ∇∇ρT , the convection–diffusion equation (53) includes third-order partial differential oper-
ators.
4.1.3. State variables
In Section 3.2 we have seen that the thermodynamic pressure p can be identiﬁed as ρW′ (ρ) −W (ρ). Using van der 
Waals–Helmholtz free energy (47), it is straightforward to obtain
p = Rb
(
ρθ
b − ρ
)
− aρ2. (60)
The above equation is known as van der Waals equation and gives the pressure in terms of density and temperature, which 
for the isothermal model is assumed to be constant. Considering θ as a parameter, we can represent a non-dimensional plot 
of the pressure as a function of density for different values of θ (see Fig. 2). In this ﬁgure, we can observe different behaviors 
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Fig. 2. Non-dimensional plot of van der Waals pressure as a function of density for θ > θc , θ = θc and θ < θc . Note that for values of temperature below the 
critical temperature (θ < θc ), the pressure is a non-monotone function of density, which allows for spontaneous phase transformations.
of the function p for temperatures below and above a critical temperature θc = 8ab/(27R). For θ > θc , p is a monotonically 
increasing function of ρ , and the only phase that is stable is the vapor phase. However, for values of the temperature 
below the critical temperature, that is, θ < θc , the pressure function is no longer monotone, and we can differentiate three 
regions. The density interval ρ ∈ (0, ρv) corresponds to the vapor phase and the interval ρ ∈ (ρl, b) corresponds to the 
liquid phase. Additionally, there exists a region ρ ∈ (ρv , ρl) where the pressure function decreases with respect to density 
(gray line in Fig. 2). This allows for the ﬂuid to evaporate and condensate naturally due to pressure and/or temperature 
variations without introducing additional ﬁelds and without precursors. The region where ρ ∈ (ρv , ρl) has no physical 
meaning, however, mathematically it is just a smooth interface between the vapor and liquid phases which spans over a 
length scale 
√
λ/a. Note also that in the inviscid, non-conducting limit, the equations are ill-posed for λ = 0, and capillary 
forces are necessary to restore well-posedness. The reader is referred to [45,61,85] for further details on the NSK equations 
without surfactants.
4.2. Boundary conditions
To deﬁne a well-posed boundary value problem we need to specify suitable boundary conditions. For some of the nu-
merical examples that we will present in Section 5 we have adopted periodic boundary conditions. However, in order to 
analyze more practical situations we will consider other possibilities. In particular, we will focus on solid wall boundary 
conditions. In classical isothermal compressible gas dynamics, solid wall boundary conditions may be imposed, for example, 
by setting velocity to given values, that is, u = uD on the solid wall boundary. However, in the NSK system, the third-
order spatial derivative on the density included in the linear momentum equation [see Eq. (56)] urges to impose an extra 
boundary condition to attain well-posedness. One possibility is to set the following boundary condition,
∇ρ · n = |∇ρ| cos(ϕ), (61)
where n denotes the unit outward normal to the boundary, and ϕ is the static contact angle between the liquid–vapor 
interface and the solid, measured in the liquid phase. To deﬁne suitable boundary conditions for the surfactant equation, 
we must take into account that surfactants are naturally trapped by liquid–vapor interfaces. Thus, the boundary conditions 
for the surfactant equation must be compatible with this phenomenon. For the majority of cases of practical relevance, we 
will also need the boundary conditions to be mass-preserving. With this idea in mind, we propose the following boundary 
condition,
∇c · n = |∇c| cos(ϕs) (62)
where ϕs represents the angle between the surfactant gradient and the outward normal to the boundary. We will relate 
ϕs with the contact angle ϕ in order to ensure that the surfactant is able to follow the liquid–vapor interface without any 
incompatibility caused by the presence of the boundary. To do so, we deﬁne the following relation,
cos(ϕs) = cos(ϕ)h(ρ) (63)
with
h (ρ) = tanh
((
ρMl + ρMv
2
− ρ
)
s
)
(64)
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In the above expression, s is a parameter that controls the slope of the hyperbolic tangent function and that we set to 
s = 4/(ρMl − ρMv ); the constants ρMl and ρMv denote the Maxwell states1 for the liquid and the vapor phases, respectively. 
To deﬁne the function h(ρ) in Eq. (64), let us ﬁrst note that a typical equilibrium solution to our model produces a density 
proﬁle which is composed by patches of constant density in which ρ = ρMl or ρ = ρMv . These patches are linked by smooth 
transitions which span over a length scale 
√
λ/a. Therefore, the function h(ρ) produces a smooth and suﬃciently fast 
transition between +1 and −1 when ρ varies in the interval ρ ∈ (ρMv ,ρMl ). As a consequence, Eq. (64) enforces ϕs 
 ϕ for 
values of the density close to ρMv and ϕs 
 π − ϕ for ρ 
 ρMl . The boundary condition (62)–(64) is also mass preserving. 
This is due to the fact that the surfactant gets quickly trapped on the liquid–vapor interface and |∇c| is expected to be 
small everywhere else. Within the interface, there may be mass ﬂow through the boundary, but the net contribution will 
be approximately zero because h(ρ) is an odd function with respect to the contact line, which is assumed to be located at 
ρ = (ρMl + ρMv )/2.
4.3. Continuous problem in the weak form
Our derivation is based on a weak form of the governing equation. The usual practice to derive a weak form of a third-
order partial differential equation is to introduce additional ﬁelds to lower the order of the derivatives in the variational 
form and use standard C0-continuous ﬁnite elements. Due to the use of IGA, we can generate globally C1-continuous basis 
functions and avoid the introduction of additional degrees of freedom. However, in order to facilitate the imposition of the 
boundary condition (61), we will introduce the new variable ϒ = ρ . The consequence of this choice is that our weak 
form will naturally enforce the boundary condition (61), which otherwise would have to be built strongly in the ﬁnite ele-
ment space. As we will see later, our formulation still requires the use of C1-continuous basis functions and IGA due to the 
higher-order term in the surfactant equation.
We will consider that Eqs. (51)–(53) hold in  ⊂ R3. The boundary of  is denoted . To derive our weak form, let us 
introduce the trial solution space X = X(). Let U = {ρ, u, ϒ, c} be a typical member of X. We assume that for all U ∈ X
the velocity ﬁeld satisﬁes the solid–wall Dirichlet boundary condition on . For the remaining ﬁelds in U , namely ρ , ϒ , 
and c, Dirichlet boundary conditions are not very relevant in practical applications, so we do not consider that case. The 
weighting function space Y = Y() is identical to X, but all restrictions on the Dirichlet boundary are homogeneous. The 
variational formulation is stated as follows: Find U = {ρ, u, ϒ, c} ∈X such that ∀W = {w1, w2, w3, w4} ∈ Y,
B(W ,U ) = 0, (65)
where
B(W ,U ) =
∫

w1
∂ρ
∂t
d −
∫

∇w1 · uρd +
∫

w2 ·
(
ρ
∂u
∂t
+ u ∂ρ
∂t
− ρ f
)
d −
∫

∇w2 : u ⊗ uρd
+
∫

∇w2 : (τ − p I)d
+
∫

∇ · w2λ(c)
(
ρϒ + 1
2
|∇ρ|2
)
d −
∫

∇w2 : λ(c)∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρd
−
∫

∇ · w2
(
αc2
2
+ cλ
′(c)
2
|∇ρ|2
)
d
+
∫

∇ · w2λ′ (c)ρ∇c · ∇ρd +
∫

w3ϒd +
∫

∇w3 · ∇ρd −
∫

w3|∇ρ| cos(ϕ)d +
∫

w4
∂c
∂t
d
−
∫

∇w4 · ucd +
∫

ακ∇w4 · ∇cd −
∫

w4κα |∇c| cos(ϕs)d +
∫

κ
2
∇w4 · ∇
(
λ′(c) |∇ρ|2
)
d
−
∫

w4
κ
2
λ′′(c) |∇ρ|2 |∇c| cos(ϕs)d −
∫

w4κλ′(c)∇∇Tρ∇ρ · nd (66)
Note that the variational formulation (65)–(66) weakly imposes the ﬂuid dynamics and the surfactant equations as well as 
the boundary conditions (61) and (62). Note also that if we do not set Dirichlet boundary conditions for velocity on the 
entire boundary, then the variational formulation weakly imposes the conjugate stress-free condition.
1 The Maxwell states represent values of the density for which there is chemical and mechanical equilibrium. For a given temperature, they are simply 
the equilibrium values of the liquid and vapor densities.
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4.4. Semidiscrete formulation
For the spatial discretization of Eq. (66) we make use of the Galerkin method. We deﬁne ﬁnite-dimensional approx-
imations of the functional spaces, namely, Xh and Yh , such that Xh ⊂ X ⊂ H2 and Yh ⊂ Y ⊂ H2. Here, H2 denotes 
the Sobolev space of square integrable functions with square integrable ﬁrst and second derivatives. We approximate 
(66) by the following variational problem over the ﬁnite element spaces: Find U h = {ρh, uh, ϒh, ch} ∈ Xh , such that 
∀W h = {w1h, w2h, w3h, w4h} ∈ Yh ,
B(W h,U h) = 0, (67)
where
ρh(x, t) =
∑
A∈I
ρA(t)NA(x), w
1
h(x, t) =
∑
A∈I
w1ANA(x), (68)
uh(x, t) =
∑
A∈I
uA(t)NA(x), w
2
h(x, t) =
∑
A∈I
w2ANA(x), (69)
ϒh(x, t) =
∑
A∈I
ϒA(t)NA(x), w
3
h(x, t) =
∑
A∈I
w3ANA(x), (70)
ch(x, t) =
∑
A∈I
cA(t)NA(x), w
4
h(x, t) =
∑
A∈I
w4ANA(x), (71)
In Eqs. (68)–(71), the NA ’s are a set of basis functions deﬁned on  and I is their global-index set. By taking the NA ’s 
as globally C1-continuous functions, we can deﬁne conforming discrete spaces that make the variational formulation well 
deﬁned.
4.5. Time discretization and numerical implementation
In this section, we present the time integration algorithm for the semi-discrete Eq. (67). We employ the generalized-α
method, which was originally proposed by Chung and Hulbert [79] for the equations of structural dynamics, and subse-
quently extended to the equations of ﬂuid mechanics by Jansen et al. [87]. This method has also been successfully applied 
in other ﬁelds as ﬂuid–structure interaction [88–90] and phase-ﬁeld modeling [29,45,50].
4.5.1. Time stepping scheme
Let V denote the vector of control variable degrees of freedom and let V˙ be its time derivative. We deﬁne the residual 
vectors
Rcont = {RcontA }, (72)
Rmom = {RmomA,i }, (73)
Raux = {RauxA }, (74)
R sur f = {Rsur fA }, (75)
where A is a control-variable index and i is an index associated to the spatial dimensions. The residual components are 
deﬁned as
RcontA = B({NA,0,0,0}, {ρh,uh,ϒh, ch}), (76)
RmomA,i = B({0,NAei,0,0}, {ρh,uh,ϒh, ch}), (77)
RauxA = B({0,0,NA,0}, {ρh,uh,ϒh, ch}), (78)
Rsur fA = B({0,0,0,NA}, {ρh,uh,ϒh, ch}), (79)
where ei is the ith cartesian basis vector. The time stepping scheme can be stated as follows: Given the discrete approxi-
mation to the global vectors of control variables at time tn , namely, V n , V˙ n and the current time step t = tn+1 − tn ﬁnd 
V n+1 and V˙ n+1 such that
Rcont(V n+α f , V˙ n+αm) = 0, (80)
Rmom(V n+α f , V˙ n+αm ) = 0, (81)
Raux(V n+α f , V˙ n+αm ) = 0, (82)
R sur f (V n+α f , V˙ n+αm) = 0, (83)
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V n+1 = V n + t((1− γ )V˙ n + γ V˙ n+1), (84)
where
V n+α f = V n + α f (V n+1 − V n) , (85)
V˙ n+αm = V˙ n + αm
(
V˙ n+1 − V˙ n
)
. (86)
The parameters α f , αm and γ are chosen as in [45] to ensure second-order accuracy and unconditional stability of the 
time-integration algorithm. The non-linear system of equations (80)–(83) may be approximated by using a Newton–Raphson 
method, which leads to the following two-stage predictor–multicorrector algorithm.
Predictor stage: We adopt a constant-velocity predictor, that is,
V (0)n+1 = V n, (87)
V˙
(0)
n+1 =
γ − 1
γ
V˙ n, (88)
where the superscript with parentheses denotes the nonlinear iteration index.
Multicorrector stage: Repeat the following steps for i = 1, 2, ..., imax or until convergence
1. Evaluate solution iterates at the α-levels
V (i)n+α f = V n + α f
(
V (i−1)n+1 − V n
)
, (89)
V˙
(i)
n+αm = V˙ n + αm
(
V˙
(i−1)
n+1 − V˙ n
)
. (90)
2. Use the solutions at the α-levels to assemble the residual and the tangent matrix of the linear system
∂Rcont
(i)
∂ V˙ n+1
V˙
(i)
n+1 = −Rcont(i) , (91)
∂Rmom
(i)
∂ V˙ n+1
V˙
(i)
n+1 = −Rmom(i) , (92)
∂Raux
(i)
∂ V˙ n+1
V˙
(i)
n+1 = −Raux(i) , (93)
∂Rsur f
(i)
∂ V˙ n+1
V˙
(i)
n+1 = −R sur f(i) . (94)
The resulting linear system is solved using a preconditioned GMRES algorithm [91]. In particular, as preconditioner we 
have used an incomplete LU factorization. For the numerical examples presented here, solving the linear system with a 
tolerance of 10−5 requires normally 30 to 40 GMRES iterations.
3. Use V˙
(i)
n+1 to update the iterates as
V˙
(i)
n+1 = V˙ (i−1)n+1 + V˙ (i)n+1, (95)
V (i)n+1 = V (i−1)n+1 + γtV˙ (i)n+1, (96)
This completes one nonlinear iteration. The nonlinear iterative algorithm should be repeated until the norm of each of the 
residual vectors deﬁned in (72)–(75) has been reduced to a given tolerance r of its value using the predictions deﬁned in 
(87)–(88). In this work, we use r = 10−4. For the examples presented herein, this typically requires two to four nonlinear 
iterations.
5. Numerical examples
In this section we present a series of numerical examples that illustrate the predictive ability of our model and the 
effectiveness of our computational method. The ﬁrst group of numerical examples shows how surface tension relates with 
the parameters of the problem and how our model succeeds in reproducing the way in which surfactants lower surface 
tension. The second simulation demonstrates that surfactants are naturally trapped at liquid–vapor interfaces in accordance 
with the physical behavior of surface active agents. For this example, we also plot the evolution of the free energy with 
respect to time, showing that it decreases monotonically as it was imposed in the derivation of the theory. Subsequently, we 
present a numerical simulation in which a drop of water is being attached to a solid boundary. The aim is to point out that 
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our theory easily allows to model how the contact angle between the liquid–vapor interface and the boundary is modiﬁed 
due to the presence of the surfactant. The last example involves the three-dimensional coalescence of two vapor bubbles. 
For all the examples, we neglect body forces taking f = 0 in Eq. (13). In order to test our code for NSK with surfactants, we 
have also run several numerical computations (not included in the manuscript) taking the surfactant concentration to zero 
in the residual. Then, we have veriﬁed that these results agree with overkill numerical solutions to the NSK equations. We 
have also repeated these computations adding the surfactant equation to the residual, but taking very small values for β . In 
all cases, we achieved the expected results.
All the parameters and the results presented in Section 5 are given in non-dimensional form. We have rescaled the units 
of measurement of length, mass, time and temperature by L0, bL30, L0/
√
ab and θc , respectively, where L0 = 1 denotes a 
length scale of the computational domain size. Using this non-dimensionalization, it may be shown that the dynamics of 
the governing equations are controlled by four dimensionless numbers,
Re = L0b
√
ab
μ¯
, Ca =
√
λmin/a
L0
, Ba = α
ab2
, Pe = L0
√
ab
κα
, (97)
where Re is the Reynolds number, Ca denotes the capillary number, Ba is the non-dimensional form of α and Pe is the 
Peclet number. The capillary number Ca and the Reynolds number Re were chosen according to the methodology proposed 
in [45], which relates these parameters to the computational mesh. The objective of this upscaling method is to obtain the 
largest Reynolds number and the lowest capillary number that can be resolved by a particular mesh. To this end, in [45]
the authors propose to scale Ca and Re as
Ca = h/L0 and Re = φL0/h, (98)
where h is a characteristic length scale of the spatial mesh and φ is an O (1) constant. We have adopted φ = 2 for all the 
computations. The reader is referred to [45] for further details about this method.
Remarks.
1. Note that Eqs. (97) and (98) imply that λmin is related to the mesh size h by the expression λmin = ah2.
2. Note also that the interface thickness 
√
λ/a depends on the surfactant concentration through the relation 
√
λ/a =√
λmin g(c)/a = h√g(c).
5.1. Surface tension in the proposed model
It is already known the way surface tension and the NSK parameters are related (see, for example, [61]). In particular, 
the effect of surface tension σLV is implicitly included in the NSK model by the relation
σLV 
 K0
√
λ, (99)
where K0 is a nonlinear function of θ . Eq. (99) is accurate for values of the temperature close to the critical temperature θc . 
Our goal is to show that (99), or equivalently, the non-dimensional form
γLV 
 k0Ca
√
g(c) (100)
stands approximately for the NSK model with surfactants, where γLV is the non-dimensional surface tension, k0 is a 
constant for a given temperature and g(c) has been deﬁned right after Eq. (58). With this purpose, we have carried 
out a number of numerical simulations (each point in Fig. 3 represents a computation) for different initial conditions 
of the surfactant. In all cases, the initial conﬁguration for the density was the same, namely, it consisted in two va-
por bubbles of radius R1 = 0.17 and R2 = 0.1 centered at C1 = (0.35, 0.5) and C2 = (0.75, 0.5), respectively. The initial 
values of the density for the liquid and the vapor phases were those corresponding to the Maxwell states.2 As ex-
pected, the two bubbles merge into one circular vapor area, whose radius is given by the temperature (see, e.g., [45]). 
The initial density condition does not have an impact on the scaling that we want to analyze, so the study could 
be repeated with different density initial conditions and the results would not be altered. For the surfactant, we have 
employed in all cases a ﬂat initial condition representing a constant surfactant concentration. Different simulations em-
ployed different values of the constant so as to vary the right-hand side of Eq. (100). In each simulation we have 
waited for the steady state and then we have measured the radius r of the resulting bubble and the pressure difference 
2 The Maxwell States for the liquid (ρMl ) and the vapor phases (ρ
M
v ) employed in the numerical examples of Sect. 5.1 are those listed below:
θ ρMv ρ
M
l
0.85 0.10 0.60
0.7 0.04 0.71
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Fig. 3. Non-dimensional plot of our estimate of surface tension rp as a function of capillarity for two different temperatures. For the steady state, surface 
tension scales almost linearly with the values of the capillarity function at the interface. In the inset we also plot surface tension as a function of the 
surfactant concentration at the interface. Note that surface tension decreases with surfactant concentration.
p between the liquid and the vapor phases. Then, we have used the two dimensional form of Young–Laplace equa-
tion
p = γLV
r
, (101)
to deﬁne an estimate of surface tension at the liquid–vapor interface, that is, γLV = rp. Finally, we have plotted (see Fig. 3) 
our estimate of surface tension with respect to Ca
√
g(c). This procedure was carried out for two different temperatures, 
θ = 0.7 and θ = 0.85.
The computational domain,  = (0, 1)2, was comprised of 128 C1-quadratic elements in each direction. We adopted 
periodic boundary conditions. The other parameters employed in these computations are Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125, Ba =
0.1 and Pe = 500. The time step used was constant and equal to t = 0.01.
As it can be seen in Fig. 3, the surface tension follows approximately a linear relation with the values of the capillarity 
function at the interface. This proves that the parameter k0 remains constant in our model for given temperatures close to 
the critical temperature θc . Thus, the expression (100) is valid for the theory presented herein. We have also plotted our 
estimate of surface tension with respect to the surfactant concentration at the interface (see inset in Fig. 3), which makes 
evident that surface tension decreases with surfactant concentration. This is in agreement with the behavior of most of the 
surfactants employed in the chemical industry.
5.2. Trapping of surfactant at the liquid–vapor interface
This numerical example shows how our model naturally predicts the trapping of the surfactant at the liquid–vapor 
interface. As shown in the previous example, the surfactant can also change the properties of the interface, which, in turn 
may alter the dynamics of the system, for example, inhibiting partially or completely the coalescence of vapor bubbles. This 
example illustrates both phenomena. Finally, we also use this computation to show that the free-energy deﬁned in Eq. (9)
decreases along solutions to the governing equations. We have carried out a numerical simulation predicting the dynamics 
of three vapor bubbles (see left column in Fig. 4) using the traditional NSK model without surfactants (see [45] for further 
details). Then, we repeated exactly the same simulation with the theory presented herein (middle and right columns in 
Fig. 4).
Three bubbles of radius R1 = 0.11, R2 = 0.18 and R3 = 0.08 were initially centered at C1 = (0.25, 0.45), C2 = (0.65, 0.45)
and C3 = (0.51, 0.70). The initial condition for the density variable [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] inside and outside of the bubbles 
was that corresponding to the Maxwell states of the vapor (red color) and the liquid water (blue color), respectively, for 
a temperature θ = 0.85, that is, ρMv = 0.10 and ρMl = 0.60. We have used a uniform mesh comprised of 512 C1-quadratic 
elements in each direction and we have imposed periodic boundary conditions. In both simulations we have employed 
Re = 1024 and Ca = 0.001953125. For the NSK theory with surfactant we have adopted Ba = 0.005 and Pe = 10000. 
Initially, the surfactant [see Fig. 4(c)] was evenly distributed on the whole domain so that the initial surfactant concentration 
was the constant c0 = 0.8. In both cases, we used a constant time step equal to t = 0.00125.
In Fig. 4 we plot the evolution of the density for the NSK theory (left column) and the evolution of the density and 
surfactant concentration for the NSK theory with surfactant (middle and right columns) for different time steps until a 
steady state is reached. As it can be seen, in the simulation without surfactants, the bubbles that are closer are able to 
coalesce [Fig. 4(d)]. However, the presence of the surfactant can inhibit the coalescence of these two bubbles [Fig. 4(e)], 
altering the behavior of the system. The surfactant is attracted by the regions with a higher density gradient, that is, the 
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Fig. 4. Simulation of three vapor bubbles using the NSK theory without surfactant (left column) and with surfactant (middle and right columns). In both 
cases, we use a square-shaped domain  = (0, 1)2 composed of 5122 elements. The initial conﬁguration consists in three vapor bubbles [red color in the 
density plots (a) and (b)] deposited on a liquid matrix (blue color). For the NSK theory with surfactant we also adopt as initial condition an homogeneous 
distribution of the surfactant concentration, namely, c0 = 0.8. Comparing the density plots of both theories (left and middle columns) we can see that 
the NSK model with surfactant inhibits the coalescence of the small and big bubbles. Since the surfactant is attracted by the areas with higher density 
gradients, the surfactant concentration increases at the interfaces (green color in the surfactant plots). The parameters used in these simulations are 
Re = 1024, Ca = 0.001953125, Ba = 0.005 and Pe = 10000. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Plot of the total free energy of the system (red color) and the surfactant free energy U (green color) with respect to time. The total energy is a 
monotonically decreasing function in agreement with the conditions imposed during the derivation of our model. The surfactant energy reaches two peaks 
in the moments previous to the collapse of the smaller bubbles. Initially, the surfactant concentration is uniform. We have used the parameters Re = 1024, 
Ca = 0.001953125, Ba = 0.005 and Pe = 10000. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.)
interfaces between the vapor and the liquid phases (see the right column of Fig. 4). This is in agreement with the physical 
behavior of surface active agents.
Fig. 5 (red line) shows the time evolution of the free-energy of the system [see Eq. (9)], which is monotonically de-
creasing as predicted by the theory. For further insight into the model, we also plot the evolution of the free energy 
corresponding to the surfactant (green line), that is, U in Eq. (46). There is no reason why we should expect U to be a de-
creasing function of time, and, in fact, it is not. One can observe two sharp increases in the surfactant free energy at times 
t 
 50 and t 
 215, which coincide with the previous instants to the disappearance of each of the bubbles [see Figs. 4(h) 
and 4(i)]. When bubbles collapse, the surfactant gets trapped in smaller areas and therefore, achieves higher concentrations. 
The oscillatory behavior of the surfactant free energy at early stages (t < 20) is caused by the initial conditions.3 The initial 
condition for the surfactant is a ﬂat function representing a constant value. The surfactant gets quickly trapped at the inter-
faces and produces strong dynamics at early times, which manifests itself with small-amplitude oscillations in the surfactant 
free energy.
5.3. Attachment of a drop of water to a wall
In all the previous simulations we have imposed periodic boundary conditions. However, in this case we will try to 
emulate how the presence of the surfactant may modify the contact angle ϕ between a drop of water and a solid substrate. 
For ideal solid surfaces, where the solid is ﬂat and rigid, the equilibrium contact angle ϕE between the liquid–vapor interface 
and the boundary is given by Young equation, that is,
γSL + γLV cos(ϕE) = γSV (102)
where γSV and γSL are the surface tension at the solid–vapor interface and at the solid–liquid interface, respectively. Young’s 
relation (102) and expression (100) allow us to approximate the contact angle ϕ as
cos(ϕ) 
 γSV − γSL
γLV

 ε
Ca
√
g(c)
(103)
where we consider ε = γSV − γSL
k0
as a positive constant. Therefore, the boundary condition (61) becomes
∇ρ · n = |∇ρ| ε
Ca
√
g(c)
(104)
3 We have repeated the computation with a time step four times smaller to make sure that the oscillatory behavior was not a consequence of the 
discretization errors.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of density (left) and surfactant concentration (right) for the attachment of a drop of water to a wall. The computational domain is the 
rectangle  = (0, 1.0) × (0, 0.5) and the computational mesh is uniform and composed of 256 ×128 C1-quadratic elements. Initially, a drop of liquid water 
(blue color in the density plot) is located close to the lower boundary where we are controlling the contact angle as a function of surfactant concentration. 
In the horizontal direction we adopt periodic boundary conditions. The surfactant is initially concentrated close to the upper boundary (Fig. 6(b)) though 
it is rapidly attracted by the liquid–vapor interface (green color in the surfactant plot). The water droplet is attracted by the lower boundary due to 
the capillary forces (see Fig. 6(e)). Note that we are neglecting gravity forces. We have adopted Re = 512, Ca = 0.00390625, Ba = 0.04, Pe = 125 and 
ε = 0.003845215. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Analogously, (62) takes on the form
∇c · n = |∇c| ε
Ca
√
g(c)
h (ρ) (105)
where h(ρ) is given by (64).
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Fig. 7. Evolution of surfactant concentration for the three dimensional coalescence of two vapor bubbles. The computational domain is the cube  = (0, 1)3, 
which is composed of 1283 C1-quadratic elements. We impose periodic boundary conditions in all directions. Initially, an homogeneous distribution of the 
surfactant concentration is adopted (Fig. 7(a)), namely, c0 = 0.8. We have made a clip of the geometry to facilitate the visualization of the results. We are 
plotting an isocontour surface of the density (gray color) which represents the liquid–vapor interface. The surfactant is trapped by the regions with higher 
density gradients, that is, the liquid–vapor interfaces. We have used the parameters Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125, Ba = 0.01 and Pe = 1000.
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of our model we have carried out the following numerical simulation (see Fig. 6). 
A drop of liquid water [blue color in Fig. 6(a)] is initially located close to a solid boundary where we are imposing (104)
and (105). In the horizontal direction we adopt periodic boundary conditions. The computational domain is a rectangle 
 = (0, 1.0) × (0, 0.5) and the computational mesh is uniform and composed of 256 × 128 C1-quadratic elements. Initially, 
the water droplet has a radius R = 0.12 and is centered at C = (0.5, 0.15). For the initial values of the density in the liquid 
and the vapor phase we use the Maxwell States at θ = 0.85, that is, ρMl = 0.60 and ρMv = 0.10. The initial distribution 
for the surfactant is the one indicated in Fig. 6(b) and it consists of a drop of surfactant of radius Rs = 0.05 (green color) 
located near to the upper boundary, more speciﬁcally, centered at Cs = (0.5, 0.4). Note that the water droplet is attracted 
by the lower boundary due to the capillary forces [see Fig. 6(e)], as we have neglected gravity forces. The parameters used 
in this numerical example are Re = 512, Ca = 0.00390625, Ba = 0.04, Pe = 125 and ε = 0.003845215. The time step was 
constant and equal to t = 0.0001. From Eq. (104), it is obvious that different initial conditions for the surfactant would 
lead to different static contact angles. This phenomena is very important to control wettability with surfactants in practical 
applications.
5.4. Coalescence of vapor bubbles in three dimensions
This example shows the details of two coalescing bubbles with surfactants in three dimensions (see Fig. 7). The com-
putational domain is the cube  = (0, 1)3 which is discretized with 128 C1-quadratic elements in each direction. The 
two vapor bubbles have a radius R1 = 0.12 and R2 = 0.25 and they are initially centered at C1 = (0.35, 0.57, 0.5) and 
C2 = (0.70, 0.40, 0.50). The initial values of the density for the liquid and the vapor phases are those corresponding to the 
Maxwell states at θ = 0.85, that is, ρMl = 0.60 and ρMv = 0.10. For the surfactant [see Fig. 7(a)], we have adopted a constant 
initial condition, namely, c0 = 0.8. The rest of the parameters are Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125, Ba = 0.01, Pe = 1000 and 
t = 0.005. We impose periodic boundary conditions in all directions.
In order to facilitate the visualization of the results in the surfactant plot (see Fig. 7), we have made a clip of the 
cubic domain. Moreover, we are plotting an isocontour surface of the density (gray color) which represents the liquid–vapor 
interface so that we can know where the bubbles are located. As in the previous examples, the surfactant (green color in 
Fig. 7) is trapped by the regions with a higher density gradient, that is, the liquid–vapor interfaces (gray color).
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6. Conclusions
We propose a model for single-component, two-phase ﬂow with surfactants. The ﬂuid naturally undergoes phase-
transformations between vapor and liquid states. The model is derived from a free-energy functional using the thermo-
dynamics framework and successfully predicts important features of two-phase ﬂow with surfactants. For example, the 
model predicts that the surfactant reduces the liquid–vapor surface tension and is naturally trapped at the interface, as 
observed in experiments.
The discretization of the model poses signiﬁcant challenges for classical numerical algorithms due to the presence of 
higher-order derivatives, stiffness in space and time an the existence of moving interfaces. We propose a computational 
method based on Isogeometric Analysis that leads to an eﬃcient and accurate numerical solution.
Finally, we show the viability of our theoretical framework and numerical algorithm by showcasing several examples of 
vapor bubble dynamics in two and three dimensions. We believe our model has signiﬁcant potential to study the inﬂuence 
of surfactants on phase transformations. In the future, we plan to extend it to the non-isothermal case.
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Abstract There is a large body of literature dealing with
the interaction of solids and classical fluids, but the mechani-
cal coupling of solids and complex fluids remains practically
unexplored, at least from the computational point of view.
Yet, complex fluids produce much richer physics than classi-
cal fluids when they interact with solids, especially at small
scales. Here, we couple a nonlinear hyperelastic solid with a
single-component two-phase flow, where the fluid can con-
densate and evaporate naturally due to temperature and/or
pressure changes. We propose a fully-coupled fluid–structure
interaction algorithm to solve the problem. We illustrate the
viability of the theoretical framework and the effectiveness of
our algorithms by solving several problems of phase-change-
driven implosion, a physical process in which a thin structure
collapses due to the condensation of a fluid.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Interaction of complex fluids and solids
Traditional fluid–structure interaction (FSI) methods have
mainly focused on the interaction of solids with classical
fluids governed by the Navier–Stokes equations of incom-
pressible or compressible flows [8,13,46–48,56,60,62,64,
66,67,71,73]. Yet, there are a number of open FSI prob-
lems that cannot be modeled using this paradigm because
they fundamentally depend on physical mechanisms not cap-
tured by the Navier–Stokes equations. Prime examples are
fluid–solid systems that involve multi-phase and/or multi-
component flows, liquid crystals or micropolar fluids. These
are just some examples of a broad class of fluids typically
referred to as complex fluids [29]. One of the areas that could
potentially benefit from accurate and efficient computational
methods for the interaction of complex fluids and solids is
that of mechanobiology. Just as an example, phenomena as
important as cellular migration [52] or even cellular divi-
sion [51] seem to be controlled to a significant extent by
mechanics, and it seems plausible that at cellular scale cap-
illary forces and spontaneous polarizations need to be con-
sidered.
Here, we present our initial steps toward a computational
method for the interaction of complex fluids and solids.
To illustrate our ideas, we focus on a particular engineer-
ing application, namely, the implosion of solids that enclose
a compressible fluid. Structures containing a compressible
fluid at a pressure below the external pressure have the poten-
tial to collapse inwards. For example, an air-filled structure
may suffer an implosive collapse when it is immersed under-
water, due to the increase of the external pressure. This is just
an example of implosion which has been addressed before in
the literature [26,27,38,42,50,81], and that may be modeled
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using classical fluid theories. However, the aforementioned
mechanism is not the only one that can cause the implosive
collapse of a structure. For example, in the case of vapor-
filled structures, thermal variations can make vapor transform
into liquid, reducing the internal pressure. We will refer to
this phenomenon as phase-change-driven implosion, and this
will be the subject of the current paper. It is clear that to model
phase-change-driven implosion the way we have defined it,
we will need a complex-fluid theory in which the fluid can
undergo phase transformations.
1.2 Fluid dynamics with phase changes
Our approach to phase transformation is based on the
diffuse-interface of phase-field method. The diffuse-interface
approach can be defined as an alternative to the classical
sharp-interface description. In the sharp-interface theory,
several partial-differential equations must be solved on the
different phases and they are coupled through boundary con-
ditions that hold on a moving, and a priori unknown, inter-
face. Thus, this technique may result in mathematical models
that require complex numerical treatment. The key idea of the
diffuse interface method is to use a field, namely the phase
field, which is defined on the entire computational domain,
and is a marker of the location of the different phases. The
phase field varies smoothly on the computational domain,
and naturally produces thin layers which represent inter-
faces between phases. This conceptualization notably sim-
plifies the numerics because the problem reduces to solving
a partial-differential equation on a fixed and known domain.
From the computational point of view, the main disadvantage
of the phase-field approach is that it typically leads to higher-
order partial-differential equations that are stiff in space and
time, and produce thin layers which evolve dynamically over
the computational domain. However, most of these compu-
tational challenges are being addressed [31,32,35,45], and
computational phase-field modeling is becoming a mature
topic. Phase-field models have been widely used in the con-
densed matter physics [19,28,49,80] and material science
[14,55] and are rapidly getting established in the engineer-
ing field [12,34,83]. In this paper, we employ a phase-
field approach based on the Navier–Stokes–Korteweg (NSK)
equations to describe the behavior of the fluid in the implo-
sion problem. The NSK equations constitute the most widely
accepted mathematical model for single-component, two-
phase (liquid and gas) flows [33]. Thus, the NSK theory may
be used to model fluid flows in which the fluid can evaporate
and condensate naturally due to pressure and/or temperature
variations. The NSK system is the result of several works.
The contribution of Gibbs [30], Korteweg, van der Waals
[82] and Dunn and Serrin [24] should be highlighted. The
current form of the system has been known for several years,
though very few numerical solutions can be found in the lit-
erature. Notable exceptions include [21,33,45].
1.3 Computational challenges
From the computational point of view, there are at least two
significant challenges in the phase-change-driven implosion
problem as compared to other FSI simulations. First, phase-
change-driven implosions lead to a violent and rapid collapse
of the structure with strong compressions and large defor-
mations [41]. Strong implosions may also involve contact,
plastic deformation, and fracture, although this is out of the
scope of this paper. Second, the NSK theory is more difficult
to treat numerically than classical Navier–Stokes equations
due to the presence of thin interfaces that must be resolved
by the computational mesh. We try to address these chal-
lenges by using isogeometric analysis (IGA) for the spatial
discretization of the problem. IGA is a generalization of the
finite element method that was introduced in [37] and further
developed in [1,2,6,16–18,25,59,84]. The main idea of IGA
is to use functions from computational geometry to represent
both the solution and the domain of a boundary-value prob-
lem. The most frequently utilized functions are non-uniform
rational B-splines (NURBSs) which are widely used in com-
putational geometry and design, and will also be used in this
work for our simulations.
We feel that IGA successfully addresses the two compu-
tational challenges that we mentioned before. In particular,
IGA has been shown to perform well under large structural
deformations [11,43]. Additionally, IGA has been success-
fully used in computational phase-field modeling. In fact, it
was shown that the higher-order global continuity of NURBS
leads to a more accurate and stable solution of the thin layers
that naturally arise in the solution of phase-field theories [32].
Finally, IGA has been previously used to solve FSI problems
with remarkable success [2,4,5,7].
2 Governing equations
2.1 Kinematics
Let us introduce a reference domain Ωx̂ which is fixed in
time, and whose points are parameterized by coordinates x̂.
The reference domain is arbitrary and may take on different
interpretations. Let us define a mapping ̂φ : Ωx̂×]0, T [→
Ωt , where ]0, T [ is the time interval of interest. For each
time t ∈]0, T [, the function ̂φ maps the reference domain
Ωx̂ into its spatial configuration at time t, namely Ωt . Let
us call x the coordinates in the spatial configuration, such
that Ωt  x = ̂φ(̂x, t). In the following, we will also use
the notation ̂φt (̂x) = ̂φ(̂x, t). Using the mapping ̂φ, we can
define the displacement of a point in the referential domain
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û(̂x, t) = ̂φ(̂x, t) − x̂, (1)
and its velocity
v̂ = ∂ û
∂t
. (2)
Let us also define the mapping φ : ΩX×]0, T [→ Ωt . For
each time t ∈]0, T [, this mapping transforms each mate-
rial particle X into its spatial coordinate at time t, that is,
x = φ(X, t). Note that due to the arbitrariness of the refer-
ential domain, the mapping φ can be simply thought of as a
particular case of ̂φ, but each mapping will be employed for
a different purpose in this work, so we will use different nota-
tions. From the mapping φ, we can define the deformation
gradient F = ∂φ
∂ X , the particle displacement
u(X, t) = φ(X, t) − X, (3)
and the particle velocity
v = ∂φ
∂t
= ∂u
∂t
. (4)
In what follows, we will also make use of the Eulerian
counterpart of the particle velocity v, namely, v ◦φ−1. From
now on, in most instances, we will only use one symbol
to denote a physical quantity (velocity, in this case) even if
the functions v and v ◦ φ−1 are clearly different. To avoid
ambiguity in our notation we will use subscripts to clarify
how derivatives are to be understood. For example, we will
use the notation ∂u
∂t |X (respectively, ∂u∂t |̂x ) to indicate that the
time derivative is taken by holding X (respectively, x̂) fixed.
When neither |X nor |̂x are used in the time derivative, it is
assumed to be taken by holding x fixed. We use a similar
convention for spatial derivatives. For example, we denote
by ∇ the gradient with respect to the spatial coordinates x. If
coordinates other than x are used, the gradient operator will
be assigned the appropriate subscript.
2.2 Governing equations of solid mechanics
The equations governing the structural dynamics will be pre-
sented in Lagrangian description, therefore all quantities are
derived from the mapping φ. The deformation gradient takes
on the form F = I + ∇X u, where I denotes the identity
tensor. We will also make use of the Cauchy–Green deforma-
tion tensor C = FT F, and the Green–Lagrange strain tensor
E = (C− I)/2. The momentum balance in Lagrangian form
can be written as
ρs0
∂2u
∂t2
∣
∣
∣
∣
X
= ∇X · P + ρs0 f s, (5)
where ρs0 is the mass density in the initial configuration, f s
represents body forces per unit mass, and P is the first Piola–
Kirchhoff stress tensor. To define P, we need to introduce a
constitutive theory. We will use a hyperelastic model, there-
fore, the material behavior is described by a stored elastic
energy density per unit volume of the undeformed config-
uration W. In particular, we will use the generalized neo-
Hookean model with dilatational penalty proposed in [53],
which is defined by
W = μ
2
(
J−2/d tr(C) − d
)
+κ
2
(
1
2
(
J 2 − 1
)
− ln J
)
, (6)
where d is the number of spatial dimensions, κ and μ are
the material bulk and shear moduli, tr(·) denotes the trace
operator and J = det(F). Note that in Eq. (6), the ln J term
stabilizes the equation for the regime of strong compression,
while the J 2 −1 term penalizes the deviation of the Jacobian
from unity. The second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor can be
computed from W as
S= ∂W
∂ E
=μJ−2/d
(
I − 1
d
tr(C)C−1
)
+ κ
2
(
J 2 − 1
)
C−1.
(7)
The first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is simply defined
as P = FS. For future reference, we define the solid Cauchy
stress tensor as
σ s = J−1 FSFT = J−1 P FT . (8)
2.3 Governing equations of fluid mechanics
In our model, the fluid dynamics is governed by the NSK
equations, which account for mass, momentum and energy
conservation. The NSK equations allow for liquid–gas and
gas–liquid phase transformations, which can happen sponta-
neously without precursors. In the Eulerian frame, the NSK
equations are given by
∂ρ
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0, (9a)
∂(ρv)
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρv ⊗ v) − ∇ · σ f − ρ f = 0, (9b)
∂(ρs)
∂t
+ ∇ · (ρsv) + ∇ ·
(q
θ
)
= P, (9c)
where s is the entropy density and the entropy production P
depends on the fluid constitutive theory described later in the
paper. The rest of the notation is as follows: ρ is the density,
v is the velocity vector, and ⊗ denotes the usual vector outer
product, σ f is the fluid stress tensor and f represents body
forces per unit mass, s is the entropy density, θ the temper-
ature, and q the heat flux. Notice that to completely define
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the NSK equations, we need constitutive equations for the
stress tensor and the heat flux, as well as a thermodynamic
potential from which we can derive the state variables.
2.3.1 Stress tensor
The fluid Cauchy stress tensor σ f is given by
σ f = τ − p I + ς , (10)
where p is the pressure, τ is the viscous stress tensor, and
ς denotes the so-called Korteweg tensor. We consider New-
tonian fluids, therefore, the viscous stress tensor is defined
as
τ = μ¯
(
∇v + ∇T v
)
+ λ¯∇ · v I, (11)
where μ¯ and λ¯ are the viscosity coefficients. Throughout this
paper, we will assume that the Stokes hypothesis is satisfied,
that is, λ¯ = −2μ¯/3. The Korteweg tensor is defined by the
expression
ς = λ
(
ρΔρ + 1
2
|∇ρ|2
)
I − λ∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρ, (12)
where λ > 0 is the capillarity coefficient, and | · | denotes
the Euclidean norm of a vector. The Korteweg tensor gives
rise to capillary forces which are withstood by gas–liquid
interfaces. Note also that since ς depends upon Δρ, the lin-
ear momentum balance equation includes third-order partial
differential operators.
2.3.2 Heat conduction
We use the isotropic Fourier law, that is, q = −k∇θ, where
k is the thermal conductivity.
2.3.3 Entropy production
With the above-presented constitutive theory, the entropy
production P takes on the form
P = k 1
θ2
|∇θ |2 + 1
θ
τ : ∇v + ρr
θ
+ ρ f · v
θ
, (13)
where r is the heat supply per unit mass.
2.3.4 State variables
The NSK theory fits into classical thermodynamics, and as a
consequence, state variables can be derived from a Helmholtz
free-energy potential. To allow for phase transformations in
the fluid, we do not use the classical Helmholtz free-energy of
a perfect gas, but that of a so-called van der Waals fluid [21,
44]. The peculiarity of the van der Waals–Helmholtz free-
energy is that it may be non-convex for low temperatures,
allowing for spontaneous phase changes. Using the van der
Waals–Helmholtz free-energy and standard thermodynamics
[44], we obtain the pressure as
p = Rb
(
ρθ
b − ρ
)
− aρ2, (14)
which is known as van der Waals equation. In Eq. (14), R
is the specific gas constant, while a and b are positive con-
stants. Also from the Helmholtz free-energy, we can obtain
the entropy density as
s = −R log
(
ρ
b − ρ
)
+ cv log
(
θ
θc
)
, (15)
where cv is the specific heat capacity and θc is a reference
temperature to be defined later. In the NSK theory, phase
transformations are naturally accommodated without intro-
ducing additional fields, and without precursors. The density
itself is a marker of the vapor and liquid phases (see [33]).
To give a precise definition of the phases, let us consider θ a
parameter in Eq. (14). Figure 1 shows a non-dimensional plot
of the pressure as a function of density for different values of
θ. We observe qualitatively different behaviors for θ > θc,
and θ < θc, where
θc = 827
ab
R
, (16)
is the so-called critical temperature. For θ > θc, p is a
monotonic function of ρ, the gaseous phase is stable and the
liquid phase is unstable (not proven here). For θ < θc, there
Fig. 1 Non-dimensional plot of van der Waals pressure as a function of
density. The pressure is a non-monotone function of density for θ < θc.
For comparison purposes, we note that for a given temperature, the
pressure–density law of a perfect gas, would be a straight line tangent
to the van der Waals curve at ρ = 0
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is a density interval, namely (ρv, ρl), in which ∂p/∂ρ < 0,
and as a consequence, there may be stable co-existence of
gas and liquid. In this temperature range, the gaseous phase
is defined by ρ ∈ (0, ρv), while the liquid phase is defined
by ρ ∈ (ρl , b). The region ρ ∈ (ρv, ρl) has no physical
meaning, but in the NSK theory, may be interpreted as a
smooth interface between the vapor and liquid phases which
spans over a length scale
√
λ/a. Note also that in the invis-
cid, non-conducting limit, the NSK equations are ill-posed
for λ = 0, and capillary forces are necessary to restore
well-posedness. For further details on the NSK equations,
the reader is referred to [33,44].
Remark Note that our model neglects the thermal physics in
the solid. Although it would be straightforward to consider a
thermo-elastic theory, we believe that it is not a key ingredient
for the objectives of this paper.
3 Numerical formulation
In this section we propose FSI algorithms to solve the implo-
sion problem. Our methods extend those presented in [4] to
the realm of complex fluids.
3.1 Computational framework
In our model, the structure is treated as a nonlinear hyper-
elastic solid in Lagrangian description. The fluid is a com-
plex, viscous and compressible fluid, governed by the NSK
theory. The NSK equations hold on a moving domain, and
heretofore, have been presented in Eulerian description.
From a computational viewpoint, we aim at using a semidis-
crete algorithm in which space discretization is performed
using IGA, and time discretization is carried out by a finite-
difference-type method. Eulerian descriptions are not well-
suited for semidiscretized methods on moving domains, so
we will use the arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formu-
lation [22,23,36]. In ALE methods the partial time and space
derivatives employed in the balance equations are taken with
respect to different domains, namely, the reference and the
current domain. This particularity allows for a straightfor-
ward use of semi-discrete methods, even when the equations
are posed on a moving domain [4].
Using the techniques presented in [9,23], the NSK system
in the ALE description may be written as:
∂ρ
∂t
∣
∣
∣
∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇ρ + ρ∇ · v = 0, (17a)
ρ
∂v
∂t
∣
∣
∣
∣
x̂
+ ρ(v − v̂) · ∇v − ∇ · σ f − ρ f = 0, (17b)
∂(ρs)
∂t
∣
∣
∣
∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇(ρs) + ρs∇ · v + ∇ ·
(q
θ
)
= P,
(17c)
where v̂ is the fluid domain velocity [4], which is associated
to the mapping ̂φ that transforms the referential domain into
the spatial configuration. The details of the mapping ̂φ will
be will be provided later in the paper.
Remark For moving domain applications, the Eulerian form
of the NSK equations may be discretized using a space–time
technique, an alternative to the ALE approach. See [9,10,
57,58,60,61,63,65,68–70,72] for recent advances in space–
time methods for fluid mechanics and FSI.
3.2 Definition of the computational domain
Let Ω0 denote the initial configuration of the entire domain
of the problem, that is, the fluid and solid domains combined.
Ω0 will be adopted as the reference configuration and also
as material configuration. We may decompose Ω0 as
Ω0 = Ω f0 ∪ Ωs0, with Ω f0 ∩ Ωs0 = ∅, (18)
where superscripts s and f refer to the solid and the fluid
domain, respectively. We may also decompose the spatial
configuration of Ω0 at time t, namely Ωt , as
Ωt = Ω ft ∪ Ωst , with Ω ft ∩ Ωst = ∅. (19)
Let Γ0 and Γt be the fluid–solid interface where the sub-
scripts 0 and t denote the initial and the current configuration,
respectively. We will denote by Γ s0 and Γ st the boundary of
the solid subdomain without the part of the fluid–structure
interface. Likewise, Γ f0 and Γ
f
t denote the boundary of the
fluid subdomain without the fluid–structure interface. See
Fig. 2 for an illustration.
Fig. 2 Fluid and solid subdomains in the reference and spatial config-
uration
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3.3 Continuous problem in the weak form
3.3.1 Solid mechanics problem
To define the weak form of the solid problem we need to
consider suitable boundary conditions. Let us assume that
the solid boundary Γ s0 can be decomposed into Neumann
and Dirichlet parts denoted by (Γ s0 )N and (Γ
s
0 )D, respec-
tively. Note that this splitting may be different for each
spatial direction, although this is not explicitly indicated in
our notation. Let us define a trial solution functional space
X s = X s(Ωs0) whose members verify the Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions of the problem, and a weighting function space
Y s = Y s(Ωs0) which is identical to X s, but verifies homo-
geneous conditions on (Γ s0 )D. The variational formulation
can be stated as follows: find u ∈ X s such that ∀ws ∈ Y s,
Bs
(
ws, u
) = Fs (ws) , (20)
where
Bs
(
ws, u
) =
∫
Ωs0
(
ws · ρs0
∂2u
∂t2
∣
∣
∣
∣
X
+ ∇Xws : P
)
dΩs0,
(21)
and
Fs
(
ws
) =
∫
Ωs0
ws ·ρs0 f sdΩs0 +
∫
(Γ s0 )N
ws ·̂hd (Γ s0
)
N . (22)
Note that this variational formulation weakly enforces Eq.
(5), and the Neumman boundary condition Pn̂s = ̂h on
(Γ s0 )N . Here, ̂h is a given traction and n̂s is the unit out-
ward normal to the solid boundary in the referential domain.
For future reference, we note that the boundary condition
corresponding to a follower load p in the direction of the
inner normal to the solid boundary may be imposed by tak-
ing ̂h = −pJ F−T n̂s .
3.3.2 Fluid mechanics problem
To derive our weak form we need to specify suitable bound-
ary conditions. For the time being, we will focus on solid-wall
boundary conditions. In classical compressible gas dynam-
ics, solid-wall boundary conditions may be imposed, for
example, by setting velocity and temperature to given val-
ues. This is not sufficient to get a well-posed boundary value
problem for the NSK equations, due to the third-order spatial
derivative of the density in the linear momentum balance. To
attain well-posedness, the boundary condition
∇ρ · n f = −|∇ρ| cos(ϕ), (23)
may be imposed. Here, n f denotes the unit outward normal
to the fluid boundary, and ϕ is the contact angle between the
liquid–vapor interface and the solid, measured in the vapor
phase. Let us also mention that to derive our weak form,
we will split the momentum balance equation (17b) into two
lower-order equations by introducing a new variable defined
as Υ = Δρ. Notice that this step is not necessary with IGA
since IGA allows to use the globally C 0-continuous basis
functions that are required to approximate the NSK equa-
tions in primal form (see [33]). However, to allow for the use
of classical C 1 finite elements, and to simplify the imposition
of the boundary condition (23), we chose to use the split form.
Let us introduce the trial solution space X f = X f (Ω ft )
whose members satisfy all Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The weighting functions space Y f = Y f (Ω ft ) is identi-
cal to X f , but all restrictions on the Dirichlet boundary
are homogeneous. The variational formulation is stated as
follows: find U = {ρ, v, Υ, θ} ∈ X f such that ∀W =
{w1, w2, w3, w4} ∈ Y f ,
B f (W , U; v̂) = 0, (24)
where
B f (W , U; v̂)=
∫
Ω
f
t
w1
(
∂ρ
∂t
∣
∣
∣
∣
x̂
+(v−v̂) · ∇ρ+ρ∇ · v
)
dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω
f
t
w2 ·
(
ρ
∂v
∂t
∣
∣
∣
∣
x̂
+ρ(v − v̂) · ∇v−ρ f
)
dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω
f
t
∇w2 : (τ − p I)dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω
f
t
∇ · w2λ
(
ρΥ + 1
2
|∇ρ|2
)
dΩ ft
−
∫
Ω
f
t
∇w2 : λ∇ρ ⊗ ∇ρdΩ ft
+
∫
Ω
f
t
w3Υ dΩ ft +
∫
Ω
f
t
∇w3 · ∇ρdΩ ft
+
∫
Γ
f
t ∪Γt
w3|∇ρ| cos(ϕ)d
(
Γ
f
t ∪ Γt
)
+
∫
Ω
f
t
w4
(
∂(ρs)
∂t
∣
∣
∣
∣
x̂
+ (v − v̂) · ∇(ρs)
)
dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω
f
t
w4
(
ρs∇ · v − 1
θ
τ : ∇v
− k 1
θ2
|∇θ |2
)
dΩ ft
−
∫
Ω
f
t
w4
(
ρr
θ
+ ρ f · v
θ
)
dΩ ft
−
∫
Ω
f
t
∇w4 · q
θ
dΩ ft . (25)
Note that the variational formulation (24)–(25) weakly
imposes the NSK equations and the boundary condition (23).
If Dirichlet boundary conditions are not set on the entire
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boundary for velocity or temperature, then the variational
formulation weakly imposes the conjugate stress-free condi-
tion or vanishing heat flux at the wall.
3.3.3 Fluid domain motion
The goal of this motion is to produce a smooth evolution of
the fluid domain given the displacement data on the fluid–
solid interface. This motion will be associated to the mapping
̂φ, and will be understood as a succession of fictitious lin-
ear elastic boundary-value problems [4,40,54,74–77]. Let
us use the notation ̂φt (̂x) = ̂φ(̂x, t). We may define the
displacement of the reference domain at time t as
ût (̂x) = û(̂x, t) = ̂φ(̂x, t) − x̂. (26)
The function̂φ t˜ is the analogue of̂φt at time t˜, and ût ◦̂φ−1t˜
is simply the displacement of the reference domain at time t
with respect to the configuration of the reference domain at
time t˜ . Here, we understand t˜ < t as a time instant close to t,
which in a time-discrete context is usually the final configu-
ration of the previous time step. To determine ̂φt , and thus,
the motion of the fluid subdomain, we use the identity
̂φt (̂x) = ̂φ t˜ (̂x) +
(
ût ◦̂φ−1t˜
)
(
̂φ t˜ (̂x)
)
, (27)
where ût ◦ ̂φ−1t˜ is obtained from a linear elastic boundary-
value problem. Let us call um our “approximation” of
ût ◦̂φ−1t˜ obtained by solving a fictitious linear-elastic bound-
ary value problem. The unknown um is subject to Dirichlet
boundary conditions um = ut ◦ ̂φ−1t˜ on Γt˜ , where ut is
the particle displacement at time t. These Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions are strongly built into the trial solution space
V m = V m(Ω f
t˜
). The corresponding weighting function
space, satisfying homogeneous conditions on the boundary,
is denoted by W m = W m(Ω f
t˜
). The variational formu-
lation can be stated as follows: find um ∈ V m such that
∀wm ∈ W m,
Bm
(
wm, um
) = 0, (28)
where
Bm
(
wm, um
) =
∫
Ω
f
t˜
∇sym
x˜
wm : 2μm∇sym
x˜
umdΩ f
t˜
+
∫
Ω
f
t˜
∇x˜ · wmλm∇x˜ · umdΩ ft˜ , (29)
while μm and λm are the Lamé parameters of the fictitious
elastic model characterizing the motion of the fluid domain;
∇x˜ is the gradient operator on Ωt˜ and ∇symx˜ is its symmetric
part. Once um has been determined, the ALE mapping in the
fluid subdomain can be obtained from Eq. (27) by replacing
ût ◦̂φ−1t˜ with um .
3.3.4 Coupled FSI problem
Here, we present the coupled FSI problem. The variational
formulation of the problem is stated as follows: find U =
{ρ, v, Υ, θ} ∈ X f , u ∈ X s and um ∈ V m such that
∀W = {w1, w2, w3, w4} ∈ Y f , ∀ws ∈ Y s and ∀wm ∈
W m,
B f (W , U; v̂) + Bs (ws, u) + Bm (wm, um) = Fs (ws) ,
(30)
with the following fluid–solid interface conditions:
v = ∂u
∂t
◦̂φ−1 on Γt , (31)
w2 = ws ◦̂φ−1 on Γt . (32)
In (30), v̂ is obtained from ̂φ which is determined as
explained in Sect. 3.3.3. Note also that Eq. (31) ensures strong
kinematical compatibility at the fluid–structure interface.
Equation (32) leads to a weak enforcement of traction com-
patibility at the interface, which in the spatial configuration
may be expressed as σ f n f + σ s ns = 0 on Γt , where
ns is the unit outward normal to the solid in the spatial
configuration.
3.4 Semidiscrete formulation
For the spatial discretization of the coupled problem we make
use of NURBS-based IGA. We define finite-dimensional
approximations of the functional spaces, namely, X fh , X
s
h
and V mh such that X
f
h ⊂ X f , X sh ⊂ X s, and V mh ⊂ V m .
Analogously, we introduce Y fh ⊂ Y f , Y sh ⊂ Y s, and
W mh ⊂ W m . We approximate (30) by the following vari-
ational problem over the finite element spaces: find Uh =
{ρh, vh, Υh, θh} ∈ X fh , uh ∈ X sh and umh ∈ V mh such
that ∀Wh = {w1h, w2h, w3h, w4h} ∈ Y fh , ∀wsh ∈ Y sh and∀wmh ∈ W mh ,
B f (Wh, Uh; v̂h) + Bs
(
wsh, uh
) + Bm (wmh , umh
)
= Fs (wsh
)
, (33)
where
ρh(x, t) =
∑
A∈I f
ρA(t)NA(x, t),
w1h(x, t) =
∑
A∈I f
w1A NA(x, t), (34a)
uh(X, t) =
∑
A∈Is
uA(t)̂NA(X),
wsh(X) =
∑
A∈Is
wsA ̂NA(X), (34b)
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umh (x˜, t˜) =
∑
A∈I f
ûA(t˜)N˜A(x˜, t˜),
wmh (x˜, t˜) =
∑
A∈I f
wmA N˜A(x˜, t˜), (34c)
while the discrete fluid mesh velocity in the spatial configu-
ration is given by
v̂h(x, t) =
∑
A∈I f
∂ ûA
∂t
(t)NA(x, t). (35)
The variables vh, Υh and θh are defined analogously to
ρh, while w2h, w
3
h and w4h are defined similarly to w1h . In
Eqs. (34), the ̂NA’s are a set of basis functions defined on
Ω0 and Is is their global-index set. The ̂NA’s are fixed in
time and have square integrable first spatial derivatives. Their
continuity can be arbitrarily high inside the solid and fluid
subdomains, but they are exactly C 0 on Γ0 (in the normal
direction). NA is the push forward of ̂NA to the spatial domain
Ωt , that is, NA(x, t) = ̂NA ◦̂φh
−1
(x, t), where ̂φh
−1
is the
discrete counterpart of̂φ−1.Likewise, N˜A is the push forward
of ̂NA to the spatial domain at time t˜ (see Sect. 3.3.3), i.e.,
N˜A(x˜, t˜) = ̂NA ◦ ̂φh
−1
(x˜, t˜). I f is the global-index set of
the NA’s.
In order to ensure a correct coupling between the fluid
and solid, we must enforce the compatibility of kinematics
and tractions at the fluid–structure interface Γt . To do so, we
use a unique set of trial functions for the velocity degrees-of-
freedom, and the corresponding test functions for the linear
momentum equations at the fluid–structure interface. This
leads to a typical monolithic FSI formulation with a matching
interface discretization, and gives strong (pointwise) satisfac-
tion of the kinematics, and weak satisfaction of the traction
compatibility conditions.
3.5 Time discretization and numerical implementation
We integrate the FSI equations in time using the generalized-
α method. This method was originally proposed by Chung
and Hulbert [15] for the equations of structural dynamics, and
successfully applied in the context of turbulence simulation
[3,39] and phase-field modeling [32,33].
3.5.1 Time stepping scheme
Let U, U˙, U¨ denote the vectors of control variable degrees
of freedom of the fluid–structure system, and its first and
second time derivatives, respectively. Let V , V˙ , V¨ denote
the vectors of control variable degrees of freedom of mesh
displacements, velocities and accelerations. We define the
residual vectors
Rcont = {RcontA
}
, (36a)
Rmom = {RmomA,i
}
, (36b)
Raux = {RauxA
}
, (36c)
Rener = {RenerA
}
, (36d)
Rmesh =
{
RmeshA,i
}
, (36e)
where A is a control-variable index and i is an index associ-
ated to the spatial dimensions. The residual components are
defined as
RcontA = B f ({NA, 0, 0, 0} , {ρh, vh, Υh, θh} ; v̂h) ,
(37a)
RmomA,i = B f ({0, NAei , 0, 0} , {ρh, vh, Υh, θh} ; v̂h)
+ Bs (̂NAei , uh
) − Fs (̂NAei
)
, (37b)
RauxA = B f ({0, 0, NA, 0} , {ρh, vh, Υh, θh} ; v̂h) ,
(37c)
RenerA = B f ({0, 0, 0, NA} , {ρh, vh, Υh, θh} ; v̂h) ,
(37d)
RmeshA,i = Bm
(
N˜Aei , umh
)
, (37e)
where ei is the ith cartesian basis vector. Our time stepping
scheme can be defined as follows: given the discrete approx-
imation to the global vectors of control variables at time
tn, namely, Un, U˙n, U¨n, V n, V˙ n, V¨ n and the current time
step Δt = tn+1−tn find Un+1, U˙n+1, U¨n+1, V n+1, V˙ n+1,
V¨ n+1 such that
Rcont
(
Un+α f , U˙n+α f , U¨n+αm , V n+α f , V˙ n+α f ,
V¨ n+αm
) = 0,
Rmom
(
Un+α f , U˙n+α f , U¨n+αm , V n+α f , V˙ n+α f ,
V¨ n+αm
) = 0,
Raux
(
Un+α f , U˙n+α f , U¨n+αm , V n+α f , V˙ n+α f ,
V¨ n+αm
) = 0,
Rener
(
Un+α f , U˙n+α f , U¨n+αm , V n+α f , V˙ n+α f ,
V¨ n+αm
) = 0,
Rmesh
(
Un+α f , U˙n+α f , U¨n+αm , V n+α f , V˙ n+α f ,
V¨ n+αm
) = 0, (38)
U˙n+1 = U˙n + Δt
(
(1 − γ )U¨n + γ U¨n+1
)
,
Un+1 = Un + ΔtU˙n + Δt
2
2
(
(1 − 2β)U¨n + 2βU¨n+1
)
,
V˙ n+1 = V˙ n + Δt
(
(1 − γ )V¨ n + γ V¨ n+1
)
,
V n+1 = V n + Δt V˙ n + Δt
2
2
(
(1 − 2β)V¨ n + 2β V¨ n+1
)
,
(39)
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where
n+α f = n + α f (n+1 − n) , (40a)
n+αm = n + αm (n+1 − n) , (40b)
and  denotes a generic control variable vector. Note that
although Un+1, U˙n+1, U¨n+1 are treated separately in the
algorithm, they are not independent because they need to sat-
isfy Eqns. (39). The same argument applies to V n+1, V˙ n+1
and V¨ n+1. The parameters α f , αm, γ and β are chosen as in
[4] to ensure second-order accuracy and unconditional sta-
bility of the time-integration algorithm.
The non-linear system of Eqs. (38) may be solved using
a Newton–Raphson iteration procedure, which leads to the
following two-stage predictor–multicorrector algorithm.
Predictor stage there are different options for the predictor
phase. Here, a constant-velocity predictor is adopted. Thus,
we take
U˙ (0)n+1 = U˙n,
U¨ (0)n+1 =
γ − 1
γ
U¨n,
U (0)n+1 = Un + ΔtU˙n +
Δt2
2
(
(1 − 2β)U¨n + 2βU¨ (0)n+1
)
,
V˙ (0)n+1 = V˙ n,
V¨ (0)n+1 =
γ − 1
γ
V¨ n,
V (0)n+1 = V n + Δt V˙ n +
Δt2
2
(
(1 − 2β)V¨ n + 2β V¨ (0)n+1
)
,
(41)
where in the above equations, and in what follows, an index
with parentheses is the nonlinear iteration index.
Multicorrector stage repeat the following steps for i =
1, 2, . . . , imax or until convergence
(1) Evaluate solution iterates at the α-levels
U (i)n+α f = Un + α f
(
U (i−1)n+1 − Un
)
, (42a)
U˙ (i)n+α f = U˙n + α f
(
U˙ (i−1)n+1 − U˙n
)
, (42b)
U¨ (i)n+αm = U¨n + αm
(
U¨ (i−1)n+1 − U¨n
)
, (42c)
V (i)n+α f = V n + α f
(
V (i−1)n+1 − V n
)
, (42d)
V˙ (i)n+α f = V˙ n + α f
(
V˙ (i−1)n+1 − V˙ n
)
, (42e)
V¨ (i)n+αm = V¨ n + αm
(
V¨ (i−1)n+1 − V¨ n
)
. (42f)
(2) Use the solutions at the α-levels to assemble the residual
and the tangent matrix of the linear system
∂ Rcont(i)
∂U¨n+1
ΔU¨ (i)n+1 +
∂ Rcont(i)
∂ V¨ n+1
ΔV¨ (i)n+1 = −Rcont(i) , (43a)
∂ Rmom(i)
∂U¨n+1
ΔU¨ (i)n+1 +
∂ Rmom(i)
∂ V¨ n+1
ΔV¨ (i)n+1 = −Rmom(i) , (43b)
∂ Raux(i)
∂U¨n+1
ΔU¨ (i)n+1 +
∂ Raux(i)
∂ V¨ n+1
ΔV¨ (i)n+1 = −Raux(i) , (43c)
∂ Rener(i)
∂U¨n+1
ΔU¨ (i)n+1 +
∂ Rener(i)
∂ V¨ n+1
ΔV¨ (i)n+1 = −Rener(i) , (43d)
∂ Rmesh(i)
∂U¨n+1
ΔU¨ (i)n+1 +
∂ Rmesh(i)
∂ V¨ n+1
ΔV¨ (i)n+1 = −Rmesh(i) . (43e)
The resulting linear system is solved using a precondi-
tioned GMRES algorithm.
(3) Use ΔU¨ (i)n+1 and ΔV¨ (i)n+1 to update the iterates as
U¨ (i)n+1 = U¨ (i−1)n+1 + ΔU¨ (i)n+1, (44a)
U˙ (i)n+1 = U˙ (i−1)n+1 + γΔtΔU¨ (i)n+1, (44b)
U (i)n+1 = U (i−1)n+1 + βΔt2ΔU¨ (i)n+1, (44c)
V¨ (i)n+1 = V¨ (i−1)n+1 + ΔV¨ (i)n+1, (44d)
V˙ (i)n+1 = V˙ (i−1)n+1 + γΔtΔV¨ (i)n+1, (44e)
V (i)n+1 = V (i−1)n+1 + βΔt2ΔV¨ (i)n+1. (44f)
This completes one nonlinear iteration. The nonlinear iter-
ative algorithm should be repeated until the norm of each of
the residual vectors defined in (36) has been reduced to a
given tolerance  of its value using the predictions defined in
(41). In this work, we use  = 10−4.
Remark To solve the FSI equations, we adopt a quasi-direct
solution strategy (see [75,78,79] for the definition of ter-
minology and methods), where the fluid and solid equations
are solved in a coupled fashion, while the mesh motion equa-
tions are solved separately, using the data from the fluid–solid
solve as input. As a result, the so-called shape derivatives, that
is, the derivatives of the continuity, momentum and energy
residuals with respect to the mesh motion variables, are omit-
ted. It was shown in [4,20] that omitting shape derivatives
has little effect on the convergence of Newton–Raphson iter-
ations, and leads to non-negligible computational savings.
In the implementation of the quasi-direct solution strategy,
Eqns. (43) in the above predictor–multicorrector algorithm
are simplified to
∂ Rcont(i)
∂U¨n+1
ΔU¨ (i)n+1 = −Rcont(i) , (45a)
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∂ Rmom(i)
∂U¨n+1
ΔU¨ (i)n+1 = −Rmom(i) , (45b)
∂ Raux(i)
∂U¨n+1
ΔU¨ (i)n+1 = −Raux(i) , (45c)
∂ Rener(i)
∂U¨n+1
ΔU¨ (i)n+1 = −Rener(i) , (45d)
∂ Rmesh(i)
∂ V¨ n+1
ΔV¨ (i)n+1 = −Rmesh(i) , (45e)
where the last equation, which governs the deformation of
the fluid mechanics mesh, is solved using the solution of the
first four equations as input.
4 Numerical examples
We present two numerical examples of phase-change-driven
implosion of relatively thin structures initially filled with
water vapor. The first one corresponds to a cylinder of infi-
nite length, which is modeled as a two-dimensional system.
The second one studies the implosive collapse of a three-
dimensional box. All the parameters and the results presented
in Sect. 4 are given in non-dimensional form. To do so, we
have rescaled the units of measurement of length, mass, time
and temperature by L0, bL30, L0/
√
ab and θc, respectively,
where L0 = 1 denotes a length scale of the computational
domain size. Using this non-dimensionalization, it may be
shown that the fluid mechanics problem has four dimension-
less numbers,
Re = L0b
√
ab
μ¯
, Ca =
√
λ/a
L0
, (46)
Pr = L0ab
2√ab/θc
k
, c = 8
27
cv
R
, (47)
where Re is the Reynolds number, Ca denotes the capillary
number, Pr is the Prandtl number, and c is the dimensionless
heat capacity. The solid mechanics problem has two dimen-
sionless numbers,
μ̂ = μ
ρs0ab
, κ̂ = κ
ρs0ab
. (48)
The capillary number Ca and the Reynolds number Re
were chosen according to the methodology proposed in [33],
which is an upscaling method to desensitize the solution to
mesh refinement. In particular, we take
Ca = h/L0 and Re = αL0/h, (49)
where h is a characteristic length scale of the spatial mesh
(see [33]) and α is an O(1) constant. Following [33], we have
adopted α = 2 for all the computations.
Remark We note that solving very strong implosions at full
scale is extremely difficult from the modeling and computa-
tional point of view. First, from the computational point of
view, the fluid subdomain volume would be reduced quite
dramatically and remeshing would be necessary. Second,
very strong implosions are associated to strong temperature
reductions in the structure, and the van der Waals equation
is significantly less accurate for low temperatures than for
high temperatures. For these reasons, we focus on moder-
ately strong implosions.
4.1 2D example
Here, we simulate the collapse of a solid ring which is ini-
tially filled with water vapor in equilibrium. The external
radius of the ring is L0 = 1, and the thickness of the solid
is L0/40. We suppose that there is a follower load acting
on the solid external surface, which is identical to the water
vapor pressure inside the ring, so the system is initially in
thermal and mechanical equilibrium. We trigger the implo-
sion by suddenly reducing the temperature at the fluid–solid
interface using the temperature boundary condition. The tem-
perature reduction makes the vapor condensate, reducing the
internal pressure and increasing the density. Our problem
setup is completely symmetric, so we perform the computa-
tion on one quarter of the physical domain (see Fig. 3, where
we specify the geometry and the boundary conditions of the
problem).
Fig. 3 Computational domain of the 2D example. The symmetry con-
ditions for the fluid velocity v, density ρ and temperature θ, and for the
solid displacements u are indicated on the left and bottom boundaries
(in the plot, x and y denote the first and second components of the
vector , respectively). The external pressure p (follower load) acting
on the structure and the temperature θD applied at the fluid–structure
interface are also depicted. Finally, a certain angle ϕ is imposed between
the solid wall and the liquid–vapor interface
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0
(c) t = 2.8 (d) t = 2.8
Fig. 4 Evolution of density (left) and temperature (right) in a 2D phase-
change-driven implosion problem. Initially, water-vapor (red color in
the density plot) is filling up a hollow structure (a) and a low temperature
θD = 0.5 is applied at the fluid–structure interface (b). The vapor close
to the boundaries increases its density and turns into liquid (blue in
the density plot, c). The pressure inside is reduced and the structure
deforms due to the external load (c, d). We have used the parameters
Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125, Pr = 0.013, c = 0.73, μ̂ = 1.0, κ̂ =
1.0. (Color figure online)
Figure 4 shows the time evolution of the density (left) and
temperature (right) in the fluid subdomain. The solid is ana-
lyzed only by plotting its deformed configuration (we have
also made use of the symmetry for visualization purposes,
and we only represent one quarter of the domain). In the
NSK theory, the density is a marker of the phases, and in our
density color scale, red represents vapor and blue represents
liquid. It may be observed that at the initial time, all the fluid
subdomain is in gaseous state (Fig. 4a). The thin grey sub-
domain that encloses the fluid represents the structure. The
problem is initialized by taking as initial density, velocity
and temperature the values ρ0 = 0.1, v0 = 0 and θ0 = 0.85,
respectively. On the fluid–structure interface we apply a tem-
perature boundary condition given by θD = 0.5 < θ0 which
triggers the implosion. In particular, the temperature of the
gas close to the structure is reduced and the gas turns into
liquid (blue) (Fig. 4c). The pressure decreases inside and
the structure is deformed due to the external pressure (Fig.
4c). The process continues so that all the gas is transformed
into liquid and the structure is completely collapsed (data
not shown). The parameters employed in this example are
c = 0.73, Pr = 0.013, Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125
for the fluid and μ̂ = 1.0 and κ̂ = 1.0 for the solid. The
contact angle was assumed ϕ = π/2. We used a computa-
(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0
(c) t = 2.4 (d) t = 2.4
(e) t = 3.3 (f) t = 3.3
Fig. 5 Evolution of density (left) and temperature (right) in a 3D phase-
change-driven implosion problem. Initially, water-vapor (red color in
the density plot) is filling up a hollow structure (a) and a low temperature
θD = 0.5 is applied at the fluid–structure interface (b). The vapor close
to the boundaries reduces its temperature (white color in d, f), increases
its density and turns into liquid (blue color in the density plot, c, e). The
pressure inside is reduced and the structure deforms due to the external
load. We have used the parameters Re = 256, Ca = 0.0078125, Pr =
0.013, c = 0.73, μ̂ = 1.0, κ̂ = 1.0. (Color figure online)
tional mesh composed of 1282 NURBS quadratic elements.
The basis functions have a C 0 line on the fluid–structure
interface, but otherwise are globally C 1-continuous.
4.2 3D example
The setup of this example is identical to that of the two-
dimensional problem, but here we focus on the collapse of
a three-dimensional box of side 2L0. Due to the symmetry
our computational domain is a box of side L0, represent-
ing one eight of the physical domain. The box is hollow and
its thickness is L0/40 (see Fig. 5a). All the parameters and
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initial conditions are also the same as in Sect. 4.1, but the col-
lapse is stronger because the structure is geometrically softer.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the density (left) and tem-
perature (right). It is observed that the temperature boundary
condition triggers the transformation of vapor into liquid cre-
ating a blue area in the density plot which represents liquid
water. We used a computational mesh composed of 1283
NURBS quadratic elements. The basis functions have C 0
lines on the fluid–structure interface, but otherwise are glob-
ally C 1-continuous. The time step was selected adaptively
using the algorithm proposed in [32].
5 Conclusions
We reported on our initial efforts to study computationally
the interaction of complex fluids and solids. From a method-
ological point of view, our theoretical framework and algo-
rithms may be thought of as an extension of well-established
FSI methods to the realm of complex fluids. We showed the
viability of the approach by way of two numerical exam-
ples. Although our examples focus only on phase-change-
driven implosion, we believe that our theories and algorithms
may be used to solve other, largely unexplored problems that
involve the interaction of complex fluids and solids.
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a b s t r a c t
It is well documented that cells canmigrate in response to gradients in stiffness (durotaxis) and gradients
in strain (tensotaxis) in the underlying substrate. Understanding the potential physical mechanisms
at play during this motion has motivated recent efforts to unravel the role of surface tension in the
interaction between droplets and soft solids. Here, we present a multiphysics phase-field model of
fluid–solid interaction, which allows us to isolate the effects of strain gradients—something difficult to
achieve in experiments. Our high-fidelity numerical simulations in two and three dimensions elucidate
the physics of tensotaxis, and showhow localized forces in a soft substrate can be used tomove andmerge
droplets deposited on it.
© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction
Understanding wetting – the affinity of a solid to a fluid – is es-
sential in many natural and engineered processes spanning a wide
range of length and time scales, including microfabrication [1,2],
microfluidics [3–5], and porous media flow applications like oil re-
covery [6,7] and geologic carbon sequestration [8]. While wetting
and spreading of fluids on rigid substrates has been studied ex-
tensively (e.g., [9,10]), the interaction of a partially-wetting fluid
with a deformable solid substrate has started to receive attention
more recently [11–17]. In particular, detailed measurements using
confocal microscopy have revealed the universal character of the
deformation of soft substrates near the contact line [13], and the-
ory and experimental observation have elucidated important as-
pects of the interaction between droplets and soft substrates. For
example, it was recently shown that liquid drops on deformable
substrates attract or repel by the so-called inverted Cheerios ef-
fect [18], and that dropletsmove spontaneously on substrateswith
stiffness variations [19]. The latter phenomenon is reminiscent of
durotaxis—cell motion along stiffness gradients [20,21]. However,
while cells tend to move toward stiffer substrates, droplets have
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: jesus.bueno@udc.es (J. Bueno).
been reported to migrate toward softer regions. This observation
has rekindled the debate about the role of mechanics in cell duro-
taxis.
It has also been observed that cells undergo tensotaxis, that is,
motion along strain gradients. Tensotaxis has been consistently ob-
served for fibroblasts which migrate toward areas of higher com-
pressive strains [20]. While several mechanistic models have been
proposed [22,23], the understanding of tensotaxis is still very lim-
ited. Controlled experimental studies of tensotaxis are particularly
challenging because prestraining the substrate is often accompa-
nied by an increase in the substrate stiffness as a result of nonlin-
ear material response [24], thus producing a combination of ten-
sotaxis and durotaxis. A theoretical model that allows isolating the
effects of tensotaxis would contribute to a better understanding of
the process.
Here, we show that liquid droplets on soft substrates undergo
tensotaxis. Droplets move toward areas of higher compressive
strains, the same behavior observed in cell migration. Ourmethod-
ology is based on a theoreticalmodel that describes the coupled in-
teraction of a solid and a fluid with liquid and gaseous phases. We
solve the governing equations by means of high-fidelity numeri-
cal simulations, and show that tensotaxis enables the motion and
merging of droplets. The migration patterns depend on the solid
deformation globally, thus pointing to the usefulness of a compu-
tational approach to help elucidate the physics of tensotaxis.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eml.2017.01.004
2352-4316/© 2017 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Fig. 1. Droplet motion driven by tensotaxis. (A) Liquid droplet (blue) deposited
on a rigid substrate (gray). The surface tensions at the contact line γLV , γSV and
γSL are represented with arrows. (B) Liquid droplet on a soft substrate. The solid
is deformed under the combined action of the surface tensions and the internal
Laplace pressure1p. The plot shows that the static contact angleα and the apparent
contact angle ϕ are different when the solid is deformable. (C) Tensotaxis can
be triggered by inserting a microneedle in the substrate and moving it toward
the droplet or away from the droplet. The deformation produced by the droplet
has been computed using the model presented in Section 2.1. The computational
domainΩ = [0, 1.0]×[0, 0.5] is discretizedwith a uniformmesh of 512×256C1-
quadratic elements. We have adopted the parameters ν = 0.45, µ = 1/1024,γ = 1/512,E = 0.1, andθ = 0.39. Neither gravity nor other external forces were
considered in this simulation, i.e.,
f s = 0.0. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
2. Model of droplet tensotaxis
The static configuration that droplets adopt on rigid, flat sub-
strates is governed by the Young–Dupré equation, γSL+γLV cosα =
γSV , where α is the static contact angle, and γLV , γSV and γSL de-
note the interfacial tension at the liquid–vapor, solid–vapor and
solid–liquid interfaces, respectively [25] [Fig. 1(A)]. When the sub-
strate is soft, elastocapillary forces create a dimple below the
droplet and a ridge at the contact line. This produces a rotation
of the liquid–vapor interface [13], which after deformation is ori-
ented at an apparent contact angle ϕ < α with respect to the hori-
zontal [Fig. 1(B)]. Elastocapillary forces are relevant when the elas-
tocapillary length lec = γLV/Es (Es is the Young modulus of the
solid) is comparable to the droplet radius. For values of lec much
smaller than the droplet radius, the deformation of the solid is neg-
ligible. Most theoretical efforts to understand the interaction of
droplets and deformable substrates are based on thin film descrip-
tions of the fluid problem and linear elastic solids [12,18]. The ap-
proaches are variational and allow computing a minimum-energy
configuration. Here,we study the interaction betweendroplets and
a soft solid by developing a three-dimensional model that couples
the nonlinear dynamics of a solid with a fluid composed of a liquid
and a gaseous phase. We obtain numerical solutions to the pro-
posed equations with a computational method based on isogeo-
metric analysis [26]. Using this computational approach, we show
that droplet tensotaxis emerges in a system that mimics the one
employed in cell locomotion experiments [20]. A microneedle is
inserted into the substrate and exerts a force either toward the
droplet or away from the droplet [Fig. 1(C)]. The droplet moves in
the direction of the force applied by the needle.
2.1. Methods
We develop a fluid–structure interaction model that couples a
Saint Venant–Kirchhoff solid with a complex fluid. Our choice of a
Saint Venant–Kirchhoff model for the solid allows us to consider
geometric nonlinearities with a linear material response. As a
consequence, the strains introduced in the substrate to trigger
tensotaxis do not alter the stiffness of the solid, avoiding a situation
with simultaneous tensotaxis and durotaxis. The fluid is governed
by the Navier–Stokes–Korteweg (NSK) equations, a phase-field
theory that allows for the stable coexistence of a liquid and a
gaseous phase.
Solid mechanics equations
The solid dynamics is described by the Lagrangian form of the
momentum balance equation
ρs0
∂2u
∂t2

X
= ∇X · P + ρs0f s, (1)
where ∇X is the gradient with respect to the material coordi-
nates X and |X indicates that the time derivative is taken by hold-
ing X fixed; u is the solid displacement and ρs0 is the mass den-
sity in the initial configuration; f s represents body forces per unit
mass, and P is the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor. The Saint
Venant–Kirchhoff model is described by the stored elastic energy
density [27,28]
W = λ
s
2
(tr(E))2 + µs tr(E2). (2)
Here, tr(·) denotes the trace operator whereas λs and µs are the
first and second Lamé parameters, which can be written as a func-
tion of the Young modulus Es and the Poisson ratio ν: λs =
νEs/((1+ν)(1−2ν)) andµs = Es/(2(1+ν)). The Green–Lagrange
strain tensor is defined by E = (C−I)/2,where I denotes the iden-
tity tensor and C = F TF is the Cauchy–Green deformation tensor.
Here, F denotes the deformation gradient, i.e., F = I + ∇Xu. The
second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor can be computed from W as
S = ∂W/∂E while the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is ob-
tained by P = FS . The Cauchy stress tensor in the solid is given
by σs = J−1FSF T = J−1PF T , where J = det(F).
Fluid mechanics equations
We use the isothermal Navier–Stokes–Korteweg (NSK) equa-
tions to describe the fluid dynamics. The NSK equations account
for mass and momentum conservation. They describe single-
component two-phase flow and naturally allow for phase trans-
formations, which can happen spontaneously due to pressure
and/or temperature variations. The multiphase nature of the flow
is treated using the phase-field method. Phase-field models, also
known as diffuse-interface models, represent an alternative to
sharp-interface models, in which interfaces are replaced by thin
transition regions. The underlying idea is to define an order param-
eter, or phase-field, that varies smoothly over the entire computa-
tional domain and acts as a marker for the location of the different
phases [29]. In the NSK theory, the fluid density itself is the phase-
field that identifies the liquid and vapor phases. Phase-fieldmodels
have been successfully used in many fields (e.g., [30–35]), includ-
ing the description of partial wetting [36,37]. The phase-fieldmod-
eling permits, in our case, a unified and efficient computational
treatment of the coupled multiphysics problem.
In the Eulerian description, the isothermal NSK equations are
given by
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ · (ρv) = 0, (3a)
∂ (ρv)
∂t
+∇ · (ρv ⊗ v)−∇ · σ f = 0, (3b)
where ρ is the density, v is the velocity vector, σ f is the fluid stress
tensor and⊗ denotes the outer vector product. The Cauchy stress
tensor for the fluid is defined as σ f = τ − pI + ς, where τ is the
viscous stress tensor, p denotes the pressure, and ς is the so-called
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of tensotaxis. Left panels refer to the case in which the applied force pulls the droplet. Right panels refer to case in which the applied force pushes the
droplet. (A) and (B) Initial configuration of a droplet on a deformable substrate. We apply a force per unit mass that points away from the droplet (A) and toward the droplet
(B) in the marked rectangular region. (C) and (D) The droplet moves in the direction of the applied force. The dashed black line represents the position of the droplet at the
initial time. (E) and (F) Streamlines of the fluid velocity colored with the velocity magnitude. The droplet is represented by a black, solid line. (G) Vertical displacements at
the fluid–solid interface at three different dimensionless times, t = 235, t = 471 and t = 1884. (H) Vertical displacements at the fluid–solid interface at time t = 1962,
t = 3924 and t = 7848. (I) and (J) Time evolution of the apparent contact angles at the left (blue dashed line) and right (red dashed line) contact lines of the droplet. Trend
lines are plotted using a blue and red solid lines, respectively. The difference in apparent contact angles between the two contact lines is responsible for the motion of the
droplet. The computational domain is the rectangleΩ = [0, 1.0] × [0, 0.5], which is discretized with a uniform mesh of 128× 64 C1-quadratic elements. On the left, right
and lower boundaries of the computational domain, we impose zero velocity in normal direction. On the upper boundary, zero velocity is imposed in both directions. The
static contact angle is α = 75◦ . We have used the parameters ν = 0.45, µ = 1/256,γ = 1/64,E = 0.7554, andθ = 0.39. The magnitude of the force applied on the
substrate is
f s = 0.16215. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Korteweg tensor. As we consider Newtonian fluids, the viscous
stress tensor is given by
τ = µ¯ ∇v +∇Tv+ λ¯∇ · vI, (4)
where µ¯ and λ¯ are the viscosity coefficients, which are assumed to
be related through the Stokes hypothesis, that is, λ¯ = −2µ¯/3. The
Korteweg tensor [38,39] is defined by
ς = λ

ρ1ρ + 1
2
|∇ρ|2

I − λ∇ρ ⊗∇ρ, (5)
where | · | denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector, and λ > 0 is the
capillarity coefficient. The Korteweg tensor results in the capillary
forces that are withstood by the liquid–vapor interfaces.
We use the Helmholtz free-energy of a van der Waals fluid [40,
41] to allow for stable coexistence of liquid and gas phases. Using
the Helmholtz free-energy and standard thermodynamics [41], we
obtain the van der Waals equation, which gives the pressure p in
terms of density and temperature θ , i.e.,
p = Rb

ρθ
b− ρ

− aρ2. (6)
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Fig. 3. Pulling and pushing the droplet. Left panels refer to the case in which the applied force pulls the droplet. Right panels refer to case in which the applied force
pushes the droplet. (A) and (B) Droplet velocity with respect to time for different Poisson’s ratios ν. The velocity of the droplet is computed as the average of the contact line
velocities. When pulling, the droplet initially accelerates and then decelerates as it passes through the localized applied force, and is eventually trapped (A). When pushing,
the magnitude of the velocity is monotonically decreasing as the influence of the applied force decreases as the droplet moves away from the force (B). (C) and (D) Droplet
velocity with respect to the position of the droplet center Xc , which is assumed to be at the midpoint between the contact line positions at each time step. In all cases the
velocity is reduced as the Poisson ratio drops, and for ν = 0 the applied force induces no droplet motion.
Here, a and b are positive constants and R is the specific gas
constant.
Since the NSK system includes a third-order spatial derivative
of the fluid density in the linear momentum balance equation, the
classical solid-wall boundary conditions are insufficient to render
a well-posed boundary value problem. Therefore, we additionally
impose the boundary condition ∇ρ · nf = |∇ρ| cosα, where nf
denotes the unit outward normal to the fluid boundary, and α is
the contact angle between the liquid–vapor interface and the solid
surface, measured in the liquid phase (see Fig. 1). This boundary
condition prescribes the contact angle α at the fluid–structure
interface, while the apparent contact angle ϕ is determined as part
of the solution to the coupled equations as a result of the substrate
deformation.
Coupled problem
The differential equations governing the solid and fluidmotions
must be satisfied simultaneously. These equations are coupled
at the fluid–solid interface through compatibility conditions. We
impose kinematic compatibility (v = ∂u/∂t) and traction balance
(σ f nf − σsnf = 0).
Computational method
Our computational approach is similar to those presented
in [42,43]. We solve the coupled system composed by Eqs. (1) and
(3) subject to the kinematic compatibility and traction balance con-
straints. Eq. (1) is solved in the reference (undeformed) configu-
ration of the solid domain. Eq. (3) is solved in the spatial domain
occupied by the fluid, which changes over time. This requires the
use of geometrically flexible algorithms, such as the finite element
method. Here, we use isogeometric analysis, which is a spline-
based finite-element-like method that combines geometric flexi-
bility with smooth basis functions [44,26]. The use of smooth basis
functions allows for a direct discretization of higher-order partial
differential equations such as the NSK equation. To enable the use
of classical finite-difference-typemethods for time integration, we
recast the NSK equations in an arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)
formulation:
∂ρ
∂t
x + (v −v) · ∇ρ + ρ∇ · v = 0, (7a)
ρ
∂v
∂t
x + ρ (v −v) · ∇v −∇ · σ f = 0. (7b)
Here,v is the fluid domain velocity andx is a coordinate in a ref-
erence domain that is used for computational purposes. Eqs. (1)
and (7) can then be written in variational form and discretized
in space using isogeometric analysis. We use the generalized-α
method [45] as a time integration scheme. The nonlinear system
of equations is solved using a Newton–Raphson iteration proce-
dure, which leads to a two-stage predictor–multicorrector algo-
rithm. The resulting linear system is solved using a preconditioned
GMRES method.
We express the problem in non-dimensional form by rescaling
length, time, mass and temperature by L0, L0/
√
ab, bL30 and θc ,
respectively, where L0 = 1 is a length scale of the computational
domain and θc = 8ab/(27R) is the so-called critical temperature.
Using this non-dimensionalization, the problem is characterized
by the following dimensionless numbers,
γ = √λ/a
L0
(dimensionless surface tension), (8)
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µ = µ¯
L0b
√
ab
(dimensionless viscosity), (9)
θ = θ
θc
(dimensionless temperature), (10)
ν (Poisson ratio), (11)
E = Es
ρs0ab
(dimensionless Young modulus), (12)
f s = f s
ab/L0
(dimensionless body force). (13)
In all our computations, the values adopted for the dimensionless
surface tension and viscosity were chosen according to the upscal-
ingmethod proposed in [46],which relates these parameters to the
computational mesh.
3. Results
We begin by performing numerical simulations of droplet mo-
tion that mimic the experiments conducted for cells [Fig. 1(C)]. In
our computations, the effect of the needle is modeled as a horizon-
tal force per unit mass applied on a localized area [Fig. 2(A)–(B)].
Our simulations show that the droplet moves in the direction of
the force [Fig. 2(C)–(D)]. The coupling between solid and fluid elic-
its flow of the gas phase surrounding the droplet [Fig. 2(E)–(F)].
The applied load produces vertical displacements in the solid, as
it would be expected in a material with a nonzero Poisson ratio
[Fig. 2(G)–(H)]. These vertical displacements are opposite in sign
at each side of the load. The droplet’s excess pressure produces a
depression of the substrate, while the localized force at the con-
tact line pulls up the solid. Away from the droplet the substrate
acquires a flat shape, but the vertical displacement is different at
both sides of the droplet and is controlled by the external force ap-
plied to the substrate: positive where the load induces compres-
sive stresses, and negative on the side where the load induces ten-
sile stresses. The difference in vertical displacements at either side
of the droplet produces a rotation of the droplet that drives mo-
tion. This can be understood with a force balance in the deformed
contact line, which is rotated due to the solid compliance [13]. The
solid deformation produces different apparent contact angles at
the two contact lines, leading to an unbalanced horizontal force
similar to that present when the wettability of the substrate is dif-
ferent at either contact line [Fig. 2(I)–(J)]. The tensotaxis mecha-
nism is independent of gravity, which is negligible at this scale.
Further insight into the mechanics of tensotaxis is gained by
plotting the droplet velocitywith respect to time and space (Fig. 3).
It is apparent from these simulations that the behavior is remark-
ably different depending on the direction of the applied force.
Pulling induces increasing velocities of the droplet as the contact
line approaches the region of the applied force, but ultimately trap
the droplet in the loaded area [Fig. 3(A) and (C)]. In contrast, push-
ing repels the dropletmonotonically, albeit with a time-decreasing
velocity [Fig. 3(B) and (D)]. In all cases, the droplet velocity is
smaller as the Poisson ratio decreases—indeed, the droplet remains
immobile if the Poisson ratio is zero. All these observations are con-
sistent with the proposed mechanism of droplet tensotaxis.
To more faithfully represent the physical reality we also carried
out 3D simulations of tensotaxis. The 3D analogue of the needle
experiment in Fig. 1(C) is shown in Fig. 4. A horizontal force applied
at the center of the substrate drives dropletmotion in the direction
of the force [Fig. 4(B)]. A cross section of the system through the
(diagonal) axis of symmetry shows that the substrate deformation
is consistentwith the picture that emerges from the 2D simulations
[Fig. 4(C)].
Fig. 4. Three-dimensional droplet motion triggered by tensotaxis. (A) Initial
configuration of the numerical experiment. A liquid droplet is deposited on a
deformable substrate. A horizontal force is applied at the center of the substrate.
(B) The dropletmoves in the direction of the applied force. The black, dashed line on
the surface of the substrate indicates the initial position of the droplet. (C) Vertical
displacement of the solid–liquid interface at the diagonal plane [green color in
panel (B)] at different times, t = 63 (red), t = 125 (green), t = 188 (yellow),
and t = 251 (blue). The computational domainΩ = [0, 0.8]× [0, 0.8]× [0, 0.4] is
discretized with 80× 80× 40 C1-quadratic elements. On the upper boundary, we
prescribe zero velocity in the horizontal and vertical directions. On the lateral and
lower boundaries, zero velocity is imposed in normal direction. We have adopted
ν = 0.45,µ = 1/200,γ = 1/50,E = 0.7554, andθ = 0.39. The load that triggers
dropletmotion is a body force per unitmass of value
f s = 1.376. The static contact
angle is α = 75◦ . (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
The investigation of tensotaxis behavior in the presence ofmul-
tiple droplets is revealing. The presence of multiple droplets in-
creases the complexity of the problem, as we must consider their
mechanical interactions through the deformable substrate, as well
as through the fluid domain. We simulate this interaction in a sys-
tem with two droplets of different size, each ‘‘pushed’’ toward
the other by the action of a localized force [Fig. 5(A)]. As the
droplets approach each other, they eventually coalesce [Fig. 5(B)]
and quickly readjust into a single droplet, trapped by the two ap-
plied forces of opposite sign [Fig. 5(C)]. These predictions illustrate
the ability of the phase-field methodology to simulate complex
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Fig. 5. Droplet coalescence induced by tensotaxis. (A) Setup of the numerical
experiment. Two forces of the same magnitude are applied on the substrate,
pushing the droplets toward the center of the domain. (B) When the droplets are
sufficiently close, capillary forces promote coalescence of the two droplets. The
black, dashed line on the surface of the substrate represents the initial position
of the droplets. (C) Vertical displacement at the solid–fluid interface at different
times, t = 66 (red), t = 240 (green), t = 267 (yellow), and t = 314
(blue). The computational domain is the box Ω = [0, 0.8] × [0, 0.8] × [0, 0.4],
which is comprised of 80 × 80 × 40 C1-quadratic elements. On the lateral and
lower boundaries, we impose zero velocity in normal direction. On the upper
boundary, zero velocity is prescribed in the horizontal and vertical directions. We
have adopted ν = 0.45,µ = 1/200,γ = 1/50,E = 0.7554, andθ = 0.39. The load
that triggers droplet motion is a body force per unit mass of value
f s = 2.7519.
The static contact angle is α = 75◦ . (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
scenarios of tensotaxis in 3D, in which the coupling between sur-
face tension forces and substrate deformation lead to droplet mo-
tion, coalescence and trapping.
4. Conclusions
Tensotaxis, or motion driven by strain gradients, has been re-
producibly observed for several cell types, but the mechanisms
that control the process remain unknown. Here, we have shown
that simple liquid droplets on soft substrates also undergo tenso-
taxis. We have used a nonlinear coupled model of fluid–structure
interaction to elucidate the physics of droplet tensotaxis. Our re-
sults indicate that droplet tensotaxis is controlled by the global de-
formation of the solid, making the migration pattern sensitive to
boundary conditions and additional external loads. Although the
droplet always moves in the direction of the force – as observed
in cell locomotion experiments – our results reveal the symmetry-
breaking depending on thenature of the applied force. Upon the ac-
tion of pulling forces, a droplet first accelerates but is then trapped
as it traverses the localized force. The action of pushing forces, in
contrast, leads to monotonic motion of the droplet with decay-
ing velocity. The computational model suggests that droplet ten-
sotaxis occurs for arbitrary values of the applied force, while cell
tensotaxis has been only observed for loads that are larger than a
threshold value. This might be a consequence of active contractile
forces exerted by the cell on the substrate, which are not consid-
ered in droplet tensotaxis. Our computational model also reveals
the key role of Poisson’s ratio in tensotaxis, and the ability of local-
ized forces to induce droplet coalescence. These observations from
computational modeling allow us to gain insight into the mecha-
nisms that govern tensotaxis, and may suggest new experimental
studies for cell migration.
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Abstract At small scales, the interaction of multicompo-
nent fluids and solids can be dominated by capillary forces
giving rise to elastocapillarity. Surface tension may deform
or even collapse slender structures and thus, cause impor-
tant damage in microelectromechanical systems. However,
under control, elastocapillarity could be used as a fabrica-
tion technique for the design of new materials and struc-
tures. Here, we propose a computational model for elasto-
capillarity that couples nonlinear hyperelastic solids with
two–component immiscible fluids described by the Navier–
Stokes–Cahn–Hilliard equations. As fluid–structure interac-
tion computational technique, we employ a boundary–fitted
approach. For the spatial discretization of the problem we
adopt a NURBS–based isogeometric analysis methodology.
A strongly–coupled algorithm is proposed for the solution
of the problem. The potential of this model is illustrated
by solving several numerical examples, including, capillary
origami, the static wetting of soft substrates, the deforma-
tion of micropillars and the three dimensional wrapping of a
liquid droplet.
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1 Introduction
Multiphase and multicomponent flows have been widely stud-
ied [11,48] due to their importance in, e.g., mechanical, en-
vironmental and biomedical engineering. However, their me-
chanical interaction with solids has not received much atten-
tion until recently [36,49]. Understanding how these flows
interact with solids is crucial to study, for example, cavitation–
induced structural damage, phase–change–driven implosion
and elastocapillarity. The phenomenon of elastocapillarity,
whereby capillary forces at fluid–fluid interfaces deform solids,
is particularly intriguing. Elastocapillarity [51,58], can be
observed, for example, when water interacts with hair and
other flexible fibers, which tend to assemble into bundles
[9,29,28]. Another example can be found in our organism,
where capillary forces may cause atelectasis [44], that is, the
complete or partial collapse of the pulmonary alveoli. How-
ever, it is in micro and nanotechnologies, where the effect
of elastocapillary forces is sparking greatest interest. Under-
standing elastocapillarity is essential for the design of new
materials and devices at small scales. Capillary forces can
damage microelectromechanical structures [50,63] and car-
bon nanotube carpets [21], but, under control, they can be
used as a fabrication technique to deform straight pillars and
build complex and robust 3D geometries at the micrometer
and nanometer scales [25,65]. A numerical method capable
of capturing the physics behind elastocapillary phenomena
could become a useful tool for a better design of microfab-
ricated products.
In the last decades, numerous efforts have been devoted
to develop numerical methods for Fluid–Structure Interac-
tion (FSI) problems. FSI methods may be classified into two
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main groups, namely, boundary-fitted [6,53] and immersed
approaches [15,19,42,75]. These methods have been applied
to a large variety of problems such as, wind turbines [5,
35], heart valves [43,62], parachutes [55,60], and cell-scale
blood flow [16,70] to name a few. However, most of the ap-
plications addressed up to now involve classical fluids. The
interaction of complex fluids and solids has remained prac-
tically unexplored, although there has been recent works
involving two–phase fluids [13,12]. In this paper, we pro-
pose a model for the interaction of two–component immis-
cible flows and hyperelastic structures. We use the model to
study several elastocapillary problems, including, capillary
origami [49], deformation of elastic micropillars [64] and
static wetting of soft substrates [57].
Our computational method uses a boundary–fitted ap-
proach with a sharp fluid–solid interface. However, our ap-
proach to two–component immiscible flows is based on the
Navier–Stokes–Cahn–Hilliard (NSCH) equations, which treat
the fluid–fluid interface using a phase–field method. Phase–
field approaches can be thought of as an alternative to sharp–
interface methods in which interfaces are represented by thin
transition regions. The key idea is to define an order param-
eter, or phase–field, that varies smoothly on the entire com-
putational domain and acts as a marker for the location of
the different phases. This notably simplifies the numerics
compared to sharp–interface methods, although it implies
the resolution of an additional equation for the evolution of
the order parameter. This equation usually includes higher–
order partial–differential operators that are stiff in space and
time, and produce thin layers that evolve dynamically over
the computational domain. Different strategies have been
developed to deal with these computational challenges [31–
33] allowing to use phase–field models for a wide range
of applications such as, liquid-vapor transformations [14,
45], cancer growth [46,74], tumor angiogenesis [69,71], cell
motility [52,47], and dendritic growth [40]. For a thorough
discussion on phase-field models, see [34]. The NSCH equa-
tions can also be thought of as an extension of the incom-
pressible Navier–Stokes equations to a multicomponent fluid
with regularized surface tension. As a consequence, the NSCH
model inherits the saddle point nature of the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations. This produces difficulties in the
numerics that can be tackled using inf-sup stable discretiza-
tions, stabilized formulations or divergence-conforming bases.
In this work, we tackle the computational challenges as-
sociated with phase–field models by adopting Isogeometric
Analysis (IGA) for the spatial discretization of the problem.
IGA is a generalization of the finite element method that
was proposed in [37]; see also [23]. IGA started using Non–
Uniform Rational B–Splines (NURBS) as basis functions
and, subsequently, was generalized to T–Splines (see, for ex-
ample, [2,4,8,17,18]) and subdivision surfaces [73,72]. In
the numerical examples presented here, we have used isoge-
ometric analysis based on NURBS, but our algorithms could
be used in conjunction with other types of basis functions.
To be able to use equal-order spaces for pressure and ve-
locity in the fluid dynamics equations, we adopt a stabilized
formulation for the NSCH equations based on the variational
multiscale method (VMS). Regarding the time discretiza-
tion, we use the generalized–α method [3,22,39].
2 Governing equations
2.1 Kinematics
Let us denote by x̂ the coordinates of a reference domain
Ωx̂ , which is fixed in time. We define a function φ̂ that
maps the reference domain Ωx̂ into its spatial configura-
tion at time t, Ωt , that is, φ̂ : Ωx̂×]0,T [→ Ωt , where ]0,T [
is the time interval of interest. We denote by x the coor-
dinates in the spatial configuration, i.e., Ωt 3 x = φ̂ (x̂, t).
Using the mapping φ̂ , we can define the displacement of
a point in the referential domain û(x̂, t) = φ̂ (x̂, t)− x̂, and
its velocity v̂ = ∂ φ̂ /∂ t. Let us also define a material do-
main ΩX and the function φ : ΩX×]0,T [→Ωt , which maps
each material particle X into its spatial coordinate at time
t, that is, x = φ (X , t). From the function φ , we can de-
fine the particle displacement u(X , t) = φ (X , t)−X , its ve-
locity v = ∂φ /∂ t = ∂u/∂ t, and the deformation gradient
F = ∂φ /∂X .
In what follows, we will make use of the Eulerian coun-
terpart of the particle velocity v, namely, v ◦φ−1. However,
in most cases, we will only use one symbol to denote a
physical quantity. Furthermore, to avoid ambiguity in our
notation we will use subscripts to clarify how derivatives
should be understood. We will adopt the subscript X (re-
spectively, x̂) to indicate that the derivative is taken by hold-
ing X (respectively, x̂) fixed. When no subscript is specified,
the derivative is assumed to be taken by holding x fixed. For
example,
∂v
∂ t
∣∣∣∣
X
denotes the time derivative of the velocity
holding X fixed.
2.2 Governing equations of fluid mechanics
In our model, the dynamics of the two–component fluid sys-
tem is described by the Navier–Stokes–Cahn–Hilliard equa-
tions. The model describes the motion of two immiscible
and incompressible fluids with matched density and viscos-
ity. In the Eulerian frame, the equations can be written as
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∇ · v = 0, (1a)
ρ
(
∂v
∂ t
+ v ·∇v
)
−∇ ·σ f −ρ f = 0, (1b)
∂ϕ
∂ t
+∇ · (ϕv)−∇ ·
(
Mϕγ f∇
(
1
ε
W ′ϕ − ε∆ϕ
))
= 0, (1c)
where ρ is the fluid density that we consider to be con-
stant, f represents body forces per unit mass and ϕ ∈ [−1,1]
is the phase–field variable. Wϕ is a double–well potential,
which we define as Wϕ =
(
ϕ2−1)2 /4. The constant γ f de-
notes the surface tension and ε is the interface thickness.
Mϕ represents the mobility, which is assumed to be constant
for the examples presented herein. The fluid Cauchy stress
tensor σ f is given by σ f = τ − pI − γ f ε∇ϕ ⊗∇ϕ, where
⊗ denotes the usual vector outer product, p represents the
pressure and τ is the viscous stress tensor. For incompress-
ible Newtonian fluids, τ is defined as τ = µ¯
(
∇v+∇T v
)
,
where µ¯ is the viscosity coefficient, which is assumed to be
constant. A complete derivation of Eqs. (1) from the sharp–
interface theory may be found in [34].
2.3 Governing equations of solid mechanics
The behavior of the structure will be described by the mo-
mentum balance equation, which can be written in Lagrangian
form as
ρs0
∂ 2u
∂ t2
∣∣∣∣
X
= ∇X ·P+ρs0 f s. (2)
Here, ρs0 is the mass density in the initial configuration, P
denotes the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor and f s repre-
sents body forces per unit mass. To completely define the
system, we adopt a nonlinear hyperelastic material as con-
stitutive theory. In particular, we use the generalized neo–
Hookean model with dilatational penalty proposed in [54].
In this model, the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor is
defined as
S = µJ−2/d
(
I − 1
d
tr(C)C−1
)
+
κ
2
(
J2−1)C−1, (3)
where κ and µ are the material bulk and shear moduli, which
can be obtained from the Young modulus E and the Pois-
son ratio νs using the relations κ = E/(3(1− 2νs)) and
µ = E/(2(1+νs)); I represents the identity tensor and d is
the number of spatial dimensions; tr(·) denotes the trace op-
erator and J is the determinant of the deformation gradient,
that is, J = det(F ), where F = I+∇X u. Finally, C stands for
the Cauchy–Green deformation tensor, i.e., C = F T F . From
S, the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor can be computed
by taking P = F S. Let us also define the solid Cauchy stress
tensor σ s = J−1F SF T = J−1PF T .
3 Numerical formulation
3.1 Computational framework
We adopt a boundary–fitted technique with matching dis-
cretization at the fluid–structure interface. This choice per-
mits to strongly impose kinematic boundary conditions at
the fluid-solid interface and results in more accurate solu-
tions at the fluid–solid interface as long as the mesh does
not undergo large distortions. We use the Lagrangian de-
scription to derive the semi–discrete form of the solid equa-
tions and the Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) descrip-
tion [26,27,38] for the fluid domain. This means that the
fluid mesh needs to be updated to accommodate the motion
of the structure. For this purpose, we solve an additional
linear elasticity problem subject to displacement boundary
conditions coming from the motion of the solid. In ALE ap-
proaches, the partial time derivatives in the governing equa-
tions are taken by holding x̂ fixed while the space derivatives
are taken with respect to x. This particularity enables to use
semi–discrete methods, even when the equations are posed
on a moving domain [3]. The ALE form of the NSCH equa-
tions can be derived using the techniques presented in [6,
27]. This leads to the system
∇ · v = 0, (4a)
ρ
(
∂v
∂ t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+(v− v̂) ·∇v
)
−∇ ·σ f −ρ f = 0, (4b)
∂ϕ
∂ t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+(v− v̂) ·∇ϕ−∇ ·
(
Mϕγ f∇
(
1
ε
W ′ϕ − ε∆ϕ
))
= 0,
(4c)
where v̂ is the velocity of the fluid domain [3].
Remark Another boundary–fitted approach that could be
adopted as alternative to ALE methods is the space–time
technique. This would allow to discretize directly the Eule-
rian form of the NSCH equations; see [6,7,59,61] for recent
advances in space–time methods.
3.2 Computational domain
We will denote by Ω0 the initial configuration of the fluid
and solid domains combined, that is, Ω0 = Ω f0 ∪Ω s0, with
Ω f0 ∩Ω s0 = /0, where superscripts s and f refer to the solid
and the fluid domain, respectively. Ω0 is adopted as the ma-
terial and reference configuration. The spatial configuration
of Ω0 at time t is designated as Ωt , and can also be decom-
posed as Ωt = Ω ft ∪Ω st , with Ω ft ∩Ω st = /0. Let us also de-
note by Γ0 and Γt the fluid–solid interface at the initial and
the current configuration, respectively. Γ s0 and Γ
s
t (Γ
f
0 and
Γ ft ) will refer to the boundary of the solid (fluid) domain
without the part of the fluid–structure interface.
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3.3 Continuous problem in the weak form
3.3.1 Fluid mechanics
In the fluid mechanics problem we focus on solid–wall bound-
ary conditions, by setting the velocity to a given value. Ad-
ditionally, and with the purpose of attaining well–posedness
in the NSCH system, we enforce the following boundary
conditions on the phase–field variable,
∇ϕ ·n f = |∇ϕ|cos(θc) on Γt , (5a)
∇ϕ ·n f = 0 on Γ ft , (5b)
and
Mϕγ f∇
(
1
ε
W ′ϕ − ε∆ϕ
)
·n f = 0 on Γ ft ∪Γt , (6)
where n f is the unit outward normal to the fluid boundary
and θc denotes the contact angle between the fluid–fluid in-
terface and the solid, measured in the phase of value ϕ = 1.
The imposition of boundary condition (5) can be notably
simplified by introducing in our problem a new variableϒ =
∆ϕ . This implies that the phase–field equation (4c) is split
into two lower–order equations, allowing to use the classi-
cal finite element method for the spatial discretization of the
problem. Note that this increases the number of degrees of
freedom in our problem, resulting in 5 for 2D and 6 for 3D
problems
In preparation for the spatial discretization of the fluid
dynamics problem, we derive a weak form of Eqs. (4). Let
L2(Ω ft ) be the space of scalar–valued functions that are square–
integrable on Ω ft . We define the trial function space for the
pressure variable as
X p =
{
p | p ∈ L2
(
Ω ft
)
,
∫
Ω ft
pdΩ ft = 0
}
. (7)
The weighting function space for the pressure variable Y p
will be indentical to X p. The trial solution spaces for ϒ
and ϕ are denoted by X ϒ and X ϕ , respectively. We take
X ϒ =X ϕ =H1(Ω ft ), where H1(Ω
f
t ) is the Sobolev space
of square–integrable functions with square–integrable first
derivatives. The weighting function spaces for ϒ and ϕ are
identical to their corresponding trial solution spaces. The
trial solution space X v for v is also a subset of H1(Ω ft )
whose members satisfy all Dirichlet boundary conditions.
The weighting function space Y v is identical to X v, but
all restrictions on the Dirichlet boundary are homogeneous.
With the above considerations, the variational formulation
of the fluid mechanics problem may be stated as follows:
Find p ∈ X p, v ∈ X v, ϕ ∈ X ϕ and ϒ ∈ X ϒ such that
∀w1 ∈ Y p, w2 ∈ Y v, w3 ∈ Y ϕ and w4 ∈ Y ϒ ,
B f (w1,w2,w3,w4, p,v,ϕ,ϒ ; v̂) = F f (w2). (8)
where
B f (w1,w2,w3,w4, p,v,ϕ,ϒ ; v̂) =∫
Ω ft
w1∇ · vdΩ ft +
∫
Ω ft
w2 ·ρ
(
∂v
∂ t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+(v− v̂) ·∇v
)
dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω ft
∇w2 : σ f dΩ ft +
∫
Ω ft
w3
(
∂ϕ
∂ t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+(v− v̂) ·∇ϕ
)
dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω ft
∇w3 ·Mϕγ f∇
(
1
ε
W ′ϕ − εϒ
)
dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω ft
w4ϒdΩ ft +
∫
Ω ft
∇w4 ·∇ϕdΩ ft
−
∫
Γt
w4|∇ϕ|cos(θc)dΓt , (9)
and
F f (w2) =
∫
Ω ft
w2 ·ρ f dΩ ft . (10)
Note that the variational formulation (8)–(10) weakly
imposes the NSCH equations and the boundary conditions
(5) and (6). If Dirichlet boundary conditions are not set on
the entire boundary for velocity, then the variational formu-
lation weakly imposes the conjugate stress–free condition
on that part of the boundary.
In order to stabilize the NSCH equations, we make use
of the VMS method and split the weighting and the trial so-
lution spaces corresponding to pressure and velocity into a
coarse and a fine scale subspaces, that is,X p =X pg ⊕X pq ,
X v = X vg ⊕X vq , Y p = Y pg ⊕Y pq and Y v = Y pg ⊕Y vq .
Here, the subscripts g and q denote the coarse and the fine
scales, respectively. This implies that p, v, w1 and w2 may
be written as
p = pg+ pq, (11a)
w1 = w1g+w
1
q, (11b)
v = vg+ vq, (11c)
w2 = w2g+w
2
q. (11d)
3.3.2 Solid mechanics
In order to define suitable boundary conditions for the solid
mechanics problem, we assume that the solid boundary Γ s0
can be decomposed into Dirichlet and Neumann parts, which
will be designated as (Γ s0 )D and (Γ
s
0 )N , respectively. We de-
note by X s =X s(Ω s0) a trial function space whose mem-
bers satisfy all Dirichlet boundary conditions.Y s =Y s(Ω s0)
is a weighting function space identical toX s, which verifies
homogeneous conditions on (Γ s0 )D. The trial and weighting
function spaces are subsets of H1
(
Ω s0
)
. The variational for-
mulation of the solid mechanics problem may be stated as
follows: Find u ∈X s such that ∀ws ∈ Y s,
Bs(ws,u) = Fs(ws), (12)
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where
Bs(ws,u) =
∫
Ω s0
(
ws ·ρs0
∂ 2u
∂ t2
∣∣∣∣
X
+∇X ws : P
)
dΩ s0 (13)
and
Fs(ws) =
∫
Ω s0
ws ·ρs0 f sdΩ s0 +
∫
(Γ s0 )N
ws · ĥ d(Γ s0 )N . (14)
The previous variational formulation weakly enforces the
Neumman boundary condition Pn̂s = ĥ on (Γ s0 )N , where n̂
s
represents the unit outward normal to the solid boundary in
the material domain and ĥ is a given traction.
3.3.3 Mesh motion
As the solid deforms, the fluid domain needs to be updated to
accommodate to the fluid–structure interface motion. With
this purpose, we solve a succession of fictitious linear elastic
boundary–value problems [3,41,56,66–68], using as bound-
ary conditions the displacement data on the fluid–solid in-
terface. The fluid domain motion will be associated to the
mapping φ̂ . Let us define the displacement of the reference
domain at time t as
ût(x̂) = û(x̂, t) = φ̂ t(x̂)− x̂. (15)
where φ̂ t(x̂)= φ̂ (x̂, t). To determine φ̂ t , and thus, the motion
of the fluid domain, we use the identity
φ̂ t(x̂) = φ̂ t˜(x̂)+(ût − ût˜)(x̂), (16)
where ût − ût˜ is obtained from a linear elastic boundary–
value problem. Here, t˜ < t is a time instant close to t. In
general, in our problems t˜ is the final configuration of the
previous time step.
Let us define um as um = ût− ût˜ . um is obtained by solv-
ing fictitious linear–elastic boundary value problems, sub-
ject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions um = ut ◦ φ−1t −
ut˜ ◦φ−1t˜ on Γ˜t , where ut and ut˜ are the particle displacement
at times t and t˜, respectively. These Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions are strongly built into the trial solution space V m =
V m(Ω ft˜ ), which is a subset of H
1(Ω ft˜ ). W
m = W m(Ω ft˜ )
is a weighting function space identical to V m except that it
satisfies homogeneous conditions on the boundary. The vari-
ational formulation of the fluid domain motion can be stated
as follows: Find um ∈ V m such that ∀wm ∈W m,
Bm(wm,um) = 0, (17)
where
Bm(wm,um) =
∫
Ω ft˜
∇symx˜ w
m : 2µm∇symx˜ u
mdΩ ft˜
+
∫
Ω ft˜
∇x˜ ·wmλm∇x˜ ·umdΩ ft˜ , (18)
Here, ∇x˜ is the gradient operator on Ωt˜ and ∇
sym
x˜ is its sym-
metric counterpart; µm and λm are the Lame´ parameters of
the fictitious elastic problem.
3.3.4 Coupled FSI problem
The variational formulation of the coupled fluid–structure
interaction problem is stated as follows: Find pg ∈X pg , pq ∈
X pq , vg ∈X vg , vq ∈X vq , ϕ ∈X ϕ , ϒ ∈X ϒ , u ∈X s and
um ∈ V m such that ∀w1g ∈ Y pg , w2g ∈ Y vg , w3 ∈ Y ϕ , w4 ∈
Y ϒ , ws ∈ Y s and wm ∈W m,
B f (w1g,w
2
g,w
3,w4, pg+ pq,vg+ vq,ϕ,ϒ ; v̂) (19)
+Bs(ws,u)+Bm(wm,um) = F f (w2)+Fs(ws),
with the following compatibility conditions at the fluid–structure
interface:
vg =
∂u
∂ t
◦φ−1 on Γt , (20a)
w2g = w
s ◦φ−1 on Γt . (20b)
Note that Eq. (20a) imposes strongly the kinematical com-
patibility at the fluid–structure interface while Eq. (20b) leads
to a weak enforcement of traction compatibility, i.e., σ f n f +
σ sns = 0 on Γt , where ns is the unit outward normal to the
solid boundary in the spatial configuration.
3.4 Semidiscrete formulation
We use NURBS–based isogeometric analysis for the spatial
discretization of the coupled problem. Let us define finite–
dimensional approximations of the funtional spaces, namely,
X ph ⊂X pg , X vh ⊂X vg , X ϕh ⊂X ϕ , X ϒh ⊂X ϒ , X sh ⊂
X s, and V mh ⊂ V m. Analogously, we introduce Y ph ⊂ Y pg ,
Y vh ⊂ Y vg , Y ϕh ⊂ Y ϕ , Y ϒh ⊂ Y ϒ , Y sh ⊂ Y s, and W mh ⊂
W m.
Let us now use ϕh ∈X ϕh and the coarse–scale velocity
vh ∈X vh and pressure fields ph ∈X ph to approximate the
fine scales of the velocity and pressure fields as
vq =−τSUPSρ rM, (21a)
pq =−ρνLSICrC. (21b)
Here, rM and rC are given by
rM = ρ
(
∂vh
∂ t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+(vh− v̂h) ·∇vh
)
−∇ ·σ fh −ρ f , (22a)
rC = ∇ · vh, (22b)
where σ fh = µ¯
(
∇vh+∇T vh
)− phI − γ f ε∇ϕh ⊗∇ϕh. For
the stabilization parameters τSUPS and νLSIC we use the ex-
pressions
τSUPS =
(
4
∆ t2
+(vh− v̂h) ·G (vh− v̂h)+CIν2G : G
)−1/2
,
(23a)
νLSIC = (tr(G)τSUPS)−1 , (23b)
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where ∆ t is, in a time-discrete context, the time step; CI =
1/12 is a positive constant; ν is the kinematic viscosity; and
G denotes the element metric tensor [6]. The stabilized for-
mulation of the fluid problem over the finite element spaces
can be stated as: Find ph ∈X ph , vh ∈X vh , ϕh ∈X ϕh and
ϒh ∈ X ϒh such that ∀w1h ∈ Y ph , w2h ∈ Y vh , w3h ∈ Y ϕh and
w4h ∈ Y ϒh ,
B fMS(w
1
h,w
2
h,w
3
h,w
4
h, ph,vh,ϕh,ϒh; v̂h) = F
f (w2h), (24)
where
B fMS(w
1
h,w
2
h,w
3
h,w
4
h, ph,vh,ϕh,ϒh; v̂h) =
∫
Ω ft
w1h∇ · vhdΩ ft
+
∫
Ω ft
w2h ·ρ
(
∂vh
∂ t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+(vh− v̂h) ·∇vh
)
dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω ft
∇w2h : σ
f
hdΩ
f
t +
∫
Ω ft
w3h
(
∂ϕh
∂ t
∣∣∣∣
x̂
+(vh− v̂h) ·∇ϕh
)
dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω ft
∇w3h ·Mϕγ f∇
(
1
ε
W ′ϕ − εϒh
)
dΩ ft
+
∫
Ω ft
w4hϒhdΩ
f
t +
∫
Ω ft
∇w4h ·∇ϕhdΩ ft
−
∫
Γt
w4h|∇ϕh|cos(θc)dΓt
+
nel
∑
e=1
∫
Ω f ,et
τSUPS
(
(vh− v̂h) ·∇w2h+
∇w1h
ρ
)
· rMdΩ ft
+
nel
∑
e=1
∫
Ω f ,et
νLSICρ∇ ·w2hrCdΩ ft
−
nel
∑
e=1
∫
Ω f ,et
τSUPSw2h · (rM ·∇vh)dΩ ft
−
nel
∑
e=1
∫
Ω f ,et
∇w2h
ρ
: (τSUPSrM⊗ τSUPSrM)dΩ ft
−
nel
∑
e=1
∫
Ω f ,et
τSUPS
ρ
w3hrM ·∇ϕhdΩ ft (25)
Here, nel is the total number of elements on the fluid mesh
and Ω f ,et the region of the physical space occupied by ele-
ment e at time t.
We can now approximate the coupled FSI problem (19)
by the following variational formulation over the finite ele-
ment spaces: Find ph ∈X ph , vh ∈X vh , ϕh ∈X ϕh ,ϒh ∈X ϒh ,
uh ∈ X sh and umh ∈ V mh such that ∀w1h ∈ Y ph , w2h ∈ Y vh ,
w3h ∈ Y ϕh , w4h ∈ Y ϒh , wsh ∈ Y sh and wmh ∈W mh ,
B fMS(w
1
h,w
2
h,w
3
h,w
4
h, ph,vh,ϕh,ϒh; v̂h)+B
s(wsh,uh)
+Bm(wmh ,u
m
h ) = F
f (w2h)+F
s(wsh), (26)
where
ph(x, t) = ∑
A∈I f
pA(t)NA(x, t), (27a)
w1h(x, t) = ∑
A∈I f
w1ANA(x, t), (27b)
uh(X , t) = ∑
A∈Is
uA(t)N̂A(X ), (27c)
wsh(X ) = ∑
A∈Is
wsAN̂A(X ), (27d)
umh (x˜, t˜) = ∑
A∈I f
ûA(t˜)N˜A(x˜, t˜), (27e)
wmh (x˜, t˜) = ∑
A∈I f
wmA N˜A(x˜, t˜), (27f)
v̂h(x, t) = ∑
A∈I f
∂ ûA
∂ t
(t)NA(x, t). (27g)
The rest of the variables (vh, ϕh and ϒh) and the weight-
ing functions (w2h, w
3
h and w
4
h) are defined analogously to ph
and w1h, respectively. In Eqs. (27), the N̂A’s are a set of ba-
sis functions defined on Ω0 that are fixed in time. In the
context of IGA, these functions are splines with control-
lable continuity. In the interior of the fluid and solid do-
mains, their continuity can be arbitrarily high but on Γ0 (in
the normal direction) is exactly C 0. Is denotes the global–
index set of the N̂A’s that correspond to the solid domain.
NA is the push forward of N̂A to the spatial domain Ωt , i.e.,
NA(x, t) = N̂A ◦ φ̂ h
−1
(x, t), where φ̂ h
−1
is the discrete coun-
terpart of φ̂
−1
. Likewise, N˜A is the push forward of N̂A to the
spatial domain at time t˜, i.e., N˜A(x˜, t˜) = N̂A ◦ φ̂ h
−1
(x˜, t˜). I f is
the global–index set of the NA’s that correspond to the fluid
domain.
In order to enforce the compatibility conditions at the fluid-
structure interface and taking into account that we work with
matching discretizations, we define a unique set of both trial
an test functions for the velocity at the fluid–structure in-
terface. This leads to strong (pointwise) satisfaction of the
kinematics condition and weak satisfaction of the traction
compatibility condition.
3.5 Time discretization and numerical implementation
In this section, we present the time integration algorithm for
our FSI problem. We use the generalized-α method, which
was originally proposed by Chung and Hulbert [22] for the
equations of structural dynamics. Subsequently, this tech-
nique was extended to the equations of fluid mechanics [39]
and successfully applied to fluid-structure interaction prob-
lems (see, for instance, [3,13,15]).
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3.5.1 Time stepping scheme
Let us call U , U˙ , U¨ the vectors of control variable degrees of
freedom of the fluid–structure system, and its first and sec-
ond time derivatives, respectively. Analogously, let us call
V , V˙ , V¨ the vectors of control variable degrees of freedom
of mesh displacements, velocities and accelerations. We de-
fine the residual vectors
Rcont = {RcontA }, (28a)
Rmom = {RmomA,i }, (28b)
Rϕ = {RϕA}, (28c)
Raux = {RauxA }, (28d)
Rmesh = {RmeshA,i }, (28e)
where A is a control–variable index and i is an index associ-
ated to the spatial dimensions. The residual components are
defined as
RcontA = B
f
MS({NA,0,0,0},{ph,vh,ϕh,ϒh}; v̂h), (29a)
RmomA,i = B
f
MS({0,NAei,0,0},{ph,vh,ϕh,ϒh}; v̂h)
+Bs(N̂Aei,uh)−Fs(N̂Aei)−F f (N̂Aei), (29b)
RϕA = B
f
MS({0,0,NA,0},{ph,vh,ϕh,ϒh}; v̂h), (29c)
RauxA = B
f
MS({0,0,0,NA},{ph,vh,ϕh,ϒh}; v̂h), (29d)
RmeshA,i = B
m(N˜Aei,umh ), (29e)
where ei is the ith cartesian basis vector. Our time stepping
scheme can be defined as follows: Given the discrete ap-
proximation to the global vectors of control variables at time
tn, namely, U n, U˙ n, U¨ n, V n, V˙ n, V¨ n and the current time step
size ∆ t = tn+1 − tn, find U n+1, U˙ n+1, U¨ n+1, V n+1, V˙ n+1,
V¨ n+1 such that
Rcont(U n+α f ,U˙ n+α f ,U¨ n+αm ,V n+α f ,V˙ n+α f ,V¨ n+αm) = 0,
(30a)
Rmom(U n+α f ,U˙ n+α f ,U¨ n+αm ,V n+α f ,V˙ n+α f ,V¨ n+αm) = 0,
(30b)
Rϕ(U n+α f ,U˙ n+α f ,U¨ n+αm ,V n+α f ,V˙ n+α f ,V¨ n+αm) = 0,
(30c)
Raux(U n+α f ,U˙ n+α f ,U¨ n+αm ,V n+α f ,V˙ n+α f ,V¨ n+αm) = 0,
(30d)
Rmesh(U n+α f ,U˙ n+α f ,U¨ n+αm ,V n+α f ,V˙ n+α f ,V¨ n+αm) = 0,
(30e)
where
U˙ n+1 = U˙ n+∆ t((1− γ)U¨ n+ γU¨ n+1), (31a)
U n+1 =U n+∆ tU˙ n+
∆ t2
2
(
(1−2β )U¨ n+2βU¨ n+1
)
,
(31b)
V˙ n+1 = V˙ n+∆ t((1− γ)V¨ n+ γV¨ n+1), (31c)
V n+1 =V n+∆ tV˙ n+
∆ t2
2
(
(1−2β )V¨ n+2βV¨ n+1
)
. (31d)
The α–levels are defined as
U n+α f =U n+α f (U n+1−U n) , (32a)
U n+αm =U n+αm (U n+1−U n) . (32b)
The parameters α f , αm, γ and β are chosen as in [3] lead-
ing to second–order time accuracy, unconditional stability
of the time–integration algorithm for linear ordinary differ-
ential equation systems with constant coefficients, and an
optimally damped fluid subproblem. In particular, we have
adopted the following expressions,
α f =
1
1+ρ∞
, (33a)
αm =
1
2
(
3−ρ∞
1+ρ∞
)
, (33b)
γ =
1
2
+αm−α f , (33c)
β =
1
4
(1−α f +αm)2, (33d)
where ρ∞ denotes the spectral radius. We have adopted ρ∞=
0.5 for all the examples presented in this paper. The non-
linear system of equations (30) is solved using a Newton–
Raphson iteration procedure.
4 Numerical examples
In this section, we present a series of numerical examples
that illustrate the predictive ability of our model and the ef-
fectiveness of our computational method. The first numeri-
cal example uses the NSCH equations without solid to re-
produce the coalescence of two droplets. We aim to show
that the radius of the meniscus formed during the coales-
cence process follows the scaling law observed in experi-
mental and theoretical results. The second example demon-
strates that our model can be used to simulate the deforma-
tion caused by a droplet on an underlying substrate. Our re-
sults are compared with experimental data taken from the
literature. Subsequently, we present a numerical simulation
of capillary origami. A droplet of glycerol is deposited on a
solid membrane and the capillary forces at the interface fold
the structure until the droplet is partially wrapped by the
membrane. Our next example reproduces the deformation
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caused by capillary forces in elastic micropillars. Finally, we
present a three dimensional simulation of a slender structure
deformed by a wetting droplet. Note that gravity forces are
negligible at small scales and, as a consequence, they are
not considered in the numerical examples presented in this
paper.
4.1 Coalescence of droplets
When two droplets come into contact, they form a bridge
and coalesce due to surface tension. The NSCH model given
in Eqs. (1) can be used to study droplet coalescence for in-
compressible, two-component, immiscible fluids with matched
density and viscosity. To solve the NSCH equations, we use
the algorithm described in Section 3, annihilating all the
terms corresponding to the solid mechanics and the mesh–
motion subproblems. Fig. 1 shows a sequence of isocon-
tour plots of the interface along the coalescence process of
two water droplets. For simplicity, we considered a two-
dimensional domain. Note that the time t = 0.0 does not
refer to the initial time of the simulation, but to the instant
when the interfaces of both droplets come into contact. Ini-
tially, the dynamics is driven by a large Laplace pressure
originating from the high curvature at the contact region,
where a meniscus is formed. Early in the process, the droplets
retain their circular shape to some extent (t < 0.15ms). By
time t ∼ 4ms the two initial droplets can be barely discerned.
At this point, the dynamics starts to operate on larger time
scales. The shape of the droplet evolves toward a circle that
minimizes the interfacial length. However, the gradual ac-
cumulation of kinetic energy along the process produces a
“rebound” effect in the shape of the droplet; see the evolu-
tion between t ∼ 8ms and t ∼ 400ms. We consider that the
solution at time t = 400ms is a good approximation of the
steady state.
The initial dynamics of the merger process is amenable
to simplified theoretical models that provide the time evo-
lution of the meniscus radius r(t); see the bottom-right in-
set of Fig. 2 for a pictorial description of r(t). The theoreti-
cal model [30] predicts the scaling r(t)∼√t for r & 0.03R,
where R is the droplet radius. This result is also backed up by
experimental observations [1]. Fig. 2 shows the time evolu-
tion of r obtained from the simulation (red squares) and the
function g(t) = χ
√
t (blue solid line), where χ is a fitting
constant parameter. The diagram shows a good agreement
between both datasets, demonstrating that our model repro-
duces correctly the initial dynamics of merging droplets.
4.2 Static wetting on soft substrates
The static equilibrium shape of a liquid droplet on a flat
and rigid substrate is well understood. The droplet’s shape
Fig. 1 Time evolution of the interface shown by isocontour lines of
ϕ . We plot ϕ = 0.7 (blue) and ϕ = −0.7 (black). The computational
domain (not shown) is Ω = (0,1.5L)× (0,L), where L = 1.0cm. The
mesh is composed of 256× 384 C 1-quadratic elements. We imposed
periodic boundary conditions in both directions. The initial configura-
tion consisted of two water droplets of radius R = 0.2cm centered at
(0.543L ,0.5L) and (0.957L,0.5L), respectively. The physical parame-
ters correspond to water at 20◦C, i.e., γ f = 72.86mN/m, µ = 1.0mPas
and ρ = 1.0g/cm3. The thickness of the interface and the mobility
were set to ε = 3.910−3 cm, and Mϕ = 10−3 cm3s/g, respectively. The
time step is ∆ t = 10−6 s and the computational time was 12h using 128
cores.
Fig. 2 Time evolution of the meniscus radius r obtained from the com-
putation (red points) and trend line given by g(t) = χ
√
t with χ = 22.9
(blue line). The initial time on the horizontal axis refers to the instant
when the interfaces of both droplets come into contact.
is a spherical cap which contacts the solid with an equilib-
rium contact angle θE = arccos[(γSG−γSL)/γ f ] given by the
Young-Dupre´ equation [24]. In the contact angle equation,
γSG and γSL are the surface tension at the solid-gas and at the
solid-liquid interface, respectively. When the solid is suf-
ficiently compliant or the droplet sufficiently small for the
elastocapillary length scale lec = γ f /E to be comparable to
the droplet radius, Young–Dupre´’s equation breaks down.
The excess Laplace pressure in the interior of the droplet
creates a dimple in the wet area and capillary forces pro-
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duce a ridge at the contact line. To show that our FSI model
can successfully predict this phenomenon, we reproduce one
of the experiments reported in [57]. In particular, a glycerol
droplet of radius R = 225.5µm is deposited on a soft sub-
strate with Young’s modulus E = 3.0kPa. The droplet de-
forms the substrate as shown on the left–hand side of Fig.
3(a). The contact angle θc in the boundary condition (5) is
given by θE = arccos[(γSG− γSL)/γ f ], but the solid defor-
mation produces an apparent contact angle (measured with
respect to a horizontal line) that is smaller than θE . In simple
words, the droplet “sinks” in the substrate and looks “more
wetting” that it would do on a rigid surface. The right–hand
side of Fig. 3(a) portraits a detailed view of the contact line
neighborhood and also shows the mesh in the current config-
uration. It may be observed that the fictitious linear elasticity
problem used to move the fluid domain produces a smooth
transition of the element shape using the solid displacement
at the fluid–solid interface as boundary condition. Figs. 3(b)
and 3(c) show, respectively, the substrate’s displacements in
the horizontal and vertical directions, when equilibrium is
reached.
To perform a more quantitative analysis, we measured
the displacement of the fluid–solid interface close to the con-
tact line and we compared our results with the experimen-
tal data reported in [57]; see Fig. 4. The experimental re-
sults are available only for the stationary configuration (blue
dots). Our computational method enables us to understand
the dynamics of the process. We report the solution at times
t = 0.25ms (yellow), t = 0.75ms (purple) and t = 21.0ms
(red), when we considered the solution to be stationary. Note
that our model neglects the disjoining pressure. At the length
scales considered in this paper, the disjoining pressure is
expected to have an impact only close to the contact line.
Based on the results presented in Fig. 4, the impact of the
disjoining pressure on the global deformation seems to be
small, which justifies our assumption.
4.3 Capillary origami
A droplet deposited on an elastic membrane will pull the
solid through surface tension. If the membrane is sufficiently
compliant, the drop will fold it, giving rise to a capillary
origami [49]. This process has triggered significant interest
because it can be used for self-assembly of micro- and nano-
structures. We use our theory to simulate the spontaneous
wrapping of glycerol droplets with elastic membranes. The
experiments in [49] were performed by placing the mem-
brane on a rigid surface. Modeling this system in its entirety
would require the use of contact algorithms. It is also very
likely that we would need to remesh the fluid domain due
to changes in its topology. To avoid this, we simply placed
the membrane in the fluid omitting the underlying rigid sur-
face; see Fig 5(a). Since we are neglecting gravity forces,
(a) Stationary configuration of the fluid–solid system
(b) Solid displacements in horizontal direction
(c) Solid displacements in vertical direction
Fig. 3 Glycerol droplet deposited on a soft substrate. (a) Stationary
configuration (left) and detail of the contact line region after deforma-
tion (right). (b), (c) solid displacements in the horizontal and vertical
directions, respectively. We use a uniform mesh of 400×200 quadratic
elements. On the left, right and lower boundaries of the computational
domain, we impose zero velocity in the normal direction. On the up-
per boundary, zero velocity is imposed in both directions. We adopted
the values of surface tension reported in [57], i.e., γ f = 46.0mN/m,
γSA = 31mN/m and γSL = 36mN/m. For the viscosity and density
parameters, we use values for glycerol: µ = 1412.0mPas and ρ =
1.26 pg/µm3. We took ε = 2.0µm and Mϕ = 0.1µm3µs/pg. The pa-
rameters for the solid correspond to a silicone gel with E = 3.0kPa,
νs = 0.499 and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3. Finally, the time step is ∆ t = 10−6 s
and the computational time was 47h using 128 cores.
Fig. 4 Vertical displacements of the fluid–solid interface. dc in the hor-
izontal axis represents the distance to the center of the droplet. The
blue circles are the experimental measurements reported in [57], which
represent a stationary configuration. The computational results are re-
ported at t = 0.25ms (yellow), t = 0.75ms (purple) and t = 21.0ms
(red), when the solution is considered to be stationary. The horizontal
line y = 0 corresponds to the fluid–solid interface before deformation.
The experimental data in this figure has been reprinted with permission
from [57]. Copyright 2013 American Physical Society.
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we expect this simplified system to behave similarly to the
capillary origamis formed on top of a rigid surface. Another
difference with the experiments in [49] is that we do not con-
sider the evaporation of the droplet. As shown in [49], a cap-
illary origami can be produced without evaporation, but the
complete encapsulation of the droplet is harder to achieve
without reducing the droplet’s volume.
We place a semicircular droplet of radius R = 146.0µm
on an elastic membrane [see Fig. 5(a) for the setup of the
problem] and we impose different contact angles θc along
the fluid–structure interface. The membrane is modeled as
a 3D solid. Figs. 5(b)–5(d) show how the membrane folds
wrapping a droplet with contact angle θc = 90◦. After the
droplet is deposited, the membrane bends downwards due
to the internal Laplace pressure. Later, the ends of the mem-
brane move upwards until the droplet gets almost fully en-
capsulated. Fig. 5(e) provides a detail of the computational
mesh in the area that undergoes more distortion (the dashed
line rectangle in Fig. 5(d) indicates the region of interest).
Note that the fluid elements contiguous to the solid undergo
lower distortion since we are adopting higher values for the
Lame´ parameters in these elements. The idea is to preserve
the quality of the mesh for as long as possible. Fig. 6 shows
the solid mesh in the current configuration and the stream-
lines at time t = 0.045s. The fluid–fluid interface is drawn
as a black solid line. The flow inside the droplet is predomi-
nantly vertical. Outside the droplet, the membrane’s motion
produces well-defined vortices. In order to check if the con-
servation of volume is satisfied, we compare the area of the
liquid droplet at time t = 0s and t = 0.138s and we observe
that there is an increase in the droplet area of 3.4%.
Fig. 7 shows the influence of the contact angle on the
dynamics of the process. The initial conditions are the same
as before. The results suggest that droplet encapsulation oc-
curs faster for more wetting fluids. This observation can be
used to have better control in the process of self-assembly of
micro- and nano-structures. Figs. 7(b) and 7(d) represent a
detail of the mesh distortion in the regions indicated in Figs.
7(a) and 7(c), respectively.
4.4 Wetting of elastic micropillars
Wetting of fibrous media has been widely studied due to
its importance in natural and engineered systems. However,
most of the research focuses on rigid fibers. At small scales,
capillary forces outweigh bulk forces and deform fibers sig-
nificantly, which produces a coupled problem combining elas-
ticity and wetting [29]. Here, we use our FSI model to study
quantitatively the deformation of micropillars produced by
a fluid–fluid interface. Fig. 8(a) shows the setup of our prob-
lem. We place a small amount of liquid (blue) between the
two micropillars (grey) and let capillary forces deform the
(a) θc = 90◦, t = 0.0s
(b) θc = 90◦, t = 0.014s
(c) θc = 90◦, t = 0.075s
(d) θc = 90◦, t = 0.138s
(e) θc = 90◦, t = 0.138s
Fig. 5 Capillary origami. (a) Initial condition. A semicircular droplet
(blue) is deposited on an elastic membrane (grey). (b), (c) and (d)
Current configuration at t = 0.014s, t = 0.075s and t = 0.138s, re-
spectively. (e) Detail of the fluid and solid mesh at t = 0.138s in
the dashed line rectangle represented in (d), that is, the area where
the mesh undergoes higher distortion. We use a uniform mesh of
200× 100 quadratic elements. We impose zero velocity in normal
direction on all boundaries. The parameters employed in this com-
putation for the fluid correspond to a glycerol droplet, in particu-
lar, µ = 1412.0mPas, γ f = 46.0mN/m, and ρ = 1.26 pg/µm3. We
take ε = 5.0µm and Mϕ = 0.1µm3µs/pg. For the elastic membrane
we adopt E = 30.0kPa, νs = 0.45, and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3. Finally,
∆ t = 10−5 s and the computational time was approximately 30h using
32 cores.
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Fig. 6 Solid mesh and streamlines of the fluid velocity at time t =
0.045s for the capillary origami of Fig. 5. The arrows show the direc-
tion of the velocity field. The streamlines and the arrows are colored
with the velocity magnitude. The interface of the droplet is represented
by a black, solid line.
(a) θc = 60◦, t = 0.065s (b) θc = 60◦, t = 0.065s
(c) θc = 120◦, t = 0.302s (d) θc = 120◦, t = 0.302s
Fig. 7 Capillary origami for two different contact angles. [Upper row]
Wetting droplet at time t = 0.065s. [Bottom row] Non–wetting droplet
at time t = 0.302s. [Right column] Mesh distortion in the dashed line
rectangles indicated in the left figures.
fibers. The micropillars are clamped at the bottom by pre-
venting the displacements in horizontal and vertical direc-
tions. Fig. 8(b) shows how surface tension deforms the fibers
bringing them close to each other, which, in turn, produces
the rise of the liquid.
We observe that, in addition to the obvious parameters
controlling the dynamics (the geometry and the mechanical
properties of the fibers as well as the physical properties of
the fluid) the volume of liquid placed between the micropil-
lars plays a key role. We quantified the volume using the
height of the liquid column as shown in Fig. 8; see the plots
on the left-hand side. The top, middle and bottom rows cor-
respond, respectively, to h = 200.0µm, h = 300.0µm and
h = 400.0µm. It may be observed that for a given geomet-
rical configuration of the fibers, larger volumes of liquid
produce larger deformations. In addition, the dynamics of
the process seems to be faster for larger volumes of liquid.
This might be explained as follows: Capillary forces have
a constant magnitude across all examples, but act at differ-
(a) t = 0.0s (b) t = 0.3225s
(c) t = 0.0s (d) t = 0.2975s
(e) t = 0.0s (f) t = 0.15075s
Fig. 8 Wetting of elastic micropillars. The top, middle and bottom
row correspond, respectively, to h = 200.0µm, h = 300.0µm and
h = 400.0µm. The insets show the mesh distortion close to the tip
of the micropillars. The computational domain is discretized with a
uniform mesh of 2002 quadratic elements. We impose zero velocity in
normal direction on all the boundaries, except on the upper one, where
we only enforce a stress–free condition. We use a wetting liquid with
contact angle θc = 60◦. The parameters are µ = 1412.0mPas, γ f =
46.0mN/m, ε = 2.5µm, ρ = 1.26 pg/µm3, Mϕ = 0.1µm3µs/pg,
E = 320.0kPa, νs = 0.45, ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3 and ∆ t = 2.510−6 s. The
computational time was approximately 62h using 96 cores.
ent points of the micropillars due to the different location of
the interface. The torque applied to the micropillars is larger
for larger volumes, producing stronger deformations. In ad-
dition, capillary forces are always oriented at an angle θc,
owing to the boundary condition given by Eq. (5)(a). Since
capillary forces act as follower loads, they have a larger ver-
tical component as the micropillars deform.
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4.5 Three dimensional wrapping of a liquid droplet
Here, we study the three dimensional wrapping of a liquid
droplet with an elastic membrane. Fig. 9(a) shows the initial
configuration of the problem, which consists of a droplet
of radius R = 146.0µm (blue) deposited on a membrane
of thickness 20.0µm (grey) that covers an entire horizontal
plane of the computational domain. The elastic membrame
is clampled to the lateral boundaries, where we have pre-
vented the displacements in normal and vertical directions.
We carry out this simulation assuming that the droplet is a
wetting liquid that forms a contact angle of θc = 60◦ with
the solid membrane. The left panels in Fig. 9 show an upper
view of the problem. The right panels are vertically flipped,
so that we can easily observe the membrane’s deformation.
The surface tension at the interface folds the solid, resulting
in the partial wrapping of the droplet [see Fig. 9(b)]. The
initial square shape of the elastic membrane leads to a non–
axisymmetric deformation of the structure and triggers the
formation of wrinkles [Fig. 9(c)]. Different values of surface
tension and solid stiffness should result in different patterns
of the wrinkling instability [20,36].
5 Conclusions
We have proposed a computational method for three–dimensional,
dynamic simulation of elastocapillarity. The solid dynamics
is governed by the equations of nonlinear elastodynamics
in the Lagrangian description. The fluid theory models the
dynamics of two-component, immiscible fluids with surface
tension. We adopt a fully–implicit fluid–structure interac-
tion algorithm to solve the problem. We use a boundary–
fitted method with the fluid equations written in Arbitrary
Lagrangian–Eulerian coordinates. The motion of the mesh is
described by the equations of elastostatics. We have shown
the viability of our theoretical framework and numerical al-
gorithm by solving several examples of elastocapillary phe-
nomena in two and three dimensions. This work is expected
to open new avenues in the study of elastocapillarity. For
example, we believe that it would be interesting to study
capillary origamis with a model that accounts for evapora-
tion of the droplet. This can be accomplished by using a
fluid theory that allows for liquid-vapor phase transforma-
tions, such as, the Navier–Stokes–Korteweg equations [13].
Our framework can also be extended to model capillary frac-
ture [10]. This can be accomplished by coupling the current
model with a fracture theory.
Acknowledgements The authors would like to thank Robert Style for
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(a) t = 0.0s
(b) t = 0.00625s
(c) t = 0.125s
Fig. 9 Top view (left panels) and bottom view (right panels) of the
three dimensional wrapping of a liquid droplet. (a) A hemispherical
droplet is deposited on a elastic membrane that is clamped to the lat-
eral boundaries of the computational domain. (b) Capillary forces fold
the membrane and lead to the partial wrapping of the liquid droplet.
(c) A wrinkling instability is developed on the structure, triggered by
the non–axisymmetric shape of the membrane. Note that we are only
representing the solid domain and one of the fluid phases. The compu-
tational domain (not shown) is Ω = (0,L)× (0,L)× (0,0.5L), where
L = 1 mm. We used a uniform mesh with 100× 100× 50 quadratic
elements. We impose zero velocity in normal direction on all the
boundaries as well as zero vertical velocity on the lateral boundaries.
The parameters correspond to a glycerol droplet: µ = 1412.0mPas,
γ f = 46.0mN/m, ρ = 1.26 pg/µm3. We take ε = 10.0µm and Mϕ =
0.1µm3,µs/pg. For the membrane we employ E = 0.6kPa, νs = 0.45,
and ρs = 12.6 pg/µm3. For the time step we have adopted ∆ t =
2.510−5 s. The computational time was 194h using 256 cores.
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